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Abstract
The following thesis represents an investigation into the gas-phase behavior of
fullerenes and fullerene derivatives, using mass spectrometry as an analytical method.
This thesis encompasses the formation and structure elucidation of carbon-based clusters
which have been formed through the ablation of fullerene derivatives, the formation of
fullerenes from non-fullerene precursor material, an evaluation of the stability of solid
Cw, the delayed ionization of pure fullerenes, and the assessment of an alternative ionization
method for the direct analysis of fullerenes and fullerene derivatives. The coalescence
reactivities of C^H^, oxides of C«, and C70, metallofullerenes, fluorinated fullerenes, and
three fullerene derivatives of the formula C60[C(COOEt)2]„ (where n = 1,2, and 3) have
been studied. Analogously, an organometallic compound of the formula [Cp5CpMn(CO)3]
has been evaluated as a possible precursor for fullerene formation using laser ablation.
The stability of Q,, under ambient conditions, in the presence of light and air, has been
studied, revealing that dimerization reactions occur following oxidation. Following analysis
of the structures of coalesced species, it became apparent that time-of-flight instruments
of a particular design may be prone to artifact signals originating from the delayed ionization
of fullerenes; a subsequent study led to the development of a new method for examining
this behavior and the findings have far reaching consequences for studies using similar
instrumentation. Laser desorption/ionization and matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization
are not always suitable ionization methods due to the observation of high degrees of
fragmentation or reactions with the matrix. Electrospray ionization represents an obvious
solution, but an investigation into the suitability of this method was required due to the
lack of successful analyses in the literature. Though the topics involved and the samples
used are diverse, each investigation thus represents a mass spectrometric study into the
gas-phase behavior of fullerenes and their derivatives, along one of several themes.
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1.1 Fullerenes

1.1.1 Discovery and Physical Characteristics of Fullerenes

The progress o f scientific achievement is periodically marked by significant
discoveries which dramatically shape the path of future research. In 1985, one such event
in modem research was the discovery of a new class of carbon allotrope by Kroto et al.1
totally unlike the tw o previously known allotropes, graphite and diamond. Kroto et al.
had been investigating mechanisms for the formation of long chain, carbon-based molecules
in interstellar space and circumstellar shells utilizing laser vaporization of graphitic surfaces.
A solid disk of carbon was vaporized using a pulsed, focused Nd:YAG laser with a
wavelength of 532 nm and a pulse duration of 5 ns. The resulting species were then
cooled in a helium stream, where they traveled until they reached the ionization region;
the mass spectra obtained by Kroto et al. are shown in Figure 1. Here, an excimer laser
was used to ionize the molecules, which were then accelerated by an electrostatic field and
analyzed using time-of-flight (ToF) mass spectrometry. These newly discovered carbon
based structures were determined to be closed cages, consisting entirely of an even number
of carbon atoms. They were composed of pentagonal and hexagonal rings, forming an
icosahedral structure. During the determination of the structural characteristics of these
clusters, Euler’s theorem for polyhedra was invoked, which states:

f + v = e + 2

where f is the number of faces, v is the number of vertices, and e is the number of edges,
for a polyhedron.
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Figure 1: Three time-of-flight mass spectra arising from the laser ablation of
graphite, using an ArF excimer laser. Spectrum c was obtained using helium
gas at a pressure of 10 torr over the graphite target, and spectrum b was
obtained after the pressure of the helium gas around the target area had been
increased to 760 torr. Spectrum a was obtained under similar conditions to b,
but an integration cup was incoroporated into the apparatus to increase the
time between vaporization and expansion, maximizing cluster thermalization.

When considering only hexagonal and pentagonal faces, the equation becomes:

6(f + v - e) = p = 12

where p is the number of pentagonal faces of the polyhedron. Hence, all such carbon
clusters which consist of only pentagonal and hexagonal faces must possess twelve
pentagonal faces. Following on from this line of reasoning, it became apparent that C20, a
dodecahedron, is the smallest carbon cluster which may be said to possess these structural
features. One year before Kroto et al.’s discovery, a group at Exxon had observed similar
carbon clusters but had unfortunately not appreciated their significance.' The most abundant
of these carbon clusters is Cw), which was later named “Buckminsterfullerene,” after the
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designer of geodesic domes, Buckminster Fuller. Further investigation revealed Cw to be
composed of 20 hexagonal and 12 pentagonal rings, where a carbon atom was present at
each vertex of the icosahedron; this structure is depicted by Figure 2. Buckminsterfullerene
was found to be particularly stable due to the fact that it is the second smallest carbon
cluster which satisfies what has become known as the “isolated pentagon rule,” where
is the smallest fullerene satisfying this rule, and the nature of the bonding giving rise to
3

Q o’s notable stability has been thoroughly investigated.

4-13

The isolated pentagon rule

(IPR) is used to describe the relative stabilities of particular fullerenes, such as C50, C^,
and C70, as it has been shown that increasing the number of adjacent pentagons is
energetically unfavorable, due to increased strain as a result of increased curvature of the
molecular structure. C70 was also noticeably a stable structure, typically present at 10% of
the abundance of Cm, and it was demonstrated that C70possessed a more aromatic character
than CM. It soon became clear that a wide range of carbon clusters existed, as evidenced by
the original spectrum obtained by Kroto et al.,' and the name “fullerene” became
synonymous with this new allotrope of carbon. It was not until 1990 that research could
significantly progress, however, as it was not possible to synthesize macroscopic quantities
of fullerenes. This therefore hindered empirical study of fullerenes. Kratschmer et al.

14

devised a new method for the synthesis of bulk quantities of fullerenes using graphitic
electrodes during an arcing process in a helium atmosphere, and the synthesis and separation
processes for fullerene production became increasingly popular topics.'5 Following the
publication of these findings, fullerene research began its exponential growth.16

The most intensively investigated subjects associated with fullerenes were those
concerning their physical structure and characteristics. The mechanism of formation of
fullerenes17‘6 was investigated; the formation and stability of fullerenes has aroused much
14
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Figure 2: Three dimensional representation of Buckminsterfullerene, C60.

interest and Crespo et al."7even conducted theoretical analysis of the analogous formation
of SiM, though such a molecule has not been observed. It was noticeable that an even
number of carbon atoms was highly favorable and fullerenes fragmented via the loss of C2
units. Such a fragmentation pathway became known as an indicative characteristic of all
fullerenes. The “shrink wrap mechanism”"8" 7 was proposed as the mechanism of
fragmentation and bond formation by which fullerenes characteristically lost the C2units.
During the course of the shrink wrap mechanism, two, adjacent carbon atoms undergo a
rearrangement of bonds with other carbon atoms in the vicinity, creating two, abutting
pentagons. The two carbon atoms in question, forming the base of both, abutting pentagons,
are then ejected from the molecule, resulting in the formation of a C2 leaving group and a
hexagonal face where the two, adjacent pentagons once were. The carbon cage can only
undergo efficient self-repair if even numbers (i.e. C2n) of carbon atoms are lost in this
manner. Therefore, the shrink wrap mechanism is in excellent agreement with the
observation of fullerenes possessing primarily even numbers of carbon atoms, though
15
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there are exceptions.20 The fragmentation of fullerenes is traditionally studied using mass
spectrometry, whether it is the study of fragmentation within the ion source, 0 using
mass-analyzed ion kinetic energy spectra (MIKES),'1or using collision-induced dissociation
32 33

34-38

conditions with a variety of target gases. ' The binding energies of Cn units,

has been

a matter of disagreement, with values between 4 - 12 eV being proposed. Though there
has been some debate over whether C2 loss occurs in a concerted or a sequential
35 39-42

manner, '

increasing support can be found for sequential C2 loss, with minor

contributions from C4 loss. Though the fragmentation dynamics of Cwl have been of primary
interest, the fragmentation of C70 has also been studied.
affinity

44 45

43

45

With its positive electron

of approximately 1.2 eV, it is notable that Q,, readily forms anionic species

46

47

and is able to accept multiple charges, though it has no protons to lose; C^, will form
multiply charged species without protonation/deprotonation. The formation of multiply
charged cations has also been studied4*50 and Scheier et al. reported the observation of the
sextuply charged ion

The ionization energy of neutral

has become accepted as

being approximately between 7.5 and 7.6 eV,41,42,52 63 though there has been subsequent
discussion about experiments performed for the determination of ionization potentials.64 66
A figure closer to 7.6 eV seems to be increasingly accepted, with many references being
made to experiments performed by Lichtenberger et al.,67 Zimmerman et al.,68 de Vries et
al.,6*and Lifshitz.7"

1.1.2 Endohedral and Exohedral Complexes

It was not long before research began to diversify, with most efforts concentrating
on characterizing the physical behavior of fullerenes. It was determined by Heath et al.
that atoms may be trapped inside the carbon cages, and such adducts were later to become

16
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known as “endohedral” complexes, while fullerenes which possessed atoms or functional
groups bound to the exterior of the cage became known as “exohedral” complexes. The
9 22 29 72-88

formation of endohedral complexes became one of the major fields of investigation,'
89 90

though exohedral interactions are also noted. '

82 9 1 92

A “window mechanism”

' became

accepted as the means for formation of such complexes, where carbon-carbon bonds are
cleaved until a large enough hole is present for the gas atom to enter the carbon cage, the
gas atom is then captured, and the carbon-carbon bonds reform. The alternative mechanism,
where gas atoms “squeeze through” a face of the fullerene following stretching of
carbon-carbon bonds without cleavage occurring, was disregarded due to the requirement
of a high activation energy. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) became a common
spectroscopic method for probing the interior of endohedral fullerenes,93 %as has infra-red
(IR) spectroscopy,97'°° while purely theoretical calculations were also in evidence101 as the
environment and bonding inside the cage became of interest.10' 100 While others had used
collision experiments using mass spectrometers to capture gas atoms, Saunders et al. °7
also experimented with apparatus which relied upon the use of high pressures. Weiske et
al. succeeded in capturing more than one atom inside the carbon cage.

91

Mass spectrometry

was first used to produce such complexes, but increasingly the role of mass spectrometry
was for structure elucidation.108 "" Applications of endohedral complexes have since been
proposed, one of the most original theoretical applications was that of a memory device.
The theory entails the use of a nanotube and an endohedral fullerene,1" which may be
operated together as a binary device when under the influence of an electric field. Synthesis
of endohedral complexes incorporating metal atoms, or “metallofullerenes,” became the
primary development, due to the possibility of the production of potential superconductors.
Investigations into the production and physical structure of metallofullerenes gained
.

momentum as a result.

78. 110. 112-119
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1.1.3 Coalescence Reactions

In 1993, a discovery was made which opened up new avenues of research with
respect to fullerenes. Yeretzian et al.'2<u'' observed the coalescence of carbon clusters
following laser desorption/ionization (LDI) of a known fullerene sample, with analysis
being performed using time-of-flight mass spectrometry. Ions which possess masses that
are multiples of the mass of the starting material were found to be particularly favored.
The aggregate species consisted of an even number of carbon atoms, and distinct
distributions could be observed, with all signals being spaced by 24 Da (C2). In an attempt
to deduce the structure of these higher carbon clusters, Yeretzian et al.1-1 collided coalesced
carbon clusters with a silicon surface and no fragments were observed up to a collision
energy of 200 e V. The spacing of the coalesced carbon cluster ions by C2nunits, a distinctive
characteristic of fullerenes, and the total absence of a fragment which corresponds to the
precursor compound used, together implied that the coalesced clusters were indeed larger,
closed cage fullerenes and not weakly bound aggregates. During the course of similar
experiments using fullerene anions, Zhu et al.20-122 managed to also observe odd (uneven)
numbered carbon clusters, though the abundance of these species was relatively low. Fowler
et al. have investigated the relative stabilities of fullerenes which possess even and uneven
carbon contents and it was shown that carbon clusters with an uneven carbon content were
the less stable at higher temperatures.
clusters as large as

123

Marshall and co-workers have produced carbon

using laser desorption/ionization.''4 In addition to coalescence

following laser ablation, Campbell et al. have demonstrated the possibility to induce such
+•

reactions through the collision of C^, ions with

neutrals in a collision cell.

125

Studies

performed by Jarrold and co-workers''61-7 have provided evidence for the formation of
more than one dimeric species following gas-phase coalescence reactions. Experiments

18
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performed by Tast et al. demonstrated that dissociation of selected coalescence products
led to the production fragment ions which provided evidence for the formation of dimeric
structures in the gas-phase. '~8 Simulations were used by Xia et al. to illustrate the effect of
collision energy and impact parameter upon the course of the coalescence reactions, and
clearly showed that low energy collisions were more likely to result in the production of
dimeric species while high energy collisions were more likely to result in the total fusion
of the two entities, leading to closed caged fullerenes.

129

Investigation into the coalescence

behavior of fullerenes increased.‘4I‘6'110132 Fabre et al.133 managed to synthesize bridged
fullerene dimers, with the structural characterization being performed using mass
spectrometry. Attempts were made to deduce the mechanism behind coalescence
reactions.63141,5 Beck et al.63 proposed that the LDI process leads to the rapid heating of
the fullerene sample, with vibrationally and perhaps electronically excited neutrals being
produced; these neutrals can cool through fragmentation or autoionization, but at high
enough vapor densities lead to collisions of excited neutrals which in turn can lead to
coalescence. Other research

implied that such reactions may be accompanied by C2n

unit uptake as well as C2n loss (assumed to be sequential for this investigation). Further
heating of the excited molecules occurs following reaction, through the heat of fusion, and
C2n loss leads to cooling of coalesced species. A rate of reaction was proposed, based on
the uptake of fragments in a dense plume after laser desorption; it was found that the
predicted abundances of each coalesced species compared well with experiment. Work
by Mitzneret al.135 compared the abundances of selected coalesced species with respect to
the abundance of particular fragments, for instance comparing C2ntA0+ and C2n+; the role of
such fragments in the coalescence mechanism could explain the greater intensity of C U8+
(than C I2H+) as the formation of C5g+" via fragmentation of CM is frequently prominent.
Examination of velocities of the molecules within the ion source showed that fragment
19
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ions of lower velocity were less abundant than expected, and this was explained by ions of
lower velocity having an increased probability of reaction. Ions with a greater velocity
would leave the plume sooner and therefore spend less time in this region of the ion source,
within which the greatest probability of collision could be found. An explanation was
provided where coalescence occurs via the fusion of one neutral species (where neutrals
of lower velocity have a greater chance of reaction) and one ionic species; the reactions
are initiated by the fusion of a neutral sample molecule with a fragment ion, continuing
via the fusion of the coalesced, ionic species and neutral molecules.'35 The coalescence
reactivity of fullerene derivatives has also been studied.'36 '3# Beck et al.'36 demonstrated
that CN) oxides displayed an increased reactivity with respect to

and it was postulated

that this is a result of the increased tendency for fragmentation which is observed for
139

fullerene oxides. Deng et al. ' have used mass spectrometry for the analysis of a bridged
C,8H0 2 species which was produced synthetically, rather than as a result of coalescence
within the ion source, while Eisler et al.

140

have studied C |20O, C 120O2, and Cl30O, and Penn

et al. also used mass spectrometry for the analysis of bridged fullerene oxide dimers.

141

142

Theoretical work by Fowler et al. ~ has been carried out into the structures of dimeric
fullerene oxides. Other investigations have shown that the coalescence behavior of fullerene
,

oxides varies depending on the ionization method chosen.

143 144

When the “softer” ionization

process known as m atrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) is used,
non-fullerene aggregates, consisting of two moieties bound by o C-C bonds, are formed,
while use of LD1 leads to the traditional fusion to form higher fullerenes, with an increased
coalescence reactivity as shown by Beck et al.'36 As the study of fullerene coalescence has
continued to grow, an overview of fullerene dimers and their production has recently been
published by Segura and Martin.'45
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1.1.4 Delayed lonization/Thermionic Emission

Perhaps one of the most striking features of fullerenes is a phenomenon known as
“delayed ionization.” First cited by Campbell et al.,5" it was discovered that C^, and C70
exist as excited, neutral states for an order of microseconds prior to ionization. The
experimental apparatus involved the use of a time-of-flight (ToF) mass spectrometer and
two lasers; one laser was used for desorption of the sample and the other for the ionization.
A pulsed extraction potential was then applied following a chosen delay time, and two
potentials were applied prior to extraction to remove any ions which may have been
“promptly” formed. Ions were still detected even after the maximum chosen delay time of
16 ps. Very shortly afterwards, the discovery that fullerenes may undergo delayed ionization
was further corroborated by Wurz et al.5' Since that time, delayed ionization has become
a popular research topic.

,

. . . . . .

.

M ost experim ents have involved the use o f laser

.

.. _ _

desorption/iomzation in conjunction with a ToF mass spectrometer,

...

54 5 5 6 0 62.146

.

.

though use

has also been made of mass spectrometers incorporating electron impact (El)147148 and
surface induced dissociation (SID),131and one research group has used ASTRID, a heavy-ion
storage ring.

149

Delayed ionization has also been briefly mentioned as observations during

the course of studies dedicated to other topics. '

Electron detachment from fullerene

anions has also been studied as being similar to ionization of fullerene neutrals.15115‘ Loepfe
et al. have managed to observe fullerene ions after a delay time of 120 ps using a
time-of-flight mass spectrometer which employed an infra-red (IR) laser (wavelength of
10.6 pm)61 and von Helden et al. have equally managed to observe delay times of
approximately 150 ps when using an IR laser.
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However, Hansen and Echt
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claimed

that CM)cations have been observed after a delay of 300 ps following multiphoton excitation
using lasers with nanosecond pulse widths; a 300 ps delay has also been supported by
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Deng et al.41 Rate expressions have been estimated for delayed electron emission.154155
Despite intensive study, a conclusive insight into the mechanism of ionization has not
been forthcoming. It is known that excited states of fullerenes are involved and it has been
suggested that Rydberg states may play a role, 48 56 but triplet states'5718 are now widely
accepted as playing the most important role, though singlet states
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may also be involved.

58

Zhang et al. noted that the ionization energy of CMappeared to be approximately 5.8 eV
when investigating delayed ionization, and proposed that this could be explained by the
further excitation of the lowest triplet state of C«,, which lies at approximately 1.7 eV, and
has a lifetime as great as 40 (is. Klots and Compton'60 proposed that singlet and triplet
states are indeed involved in the delayed ionization process. Intersystem crossing from
singlet states to triplet states prior to further excitation has been cited as one of the
mechanistic steps. '6' It has been proposed that delayed ionization includes rapid conversion
from singlet states to triplet states,58'59''5'1''60'62which possess a comparatively long lifetime,
followed by further excitation leading to ionization. However, the greatest dispute lies in
the discrimination between whether or not the process is analogous to thermionic emission,
as observed in metal clusters. The leading proponent of the thermionic emission analogy
has been Klots, and some of his work'6016 166 is frequently cited during the discussions.
However, there have also been notable disagreements with the theoretical model put forward
by Klots.5850167 Though the mechanism of delayed ionization is not yet agreed upon, the
involvement of triplet states is no longer a contentious issue. Indeed, it has even been
proposed that approximately 80% o f the CW)* ions detected using typical LDI conditions
will have been formed through delayed ionization rather than prompt ionization.'68'69
Though a topic of intense interest, the mechanism of delayed ionization has not yet been
deduced, and a review of the research into this topic has been published by Campbell and
Levine.'" No potential applications of this phenomenon have been forthcoming, but delayed
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ionization has been seen as further evidence of the stability of fullerenes and their ability
to accommodate to changes in their environment.

1.1.5 Fullerene Derivatives

As the characteristics and behavior of fullerenes have slowly become better
understood, research has increasingly begun to focus on the synthesis and characterization
of derivatives of these carbon clusters,7 1 " often with potential applications in mind. Bohme
has provided insight into the reactivity of Cw as a function of its charge state'73and detailed
reactions such as cation-transfer reactions, surface derivatization, and polymerization. The
use of computational chemistry to investigate the structure of fullerenes and fullerene
derivatives has been reviewed by Andreoni.
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Endohedral and exohedral fullerenes have

attracted much attention in the past, but “heterohedral” fullerenes (or “heterofullerenes”),
where one or more carbon atoms are replaced by a different element such as nitrogen,
have become increasingly popular research topics.175 Fullerenes which have been
brominated,'76 chlorinated,'77 or fluorinated'7818" have attracted interest partly because of
the notion that a fluorinated carbon cluster may be an ideal lubricant and may bear some
similarity to Teflon™. The most commonly synthesized fluorinated fullerenes are C^F^,
CftoFj,,, and C ^F ^, though various reaction products range from CMF27 to C ^ F ,^ .
Hydrogenated fullerenes'77'1811,0 bear a close resemblance to fluorinated fullerenes, both
classes of derivatives consisting of highly saturated carbon cluster, with a “spiked”
appearance. The major hydrogenated products of syntheses involving

include CTOH2,

C«)H4, CwH6, C^H,,, CjqH jj, CfflHjj, C^Hjg, C^H^, C^H^, and C^H^, where CN)Hj6 is
the most common product and is the major product of the Birch reduction, one of the most
common synthetic methods used. The major reaction products of hydrogenation reactions
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involving C70 include C70H2, C70H4, C70H|g, C70H70, C70H36, C70H3g, C70H40, C70H42, and
C70H4g, where C70H 30 is the major product under the Birch reduction. The potential
application of hydrogenated fullerenes which is under examination is that of a means to
store hydrogen safely. Perhaps the fullerene derivative field of greatest interest is that of
metallofullerenes. Since the first experiments involving the inclusion of a lanthanide metal
in C^q,71 metallofullerene research has grown dramatically, with promises of new
superconducting materials. It is of no surprise then that the derivatives with the greatest,
potential, commercial value become the focus of the most intensive synthetic research.
Metallofullerenes were at first investigated alongside other forms of endohedral complex
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and methods of production were developed over time.78'" 4'" 6'" 9 There were initial
investigations into the reactivity of metallofullerenes with such reports into the reactivity
with oxygen under collision conditions, investigated using mass spectrometry, by Callahan
et al."‘ Investigations of the structures and oxidation states of various metallofullerenes"8
have shown that the endohedral metal atom donates electron density to the surrounding
carbon cage (typically two or three electrons, depending on the metal atom and carbon
cluster size), and the enhanced stability of the carbon cage due to this interaction with the
endohedral metal atom has also been demonstrated."7 Theoretical investigations of
metallofullerenes1" are not uncommon and calculations by Kobayashi"5 have shown that
M@Cg2 species, which are particularly favored, obey the isolated pentagon rule, just as
the pure fullerenes do. Notable discoveries during the course of these theoretical
experiments were that two of the four isomers of the Ca@C72species were found to violate
the IPR rule, and one other isomer possessed a heptagon within the carbon cage structure.
Kobayashi has also shown that it is possible to fit two metal atoms inside a fullerene
cage,"' as in the cases of Sc2@CM and La2@Cg0. Furthermore, the two Sc metal atoms
may also oscillate within the cage, while the two La atoms may even circulate within the
24
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cage, producing a magnetic field. As the properties of pure fullerenes have become
increasingly studied,

192

the interest in possible applications of non-derivatized fullerenes

has also become more aroused. Dai et al. have investigated the use of fullerenes to dope
193 194

glasses '

which may in turn filter out high intensity light, such as that emitted by lasers.

Possible military applications

are amongst the most viable uses. The design of a memory

device by Kwon et al.,1" using a nanotube and a doped CMmolecule, is perhaps one of the
most imaginative ideas.

One noticeable trend within fullerene research is that while some investigations into
the physical characteristics involve the use of NMR,
spectroscopy

and IR spectroscopy,

as well as visible

many of the experiments providing insight

into the physical characteristics o f fullerenes have been performed using mass
spectrometers.""'"'117'177'""8' 14 The discovery of Buckminsterfullerene through the use of
mass spectrometry' and the use of mass spectrometry by Kratschmer et al. following the
development of a new synthetic route for fullerene production

14

both contribute to the

strong connection between the fields of fullerene research and mass spectrometry.""8'"

1.2 Mass Spectrometry

Since its origins in the late 19m century, mass spectrometry has developed into a
valuable analytical tool, capable of providing insight into the behavior of molecules in the
gas-phase, as well as performing the established role of establishing relative molecular
masses of samples. Traditionally, the inception of mass spectrometry has been considered
to be experiments conducted by J. J. Thompson in 1912, A. J. Dempster in 1918, and F. W.
Aston in 1919. Since that time it has continued to thrive,'15 with four Nobel Prizes have
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been awarded which directly relate to mass spectrometry. The awarding of the Nobel
Prize in 1996 to the discoverers of Buckminsterfullerene may also be claimed to be directly
related to mass spectrometry, due to the important role which mass spectrometry played
during the course of their work.

A mass spectrometer must essentially consist of three stages. The first stage is the
generation of ions following introduction of the sample into the ion source. These ions are
then extracted from the ion source and must be separated according to their mass using
one or more of a variety of mass analyzers. Finally, the separated ions must be detected,
and their relative molecular mass and relative abundance must be recorded. It is now
common practice for the data processing and instrument control to be handled using a
computer. It may also be noted that some instruments include fourth and fifth stages,
where ions are fragmented during collisions (with a surface or collision gas) and the
fragment ions are analyzed once again (using a second analyzer), respectively. An
instrument where such stages are present is often referred to as a “tandem mass
spectrometer.” The nomenclature used within the field of mass spectrometry is
documented,2'6 and the following discussion aims to explain the terminology used and
elaborate upon the instrumentation used and the principles upon which they are based.

1.2.1 Mass Analyzers

1.2.1 A Sector Instruments

Ionization sources are often interchangeable for a given mass spectrometer, while
the mass analyzers and detection systems for an instrument are not easily modified, by
contrast. Mass spectrometers are most frequently “defined” by the type of mass analyzers
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employed; four methods of mass analysis are used in following investigations and are
therefore discussed in this section. The principles behind the different forms of
instrumentation may be easily found in books and journal articles. The oldest designs are
often referred to as “sector instruments” and these incorporate “magnetic sectors” and
“electrostatic sectors;” many publications covering sector instrumentation exist.'1 " ' Once
an ion has been formed in the ion source, it is extracted by an “acceleration potential” or
“extraction potential,” where a potential difference is created between the point of ionization
and the entrance to the analyzer region (ion source exit); this potential varies between
different instruments but is typically of an order of 5 - 20 kV, with 8 kV being particularly
common. Overviews of electromagnetism and classical mechanics may be obtained from
many physics textbooks,
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should further information be required for a fuller understanding

of the following derivations. The work done on an charged particle is defined as:

W = qV

(1)

where W is the work done (in Joules, J), q is the charge associated with the particle (in
Coulombs, C), and V is the potential difference experienced by the particle (in Volts, V).
The work done on the charged particle translates to the kinetic energy it possesses as it
leaves the ion source. Kinetic energy is defined by:

K = i mv2

(2)

where K is the kinetic energy of the particle (in Joules, J), m is the mass of the charged
particle (in kilograms, kg) and v is its velocity (in m s '). Therefore, equating formulae (1)
and (2):
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qV = ^ mv!

(3)

A charged particle moving through a magnetic field will experience a force acting
on it, as shown by the Lorentz force equation. The Lorentz force considers both electrostatic
and magnetic forces which may act on a charged particle:

F = qE + qvB sin 0

The force acting on a charged particle in the presence of only a magnetic field is therefore
defined by the component:

F = qvB sin 0

where F is the force (in Newtons, N) and B is the magnetic field (in Teslas, T). In the case
of a mass spectrometer, an ion will travel through a magnetic field which is perpendicular
to the motion of the ion; the expression therefore becomes:

F = qvB

An ion traveling through a magnetic field which is perpendicular to its vector of
motion will travel in a circular path. The expression for the centripetal force which must
act on a body in order that it may have a circular trajectory is:

F =

r

(4)
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where r is the radius of the arc mapped by the motion of the body (in meters, m). Equating
centripetal force to the force due to the magnetic field:

qvB =

mv2
r

mv = qBr

(5)

(6)

or:

r -

mv
qB

(7)

Therefore, the equation is only satisfied by ions which possess a given
momentum-to-charge ratio, as the radius of the arc of the magnetic sector is constant.
Only ions of this momentum-to-charge ratio continue their path through the flight tube for
a given magnetic field, B. In this way, the magnetic sector selects ions according to their
momentum-to-charge ratio (equation (7)). By taking into account the relation between the
momentum of an ion and the kinetic energy it is afforded by the potential in the ion source:

mv2 = 2qV

and by combining with equation (6):
m = r2B2
q " 2V

( 8)

For a given radius, r, for the flight tube of an instrument and for a given accelerating
potential, V, only ions of one m/q value may traverse the magnetic field, B, with the correct
flight path. Thus, the magnetic sector, known to be a momentum-to-charge ratio analyzer,
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may be used as a mass-to-charge ratio analyzer provided that the kinetic energy of the ions
leaving the ion source is known. The application of a magnetic sector is represented in
Figure 3. By varying the magnetic field, B, it is possible to scan the range of ions produced
in the ion source, with different m/q values. Spectra are usually plotted as the relative
intensity of the signal versus the m/z value of a given ion. Though equation (8) is in terms
of an m/q ratio, it should be remembered that the total charge on the ion, q, is simply given
by the multiplication of the number of charges on the ion, z, by the charge of one electron,
e (in Coulombs, C). One consequence of using a magnetic sector for the selection of ions,
however, is that ions of the same mass and charge may be dispersed according to their
kinetic energy. By using equations (1), (2), and (7):

r

V2m K

qB

Magnetic sector, B

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of a magentlc sector, B. Ions of two different
masses and two different velocities are considered to be produced from a point
source. The ions are resolved according to their momentum to charge ratio,
resulting is the splitting of the ion beam into four components parts.
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For mass analysis, it is desirable to select ions of a given m/q and focus them,
regardless of kinetic energy, at the desired point in the instrument. Dispersion of ions of
the same m/q ratio according to their kinetic energy would otherwise lead to a degradation
of the operating resolution of the instrument. This disadvantage may be overcome by
incorporating an electrostatic sector. The electrostatic sector produces an electrostatic
field which the ion must traverse, where the electrostatic field is parallel to the vector of
the resulting force, in contrast to the magnetic sector. The principles of an electrostatic
sector are demonstrated in Figure 4. The resulting force acting on a charged particle due
to an electrostatic field is given by:

F = qE

(9)

where E is the electric field (in V m '). In a manner analogous to the case of the magnetic
sector, the force experienced by the ion in the electrostatic sector equates to the centripetal
force required in order for the ion to follow the correct trajectory and continue its path
through the flight tube. Combining equations (9) and (4):

( 10)

and substituting to include the kinetic energy (equation (2)):

= —
qE

( 11)

It can be seen that just as the magnetic sector acts as a momentum-to-charge ratio
analyzer (equation (7)), the electrostatic analyzer acts as a kinetic energy-to-charge ratio
analyzer (equation (11)). Note that neither the magnetic sector nor the electrostatic sector
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of an electrostatic sector, E. Ions of two different
masses and two different kinetic energies are considered to be produced from
the point source. Ions are separated according to their kinetic energy to charge
ratio, resulting In the splitting of the ion beam into two component parts.

acts as a mass analyzer. It is possible to use a magnetic sector in conjunction with an
electrostatic sector so that an ion beam which is both inhomogeneous in energy and divergent
in direction may be focused. By combining the two analyzers in such a way that the
velocity dispersion is approximately equal and opposite when comparing the two analyzers,
the velocity aberration in the focused image is greatly reduced while the directional focusing
is maintained; the result is that for each mass considered, many object points become
mapped on to only one image point, as illustrated by Figure 5. The directional focusing
and the velocity focusing images for the desired ions (of a given mass) coincide, giving
rise to the term “double focusing.” Mass spectrometers which employ both types of sectors
(the majority of modem instruments) are known as “double focusing mass spectrometers”
as a result, and have much higher operating resolutions than a single sector instrument.
For a magnet of radius 30 cm, a typical resolution of 5000 may be obtained, but a double
focusing instrument can reach up to resolutions over 100,000.
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Double focusing point

—

------ Source slit

Velocity focusing image
irection focusing image

Magnetic sector, B

Electrostatic sector, E

Figure 5: Schematic diagram illustrating the principle of a double focusing mass
spectrometer. Ions are produced from the point source at the ion source and
are separated according to their kinetic energy to charge ratio, prior to being
separated according to their momentum to charge ratio. The coupling of the
electrostatic and magnetic sectors results in the splitting of the ion beam into
three component parts; the velocity focusing image and the direction focusing
image of the ions of interest coincide at the double focusing point.

Resolution is defined as:

m

Am
where two peaks of equal intensity are examined at masses m and m+Am, where the
height of the valley between the peaks is 10% of the height of each peak, as represented by
Figure 6. This is one of the two possible definitions of resolution that are used. The other
definition, the “Full Width at Half Maximum” (FWHM) definition, uses m as the mass of
the ion observed and Am is the width of the peak at half its height, as exemplified by
Figure 7. The “ 10% valley” definition, as it is sometimes referred to, is commonly used
with regards to sector and quadrupole instruments, while the FWHM method is commonly
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used in conjunction with FT-ICR (Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance) and ToF
(Time-of-flight) instruments, which are described later. With regards to the design of
sector instruments, mass spectrometer geometries are frequently abbreviated using the
physical notation used to describe the associated fields, “B” denotes a magnetic sector and
“E” denotes an electrostatic sector, for instance. For historical reasons, mass spectrometers
with an “EB” geometry are known as “Mattauch-Herzog” or, more commonly,
“Nier-Johnson” instruments. Instruments with a “BE” geometry are known as “reverse
geometry” mass spectrometers.

Figure 6: Illustration of the “10% valley” definition of resolution.

Figure 7: Illustration of the “full width at half maximum" (FWHM) definition of
resolution.
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1.2.1 B Time-of-Flight Instruments

Another variation of mass analysis is performed using “time-of-flight” (ToF) mass
spectrometry. Though a method of mass analysis developed later than sector instruments,
ToF mass spectrometers have a long history. Time-of-flight mass spectrometry has spanned
several decades, but has been a less viable option due to the limitations of the technology
(specifically the electronic components) available. Modem ToF instruments exhibit greatly
enhanced resolving powers, compared to the earliest time-of-flight instruments, as a result
of two developments. The first is the implementation of Wiley-McLaren ion source
designs,2'4 which reduce the energy spreads of ions. The second advance in ToF
instrumentation is the incorporation of a“reflectron,” ‘

which improves resolution during

mass analysis by focusing ions of the same mass but differing energies, and also enables
the distinction between daughter ions and parent ions, following unimolecular dissociation
in flight. An example of a typical time-of-fight instrument is illustrated by Figure 8. Due
to their relative simplicity, ToF instruments are amongst the most popular candidates for
home built instruments.” 8‘” Many reviews of instrumentation and design principles
exist.2’4 241 All ions leaving an ion source should, in an ideal situation, have identical
translational (kinetic) energies. Ions of the same kinetic energy but differing masses will
travel at differing velocities, as demonstrated using equation (3) to obtain equation (12)
below, and this difference in flight times is the basis of mass analysis in ToF mass
spectrometers.

qV = ^ mv1

(3)
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Sample

h\j

■/
J Angular spread

Reflection electrodes

Ion optics
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Distance penetrated, x |
Linear
detector

Ion flight path

Temporal
spread

Reflectron
detector
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Accelerating potential

Ion Source

Drift Region (FFR)

Reflectron

Figure 8: Schematic diagram of a typical time-of-flight mass spectrometer. Ions
are generated in the ion source, most commonly following photoirradiation of
the sample. The ions are extracted by the accelerating potential which exists
within the ion source and enter the field free region. They are then detected at
a detector at the end of the flight tube if their linear flight path is maintained. A
series of electrodes termed a “reflectron” is frequently incorporated to improve
resolution and to provide the possibility of tandem mass spectrometry
experiments. Ions are then reflected following passage against the potential
gradient and are detected at a detector positioned towards the middle of the
flight tube.

or

( 12)

The relationship between the displacement of a particle, s (in meters, m), and the
velocity at which it travels, v (in m s ') is expressed as a function of time, t (in seconds, s):

s = vt

t

s
v

(13)
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By substituting for the value of v obtained in equation (12):
s

V2qv

In terms of a m/q ratio:

2V q

Again, it should be remembered that the charge on an ion is defined as the product of
the multiplication of the number of charges on the ion, z, by the charge on an electron, e
(in Coulombs, C). Thus, the m/z ratio of an ion may be determined from the calculation of
the square o f its flight time, f . Due to the fact that ions do not leave the ion source with
identical kinetic energies, and hence with differing velocities for a given mass, resolution
is adversely affected by such energy spreads. To compensate for this, it is possible to
include a series of electrodes which create a potential gradient up which the ions must
travel. This series of electrodes is commonly known as a “reflectron” and will reflect an
ion towards the detector. The ions will penetrate the electric field to a depth, x (in meters,
m), determined by the kinetic energy it possesses, translating all of its kinetic energy to
potential energy before beginning its reverse path out of the reflectron. For the following,
simple case, a reflectron will be considered which possesses a linear potential gradient.

qV = | mv2

(3)
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and as:

x

q(Ex) = ^ mv2

x

mv2
2qE

(14)

(15)

At the point where the ion’s velocity along the z axis, the greatest component of the
ion’s flight path, becomes zero when all of its translational energy has become potential
energy, the ion will have traveled a depth of x meters into the reflectron. By using equation
(13), the time needed to penetrate this far into the electric field is given by the distance
penetrated into the reflectron divided by the mean velocity (the average of the initial velocity,
when entering the reflectron, and zero velocity, at the distance x):
x

where t„ (in seconds, s) is the time at which the ion has a velocity equal to zero along the
z axis, and viz is the initial velocity along the z axis with which the ion enters the reflectron
(in m s '). The ion is then accelerated out of the reflectron again by the electric field.
leaving with a final kinetic energy equal to the total potential energy (which is in turn
equal to the kinetic energy of the ion prior to entering the reflectron). The total time spent
in the reflectron is given by:
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or:
4x
=

(16)

where tr is the total time spent in the reflectron (in seconds, s). To demonstrate the manner
in which the reflectron may focus ions of differing kinetic energies, but of the same mass,
consider two ions of mass m, with two different kinetic energies, K and K'.

(17)

Consider the ratio of the two kinetic energies to be defined using a constant, c:

(IB )

K

2

K

2

(19)

Comparing equations (17) and (19):

v

= cv
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For a total path length of d (in meters, m) which is the total distance of field free
flight during the flight of the ion, the time of flight will be:

( 20)

td

where td is the time spent in the field free region (in seconds, s) at a drift velocity along the
z axis, vz (in m s '). Similarly, for the other ion:

d
td

cvz

( 21 )

td

Using equation (15) and equation (18) to compare kinetic energies:

x =

_K

qE

K
qE

c2K

qE

x = cJx

The times spent in the reflectron by the two ions may be deduced from equation (16)
and are given by:

4x

( 22)

4x _ 4c: x
v.
v iz

cv IZ
w
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t r = ctr

(23)

Therefore, the total flight times for each ion can be calculated using equations (20)
and (22) for one ion and (21) and (23) for the other ion.

If c> l, the ion with the kinetic energy K' (i.e. a greater kinetic energy) will have a
shorter flight time outside of the reflectron, but a longer flight time inside the reflectron. If
c<l, then the ion with kinetic energy K' has a lower kinetic energy, and therefore has a
longer flight time outside of the reflectron but a shorter flight time inside the reflectron. In
this manner, it is possible to compensate for ions of a higher kinetic energy by increasing
their flight time in relation to ions of the same mass but with a lower kinetic energy. This
therefore narrows the signals recorded in each mass spectrum, which shows the relative
intensity of the ion as a function of what is essentially flight time, increasing the effective
resolution of the instrument. By using a correct combination of electric field in the
reflectron, accelerating potential in the ion source, and the total flight path length in the
field free region of the instrument, it is possible to optimize the focusing effects of the
reflectron when designing the instrument. One other great advantage of a reflectron is that
it enables the user to perform tandem mass spectrometry experiments. When a selected
“parent ion” fragments in the field free region, the “daughter ion” continues with the same
velocity as the parent ion. Without a reflectron, the fragment ion would continue with the
same velocity as the parent ion, although it would possess a lower kinetic energy than the
parent ion, and therefore the recorded flight times would be the same. The use of a reflectron
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again enables the resolution of the ions according to their kinetic energy, and hence it
become possible to distinguish between the parent ion and the daughter ion. Consider an
example where a parent ion of mass mp(in kg) fragments during flight, generating a fragment
ion of mass mf and a neutral (which will not be detected and is therefore not examined in
the following). The parent ion has a kinetic energy of Kp (in Joules, J) and the daughter
ion has a kinetic energy of K,(in Joules, J), but both have the same velocity viz (in m s ').
From equation (2), the kinetic energy is defined as:
m v.

p

= — !—

j*
II

K

2

2

m_
K P ____p
mf
Kf
Kf = Kp ^
m„

(24)

Examining the depth of penetration of the two ions into the reflectron electric field,
using equation (14):

(25)

(26)

Using equations (24) and (26):

xf =

Kpmf
qEmp

(27)
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Substituting using equations (25) and (27):

x, = x„

The flight times of the ions in the reflectron may be calculated using equation (16):
4x„
(28)

*rp

4xf _ 4xpmf
l rf “

3

.. _

(29)

Substituting for vjz using equations (28) and (29):
m,

‘rf

=

—

tf P

(30)

P

Equation (30) shows that the fragment ion will therefore spend less time in the
reflectron than the parent ion. When examining the fragmentation of ions in the field free
region, it is necessary to resolve the daughter ions from parent ions; two ions of different
masses but with the same velocity are indeed separated by the reflectron, enabling tandem
mass spectrometry experiments. Without the reflectron, a “linear detector” would simply
detect daughter ions at the same flight time as the parent ions, and tandem experiments
could not be performed. The separation of ions by the reflectron may be considered to be
the reverse of the case mentioned earlier, where ions of the same mass but differing velocities
are focused at the detector by the reflectron, enhancing the resolution of the instrument.
Spengler has written a overview of tandem mass spectrometry using time-of-flight
instruments,'4" where “post source decay” (PSD) experiments are performed by monitoring
the metastable decay of ions in the flight tube following the exit from the ion source.
Harvey et al. have shown that dissociations arising from PSD may result in the observation
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of a mass shift when using a reflectron time-of-flight instrument, and an equation was
developed so that it was possible to link shifted signals with the parent ion from which
they originated.'4’

Instrument design is continually evolving and one such development is exhibited in
244

design work performed by Laiko et al.' and Morris et al.,
238
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Guilhausetal." Laiko etal.’ and Morris etal.

245

245

and further elaborated by

have demonstrated the use of instruments

which incorporate orthogonal acceleration of ions prior to ToF analysis in order to improve
resolution; by accelerating the ions orthogonally, the temporal spread of the ions, arising
from differences in ion velocities and space-charge effects, is compensated for as the
temporal spread is converted to angular spread. Another development is the use of quadratic
field and curved field reflectrons, where the graph of the potential versus distance inside
the reflectron obeys a quadratic relationship (for quadratic field reflectrons)' ' or resembles
246

the arc of a circle (for curved field reflectrons).'

Both designs of reflectron have the

same advantage over linear field reflectrons when acquiring PSD spectra in that the complete
PSD spectrum may be obtained during the course of one acquisition. Linear field reflectrons,
by contrast, must acquire a PSD spectrum by acquiring data over a series of steps, varying
the potentials inside the reflectron with each step, and the different spectra are “stitched”
together to produce the final spectrum. One of the most recent developments is the
incorporation of “delayed extraction” into ion sources. Whilst most ion sources for ToF
instruments incorporate just one potential, an increasing number of sources now use two
potentials. The first potential is of shallow gradient and is maintained between a given
position inside the ion source and the sample substrate itself so that ions travel down the
potential gradient and thus collect within a relatively smaller area. Use of ion sources
without this second potential results in larger energy spreads, due to the fact that the ions
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are more widely scattered throughout the source, experience varying field strengths at
these different locations, and therefore leave the source with differing final kinetic energies
once accelerated into the flight tube. An ion source incorporating delayed extraction
employs a pulsed extraction potential, in order to allow ions to collect within a small area
under the influence of the second, weaker potential prior to the acceleration process. The
net result is that smaller energy spreads are observed in mass spectra, and hence resolution
is greatly improved.

1.2.1C Quadrupole Instruments

Developed a few years after the ToF analysis principle was first documented,
quadrupole analyzers and ion traps are a third form o f analyzer used in mass
spectrometry.'1 '"1

47 48 Quadrupole analyzers consist of four rods with a circular or

hyperbolic cross section. The rods are maintained at a potential with a DC controlled
component, U (in Volts, V), and a radio frequency (rf) controlled component. Two rods,
opposite each other, are maintained at a positive potential while the other two, opposite
each other too, are maintained at a negative potential. Ions travel through the analyzer
along the z axis with translational energies typically under 100 eV and are forced to oscillate
along the x and y axes as they traverse the electric fields within the analyzer. An example
of a quadrupole mass analyzer is shown in Figure 9. The voltage applied to two rods will
be described by:

-(U + V„ cos tot)

+(U + V(l cos tot)
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(U + V cos co t)

- (U + V cos co t)

Figure 9: Schematic diagram of a quadrupole mass analyzer, consisting of four
rods to which a DC and an rf potential is applied. Adjacent rods are kept at
opposite polarity, and the polarities of the rods are dependent on the phase of
the rf potential. Ions enter the quadrupole and oscillate in the xy plane as they
travel along the z axis. As the quadrupole mass analyzer is scanned, only ions
of specific mass to charge ratios possess stable trajectories and manage to
traverse the mass analyzer. The quadrupoie may thus be considered to act as
a filter.

where U (in Volts, V) is the DC controlled component and V0 cos cot (in Volts, V) is the rf
controlled component, where

CO

(in radians per second, rad s ') is the frequency of the rf

voltage and t (in seconds, s) is time. The Mathieu equations define the motion of an ion of
a mass to charge ratio of m/e along the x and y axes, mutually perpendicular to the z axis:

+ (a + 2q cos 2 ( f ))x = 0

- (a + 2q cos 2(*))y = 0

where:

a

8eU
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and
4eV„^
q =

mr02to3

where e (in Coulombs, C) is the charge on an electron, m is the mass (in kilograms, kg) of
the ion, and r0 (in meters, m) is half the separation between opposing rods. Therefore:

a _ 2U
q ~

V0

As long as the displacement of an ion along both the x and y axes is less than r0, the
ion may successfully traverse the analyzer. All other ions will discharge themselves against
the rods of the quadrupole mass analyzer or may escape between the gaps spacing the
rods. Hence, the quadrupole analyzer acts as a filter, only allowing ions of stable oscillations
to pass. Ions must possess translational energies only up to several hundred eV, as ions of
higher translational energies will pass through the analyzer without being properly filtered.
For a fixed frequency, U and VHare directly proportional to the mass of the ion examined,
and therefore if these potentials are scanned in a manner that keeps the ratio of a:q constant,
ions of different masses will follow stable oscillations through the analyzer in turn, leading
to the recording of a mass spectrum. If only an rf potential is applied, without the use of
the DC component (U), then ions of all masses may pass and the quadrupole acts only as
an ion guide. Quadrupole instruments can be seen to measure the mass of ions directly,
rather than measuring an m/e or m/z ratio. In practice, these types of instruments are
unusual in that they are frequently operated at a "unit resolution” mode, operating with a
resolution of 1 Dalton (Da) throughout the mass range. This is in contrast to the traditional
operation at a fixed, numerical value for resolution, where signals at higher masses are
less easily resolved than those at lower masses; using a quadrupole instrument, ions of
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higher mass have lower velocities and therefore spend longer in the rf field, which in turn
improves resolution at higher masses. Quadrupole based instruments have the advantages
that they are compact, the ion source may be kept at a low potential due to the fact that it
is advantageous for ions to possess low translational energies, the analyzer may be rapidly
scanned, and no slits are required in the flight tube, improving sensitivity. The upper mass
limit of quadrupole instruments is approximately 2000 Da.

1.2.1D FT-ICR Instruments

The most recently developed form of mass analysis is that of ion cyclotron resonance
(ICR).2' ;

49 258 The principle of ICR mass spectrometry is to trap ions in a cell, within

which they undergo a circular orbit due to the presence of a strong magnetic field. The
strong magnetic field (typically ranging from 3 - 20 T) acts parallel to the axis of flight of
the ions from the ion source. Due to a the component of the ions’ velocity along the x or
y axis, perpendicular to the axis of the magnetic field, a force is therefore exerted on the
ions acting as the centripetal force, maintaining the orbit within the cell, where the ions
precess about the z axis. This orbit within the cell is known as the “cyclotron motion.” As
has been shown earlier, for an ion with a velocity vector component which is perpendicular
to the magnetic field through which it passes:

(5)

or:

(31)
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By definition, the angular frequency, 0) (in radians per second, rad s '), is defined as:

to = 2nf = —
r
or:
co _ v
2n
2nr

(32)

where f (in Hertz, Hz) is the frequency, v (in m s ') is the velocity of the ion, r (in m) is the
radius of the orbit, and co (in radians per second, rad s ') is the angular frequency. Comparing
equations (32) and (31), it can be shown that:

f = * L
2Jtm
or alternatively, from equation (32), this may be more commonly expressed as:

m
Thus, the frequency of the cyclotron motion within the cell is dependent upon the
inverse of the m/q ratio. In this way, the analysis of the ions present in the cell can be
performed. It is notable that the frequency is independent of the velocity of the ions. This
then leads to the observation that the frequency is also independent of the kinetic energy
of the ions as a result. While kinetic energy spreads can adversely affect the resolution of
ToF and sector instruments, no such disadvantage can be found for ICR analysis. In part
due to this phenomenon, ICR mass spectrometers are characterized by their high resolution,
typically of the order of 106, compared to 100,000 for sector instruments and approximately
2000 for many ToF and quadrupole-based instruments.
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To prevent ions from escaping from the cell during analysis, which would greatly
reduce sensitivity, two plates are mounted perpendicularly to the magnetic field at each
end of the cell. A potential is applied to these plates so that a potential well is created
along the z axis, restraining the ions’ movement parallel to the magnetic field once they
have entered the cell. Ions undergo simple harmonic motion along the z axis between
these trapping plates. Considering the simple case of a cell which is cuboid in shape, the
trapping plates occupy positions at the two ends of the z axis. Two more electrodes occupy
the ends of the x axis, and two further electrodes are placed at the ends of the y axis as
well. Two opposing electrodes of the four are used for the purposes of excitation of the
ions within the cell, while the other two opposing plates are used for the purposes of
detection. Ions entering the instrument cell have a low kinetic energy, typically less than
1 eV. The radius of the ions’ orbits is too small to be measured, and therefore must be
increased. This is done by applying an rf controlled voltage to the two excitation plates,
exciting ions of the same m/q value to a coherent circular motion, of equal radius, closer to
the detection plates. Broadband excitation may be employed in order to excite ions over a
wide m/z range; this is effected by applying many frequencies during excitation, most
commonly performed using a rapid frequency sweep, also known as an “rf chirp.” The
ions spiral outwards to larger orbits when their cyclotron frequency is in resonance with
the frequency of the rf controlled potential of the two excitation plates; ions which are not
resonant with the rf controlled potential remain at the center of the cell. If the rf controlled
voltage were applied continuously, the ions would continue to spiral outwards until they
strike one of the four plates, and so the excitation is terminated once the ions are close
enough to the detection plates for analysis to be performed. Detection of the ions is,
unlike other mass spectrometers, non-destructive. The ions pass two detection plates,
which are connected electrically, during their orbit, and as they do so the ions induce the
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movement of electrons in the plate; as the ions pass the other detection plate, the electrons
move from the former plate to the latter. The result is that the ions induce a sinusoidal
current known as an “image current.” This current can be amplified and processed using
a computer. A typical FT-ICR mass spectrometer is illustrated in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Schematic representation of an FT-ICR mass spectrometer cell. Ions
are Injected along the z axis and precess about the center of the cell, In the xy
plane, due to the presence of the magnetic field. Excitation plates are used to
excite the ions to an orbit of suitable radius in order that their proximity may be
detected by the two detector plates.

The trapping motion and cyclotron motion of the ions are not coupled. However,
the potential inside the cell arising from the two detection plates, two excitation plates,
and two trapping plates assumes a three dimensional nature. The potential is greatest at
the center of the cell, along the z axis, repelling ions to the edges of the xy plane; the
electrostatic potential is roughly radially repulsive from the center of the cell in the xy
plane. The trapping plates meanwhile constrain the motion of the ions along the z axis.
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The force acting on the ions due to the presence of the magnetic field, meanwhile, also
serves to prevent the ions from being accelerated into the edges of the xy plane (cell walls)
by the electrostatic potential. The ions therefore undergo cyclotron motion, the center of
which precesses about the center of the cell due to the additional magnetron motion, resulting
in two orbits: the orbit labeled the cyclotron motion, and the orbit of the center of the
cyclotron motion about the center of the xy plane known as the “magnetron motion.” The
radius of the magnetron motion is determined by the deviation of the ion’s flight path from
the z axis, running perpendicular to center of the cell, upon injection. The frequency of
the magnetron motion, unlike the frequency of cyclotron motion, is independent of the
mass to charge ratio of the ion, and also does not serve any analytical purpose. It is
possible to minimize the magnetron motion by injecting ions as precisely as possible along
the principal axis of the cell, running parallel to the magnetic field. It should be noted that
the radius of the cyclotron motion is usually much greater than the radius of the magnetron
motion during detection, and that the magnetron motion is exaggerated for the purposes of
illustration in the diagram; magnetron frequencies are typically of the order of 1 - 100 Hz,
while cyclotron frequencies are of an order of 5 kHz - 5 MHz. Figure 11 shows the 3D
potential surface, in the xy plane of the cell, and is based upon a plot published by Amster;

257

Figure 12 illustrates the ion motion within the cell, and is based upon diagrams used by
Amster'57 and Jacoby et al.255

It is more efficient to apply many excitation frequencies at once during the excitation
event, so that not only ions of one m/q value may be excited and detected. However, in
doing so, the image current detected is then a function of many ions with different m/q
values, and therefore the image is a composite of many, different sinusoids and amplitudes.
By applying a Fourier Transform (FT) to the time domain transient, frequency components
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Figure 11: Three dimensional plot of the potential surface, in the xy plane, which
is experienced by the ions. The detection plates (y axis) and excitation plates
(x axis) are maintained at earth potential. A voltage is applied to the trapping
plates (z axis) which used to trap ions within the cell, resulting in a non-zero
potential at the center of the cell along the z axis. This non-zero potential at the
center of the cell thus results in the potential surface within the xy plane shown
here.

Figure 12: Illustration of the motion of ions within the cell. Diagram a
demonstrates the cyclotron motion of the Ions, offset from the center of the
cell by the magnetron motion which results from the potential experienced in
the xy plane. Diagram b is a three dimensional representation of the three
types of motion which the Ions undergo: the magnetron motion, cyclotron
motion, and trapping motion.
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of the signal are obtained and use of a calibration formula derived from the cyclotron
frequency equation then translates this data into the form of a mass spectrum. This technique
is known as Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance (FT-ICR) mass spectrometry,
and requires the use of powerful computers for the purpose of signal processing. One
other potential difficulty of this technique is the reliance on the repeated detection of ions
within the cell. Ions must therefore be prevented from undergoing collisions within the
cell, and this means maintaining the cell under very high vacuum conditions, typically 109
Torr (a pressure of one to two orders of magnitude lower than is typical for sector and ToF
instruments).

1.2.2 Detectors

Detection systems for mass spectrometers most typically rely on the destructive
detection of ions, where ions must collide with a surface to induce the flow of electrons.
The notable exception to this rule is the method of detection employed by FT-ICR mass
spectrometers, where the movement of charge past a detection plate induces a current to
counteract the effect of the proximity of the charge. This non-destructive detection is one
of the advantages of FT-ICR mass spectrometry. However, other instrument designs
employ the use of detection systems which rely on electron multiplication following
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collision of the ion with a surface within the detector instrumentation.

221.222,236.259.260

1.2.2A Electron Multipliers

One of the most common types of detector is the “electron multiplier,” an example
of which is shown in Figure 13. Discrete dynode multipliers are connected in series via a
chain o f resistors, and a high voltage is applied to the system, where the same potential
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difference should be present between adjacent dynodes. The dynodes are most commonly
constructed using beryllium/copper, although aluminum may also be used. The first dynode
is maintained at a negative potential (when monitoring positive ions) with respect to the
final dynode in order that electrons may be accelerated down the chain, eventually arriving
at an amplifier. Following the impact of an ion upon the first dynode, secondary electrons
are liberated from the dynode surface which are accelerated towards the next dynode and
the collision of these electrons proceeds to liberate further electrons, and so on down the
dynode chain. The resulting cascade of electrons results in a measurable current which
may be amplified, producing a signal which may be measured for the determination of the
relative intensity of a given ion. One disadvantage of the electron multiplier system is that
the detector may become saturated with electrons if the ion signal is intense enough, which
7

8

would in turn limit the sensitivity of the system. A multiplier gain of between 10 - 10 is
typically achievable, though gain does deteriorate with time and electron multiplier detectors
will require eventual replacement.
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Figure 13: Schematic diagram of an electron multiplier. The Impact of Ions
upon the dynodes liberates electrons, which In turn Impact upon other dynodes,
until a current Is registered at the anode and amplified.
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1.2.2B MicroChannel Plates

A variation of the electron multiplier detector involves the use of “microchannel
plates” (MCP’s). An example of a microchannel plate arrangement is illustrated by Figure
14. MCP’s consist of a plate in which parallel, cylindrical channels have been incorporated.
Millions of such channels may be present in a single MCP, with channel diameters ranging
from 4 - 2 5 pm, with a spacing of approximately 6 - 32 pm between the centers o f the
channels. The principle of a microchannel plate is analogous to that of the electron multiplier
described previously, with a potential is applied between the front and back of the plate
and the production of secondary electrons following the impact of an ion, and each
microchannel plate may be considered to be a miniaturized electron multiplier system.
One disadvantage is that a single microchannel plate provides a lower gain than a traditional
electron multiplier system, but MCP’s have the advantage of being much more compact.
Use of a single MCP results in an experimental gain of approximately 10\ while the use of
g

several plates, typically in a “chevron assembly,” can result in gains of up to 10 .
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Figure 14: Schematic representation of two multichannel plates. Electrons are
liberated, following the Impact of ions upon the multichannel plate, and arrive
at the anode, where the current is amplified.
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1.2.2C Post Acceleration Detectors

Though not yet fully substantiated, there is growing interest in the hypothesis that
ions must have a velocity equal to or greater than a threshold value in order for secondary
electrons to be produced by electron multiplier systems.236,259'260 The theory is centered
around the concept that secondary electron production depends upon the momentum of
incident ions rather than kinetic energy, and hence larger ions will possess a lower velocity
and therefore a lower momentum than smaller ions with a higher velocity, but equal kinetic
energy. While the matter is still of some debate, if proven to be well founded, the hypothesis
has serious implications for biological mass spectrometry, which involves the investigation
of molecules with masses of an order of kDa. One possible solution is the use of “post
acceleration detectors” (PAD’s), as shown in Figure 15. As the ion beam passes through a
resolving slit of the instrument, the ions are accelerated towards an off-axis target which is
frequently constructed using polished aluminum. Impact with the target liberates electrons
which are then accelerated to an electron multiplier. If the target surface were flat, secondary
electrons would tend to curve away from the multiplier axis, due to the fact that the field
above the target surface is convex. This may be prevented by constructing a concave
target surface, which has the effect of focusing secondary electrons into the electron
multiplier. The target surface is usually maintained at a potential between ±8 - ±30 kV
(negative potentials when studying cations, positive potentials when studying anions),
and therefore the ions will be accelerated orthogonally with a resulting momentum great
enough to liberate secondary electrons effectively. By accelerating the ions orthogonally,
the velocity of the ions along the flight path axis is not significant for the generation of
secondary electrons and by utilizing a high enough potential, ions with a high mass may
be detected efficiently. PAD’s may also be used during tuning of sector instruments; a
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PAD may be switched on the determine the optimization of the ion beam at a given point,
and then switched off to allow the passage of ions through the flight tube again. In this
manner, the user may proceed in a logical manner, optimizing the signal at each stage of
the instrument in order to maximize the ion intensity at the final detector.

Figure 15: Schematic representation of a postacceleration detector (PAD). The
ion beam is deflected by an off-axis electrode. The impact of the ions upon the
electrode results in the liberation and repulsion of electrons, which then arrive
at dynodes within an electron multiplier and produce a current which is later
amplified.

1.2.2D Array Detectors

A variation o f the use of electron multipliers may be found in array detection systems,
an example of which is shown in Figure 1 6 "2~~SKM> MicroChannel plates are employed
as the first stage in such a set up, and the resulting secondary electrons are then used to
generate photons following collision with a phosphor screen. Photons are then transferred
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via a fiber optic coupling to a charge coupled device (CCD), where each channel of the
CCD is typically 25 pm wide and 2.5 mm long. The photons are converted to charge,
integrated, and stored. Due to the fact that the detection system uses discrete channels, it
is possible to resolve signals arising from different ions which impact upon the MCP’s.
Commonly, 4% mass range may be detected by an array detector, with a resolution of a
few thousand. Sector instruments are known for their low sensitivity, due to the fact that
scanning of the ion beam is required, rejecting the vast majority of the ions generated; a
4% mass range for a sector instrument would represent a considerable improvement. As a
result, array detectors are almost always used in conjunction with sector instruments,
providing them with a sensitivity increase of over two orders of magnitude.
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Figure 16: Schematic diagram of an array detector. Collision of ions upon
multichannel plates results in the production of electrons which arrive at a
phosphor screen, causing it to glow. The resulting light Is channeled by fiber
optic connections and arrives at one of an array of photodiodes, where it is
detected.
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1.2.3 Ionization Methods

Another critical feature of a mass spectrometer is the ionization technique used.
The choice of ionization method can exert a great influence on appearance of the mass
spectrum obtained, independently of the chosen method of mass analysis. Current ionization
techniques include: electron ionization (also known as electron impact) (El), chemical
io n izatio n

(C l), laser deso rp tio n /io n izatio n

(LD I), m atrix-assisted laser

desorption/ionization (MALDI), electrospray ionization (ESI), thermospray (TS),
inductively coupled plasma (ICP), field desorption (FD), field ionization (FI), plasma
desorption (PD), fast atom bombardment (FAB), and liquid secondary ion mass
spectrometry (LSIMS). Ion sources which are pulsed by nature, such as LDI and MALDI,
are most often coupled to mass spectrometers which use analyzers that rely on the
measurement of packets of ions, such as time-of-flight instruments. Ion sources which
continuously ionize sample neutrals, such as El and Cl, are most suited to use with
instruments which implement continuous detection, such as sector instruments. As a result,
the choice of ion source is often closely correlated with the type of mass analyzer utilized,
though it is possible to devise methods for coupling ion sources to mass analyzers which
had previously been considered to be “less suitable.” Of particular relevance to following
discussions are ionization techniques of: electron ionization, laser desorption/ionization,
matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization, liquid secondary ion mass spectrometry, and
electrospray ionization.

1.2.3A Electron Ionization (El)

El is the oldest form of sample ionization. A typical El source is shown in Figure 17.
The sample is first loaded into a probe, the probe inserted into the ion source, and the
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Figure 17: Schematic diagram of an electron ionization (E l) ion source.

sample is vaporized by heating; the sample vapor then enters the ionization chamber. A
filament, typically made of tungsten or rhenium, is used to create a beam of electrons via
thermionic emission. A potential is applied to the ionization chamber which acts to
accelerate the electrons towards it, and some of the electrons enter the chamber through a
slit; magnets placed behind the filament and on the opposite side of the ionization chamber
act to guide the electrons in a narrow, helical path. The electrons which enter the ionization
chamber may collide with neutrals in the sample vapor; approximately less than 1/100 of
the total electrons interact with the sample molecules. Interaction between the electrons
and the sample neutrals may lead to the removal of an electron from the sample molecule,
leading to cation formation, or the neutrals may capture electrons, leading to anion
formation. The electron current may be regulated using a “trap” on the opposing side of
the chamber, which provides feedback of the number o f electrons reaching it. By varying
the accelerating potential acting on the electrons, it is possible to vary the electron energy
and hence control the internal energy imparted to the sample molecules upon collision.
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Increasing the internal energy of a neutral increases the probability of fragmentation within
the ion source. Electron energies are most frequently varied when studying the ion intensity
of a chosen species versus electron energy to produce a breakdown curve; otherwise, mass
spectra are typically recorded at an electron energy of 70 eV. Electron impact is considered
to be one of the most harsh ionization techniques available, and tends to induce a high
degree of fragmentation.

1.2.3B Laser Desorption/lonization (LDI)

LDI has the advantage of being a relatively simple technique. The sample is usually
deposited on a target, such as a stainless steel slide, as a solution and the solution is allowed
to dry, leaving behind a solid layer of the sample. The sample is then ablated by a laser.
The precise mechanism underlying laser desorption/ionization is not yet understood, though
insight has been provided into the processes which must occur.'6 '6" All of the steps
considered must occur within a short time scale, typically nanoseconds, and within a small
area, typically square micrometers, in order to avoid thermal decomposition. Laser
irradiation of the sample leads to the formation of an excited solid, and ionization may
occur at this stage or later; this excited solid then undergoes desorption,as demonstrated
by Figure 18. It is assumed that desorption occurs on a large scale, rather than via individual
molecules. The ions and molecules must traverse what is referred to as the “selvedge
region,” where the outer boundary is defined as being the distance from the target past
which no ion-molecule reactions occur and only unimolecular dissociations may occur.
Within the selvedge region, photochemistry and radical chemistry is believed to take place.
The plume of different species continues to expand under the forces exerted due to
Coulombic repulsion. The varying species may now be considered to be truly of the
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gas-phase, and are then accelerated out of the ion source into the flight tube of the mass
spectrometer. Control of the energy imparted to the sample is maintained by tuning the
frequency of the photons emitted from the laser in some cases, or, in the majority of cases,
the intensity of the laser light is governed by a filter which controls the transmission of the
beam, restricting the total number of photons allowed to arrive at the target.

Sputtered particles:
Incident beam:
photons (LDI/MALDI)
Cs+ (LSIMS)

ions
neutrals
electrons

o

©

Selvedge
Region

}

Matrix

Collisions

(MALDI and LSIMS only)

Analyte

Figure 18: Illustration of the principles underlying desorption/lonization, as
applied by LSIMS, LDI, and MALDI. An incident beam results in the desorption
of neutrals and ions from the target surface. Collisions and Interactions between
particles continue until leaving the Selvedge region. Ions, neutrals, and
electrons are considered to be sputtered Into the ion source. Ions are then
extracted by an acceleration potential within the Ion source, and enter the mass
analyzer.

When thin layers of sample are used, the substrate will also be ablated into the
plume and will therefore also interact with the sample of interest. Optimum conditions
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may be obtained by using a frequency for which the sample undergoes a strong, resonant
absorption. Gentle desorption may be performed when the analyte displays a strong,
resonant absorption (linear absorption) at the respective laser wavelength.26'

Derived

from the Beer-Lambert Law, the energy transferred to the analyte per unit volume is
proportional to the product of the molar extinction coefficient, the molar concentration
multiplied, and the energy per unit area deposited by the laser.

The Beer-Lambert Law states:

— = l(Tecl

Ao
where I0 is the intensity of the incident radiation, I is the intensity of the transmitted radiation,
e is the molar absorption coefficient (in M cm ', or moles dm cm '), c is the molar
concentration (in M or moles dm '), and 1 is the path length which is equal to the thickness
of the absorbing material (in centimeters, cm).

Following on from this expression, Hillenkamp"61 stated the relationship:

Energy per unit volume of sample = 2.3 x e x c x H

and H, the radiant exposure (measured in terms of total energy per unit area) is equal to:

H = laser irradiance x x
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where the laser irradiance describes the power per unit area (frequently described in terms
of W cm'2) and T is the pulse width of the laser (typically in the region of nanoseconds).

When such a linear relationship exists, the energy deposited in the analyte may be
-1

-2

-2

easily controlled by changing the laser irradiance (in J s cm or W cm ) (note: “laser
fluence,” in J cm", is also a frequently used term and is independent of the duration of the
laser pulse width). For samples which do not show a strong, resonant absorption, non-linear
absorption processes occur at high laser fluences, the amount of energy absorbed by the
sample becomes much more difficult to regulate, and it is likely that plasma formation
occurs at the sample. The role of infra-red (IR) lasers under optimum desorption conditions
is not yet clear, although ultra-violet (UV) lasers are known to induce electronic transitions
within the desorbed molecules. Evidence exists for the photoionization of the sample in
the condensed phase, as the primary channel for ionization, when using UV lasers."61 Slow
heating of a sample, with energy equilibration amongst all available degrees of freedom
would result in thermal decomposition. The desorption process involved in laser
desorption/ionization, however, may be considered to be a non-equilibrium process. Lasers
of short pulse widths, of an order of a few nanoseconds, are typically used and in this way,
compounds which are liable to thermal decomposition may be analyzed using LDI based
techniques. Other ionization techniques which require vaporization through heating of
the sample, such as El and Cl, are therefore not as suitable. Variations of the LDI technique
exist. One such variation is the use of two lasers, one for the laser desorption (LD) process
and one for the direct photoionization, or “laser ionization” (LI), of the molecules within
the vapor. Perhaps the most well known variation is that of matrix-assisted laser
desorption/ionization (MALDI).
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1.2.3C Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/lonization (MALDI)

The originators of MALDI are indeterminate as two groups, Tanaka et al.
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and

Karas et al.,265 published papers almost simultaneously. Karas et al. used a sample protein
in conjunction with nicotinic acid, a UV absorbing matrix, and a UV laser and demonstrated
that the use of a matrix had improved the sensitivity of labile, high mass compound.
Nicotinic acid was found to have a high absorption coefficient at 266 nm, the wavelength
of the UV laser used. A mixture of aqueous solutions of a protein and nicotinic acid were
then deposited and dried, leading to the formation of a mixed solid. The matrix would
absorb the UV light efficiently, leading to desorption, and this in turn led to the efficient
desorption of the analyte.

Tanaka et al. obtained similar findings, though based on a

different principle, using a mixture of a protein sample with glycerol, a liquid matrix, and
a fine, metal powder. Glycerol was used to suspend both the protein sample and the metal
powder, and was transparent to the UV laser (337 nm). The metal powder had dimensions
smaller than the wavelength of the irradiating laser, resulting in the heating of the powder
due to the currents induced by the laser. The metal particles acted to couple the laser
irradiation and the liquid matrix and resulted in the heating of the sample. The mechanisms
behind both methods are still not yet fully understood. However, Karas et al.’s method
was 1000 times more sensitive than Tanaka et al.’s. Mass spectra displayed by Karas et al.
also exhibited a higher signal-to-noise ratio than those demonstrated by Tanaka et al, and
so the former method rather than the latter became the method upon which MALDI is now
based.

The principle of MALDI is to selectively deposit energy from the photoirradiation
process into the matrix. A large excess of matrix to analyte is used in order to disrupt
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intermolecular forces between analyte molecules. The matrix absorbs the energy from the
laser and is responsible for the break up of the condensed phase assisting the analyte
molecules into the gas-phase. It has been noted that increasing the irradiance frequently
results in the broadening of signals when using ToF mass spectrometry. This results from
the fact that more energy is deposited into the system, increasing the temporal and angular
spreads amongst the ions, and these discrepancies lead to differing flight times. One
group used various protein samples and matrices to conduct an investigation into the velocity
distributions of ions within the ion source following laser ablation,'66 determining the
initial velocities to be of an order of hundreds of meters per second. It was found that the
most important factor was the matrix used, that the molecular weight of the proteins studied
had relatively little effect (for masses over 5 kDa), and that there was no dependence on
the wavelength (266 nm and 337 nm tested) of the laser used. Little is known about the
mechanisms of desorption and ionization involved in MALDI, although it is currently
believed to be similar to LDI (as shown in Figure 18), in that chemical interactions in the
selvedge region lead to reactions and ionization in addition to such processes within the
condensed phase immediately following ablation; the matrix’s major role is believed to be
the preferential absorption of the incident photons to enable the gentle desorption of the
analyte, and possible chemical interactions following desorption.

Overviews of MALDI as an analytical technique"67 ' 6>have gained increasing interest,
though the mechanisms involved during the desorption/ionization process are still relatively
little understood. It is known that a potential matrix must absorb photons of the wavelength
produced by the laser for a given instrument, as the energy must be deposited in the matrix
and not the analyte. In terms of specific applications, it is favorable for the potential
matrix to dissolve in the same solvent used to create the analyte solution. Finally, an ideal
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matrix will not react with the sample; matrices which tend to act as oxidizing agents are
particularly unsuitable for use with many biochemicals for instance. However, though a
matrix may meet these known requirements, it still may not be experimentally useful. It
has been stated that by 1992, though over 300 matrices had been investigated, only seven
were actually found to be of use.'68 Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization has become
one of the most common ionization techniques used in modem times, largely due to its
simplicity and its suitability for use with the relatively inexpensive and easy to use
time-of-flight mass spectrometers. The typical applications of MALDI are the analyses of
polymers' " ' 71 and biological samples,'61 ■61' f’8though other samples such as calixarenes'7'
and fullerenes
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have also been investigated, to name but a few, selected examples.

Ionization techniques based on the laser ablation of a target always carry with them the
problem of shot-to-shot reproducibility; inhomogeneities within a target surface can lead
to starkly differing profiles being accumulated, and therefore sample preparation has become
a subject of investigation. Axelsson et al.
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attempted to increase reproducibility by using

a process analogous to electrospray for the application o f the sample to the target. As a
result of the possibility of decomposition of the analyte during the spraying process, others
have attempted to use spraying methods which do not require high voltages, such as the
use of a standard, artist’s airbrush.
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With the increasing attention paid to MALDI and

ToF mass spectrometry, one group has pioneered the use of a liquid matrix with sector
instruments.275 The matrix reforms its shape after each laser pulse, regenerating the
homogeneous layer on the target which would be lacking when using a solid phase matrix.
The renewal of the sample surface is of special importance as the position of irradiance is
usually fixed when using sector instruments.
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1.2.3D Liquid Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (LSIMS)

LSIMS is another “soft” ionization technique used in mass spectrometry when it is
undesirable to provide a labile sample with a high internal energy and when a high degree
of fragmentation is not required. The sample is dissolved in a liquid matrix, such a
3-nitrobenzyl alcohol (NBA) or glycerol, and mounted on the tip of a probe. The probe is
inserted into the ion source, and the analyte/matrix mixture is bombarded with ions of
high kinetic energy, typically cesium ions at 30 - 35 keV, which have been generated using
filament ionization sources or plasma discharge sources. A liquid matrix is used in order
that the surface may be renewed following each collision with a cesium ion. Relatively
more is understood about the LSIMS ionization process than those behind the LDI and
MALDI p r o c e s s e s . h~ Requirements for a good matrix include a low volatility,
solvent/analyte solubility, and a low acid/base or redox reactivity. Assuming an interaction
time of 0.1 ns during the collision process, the power involved is approximately equal to
6 x 105 W, or an energy of 6 x 10 15 J (37449 eV). It is thought that a Cs* ion impacts
upon the surface, leading to a series of collisions within the matrix as the energy is transferred
from the impacting ion. This series of collisions leads to the ejection of molecular species
as a result of the “sputtering" process, as shown in Figure 18.

Ionization occurs during the cascade of collisions immediately after collision and in
acid/base or redox reactions as the analyte molecules leave the surface of the analyte/matrix
mixture. Acid/base reactions, photolytic reactions (where the necessary light is provided
by the particle source in the LSIMS source), and bombardment induced reactions occur
within the sample solution. Redox reactions also occur in an environment that includes
strong potentials and electrons liberated during the collision processes. Ions and molecules
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1.2.3D Liquid Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (LSIMS)

LSIMS is another “soft” ionization technique used in mass spectrometry when it is
undesirable to provide a labile sample with a high internal energy and when a high degree
of fragmentation is not required. The sample is dissolved in a liquid matrix, such a
3-nitrobenzyl alcohol (NBA) or glycerol, and mounted on the tip of a probe. The probe is
inserted into the ion source, and the analyte/matrix mixture is bombarded with ions of
high kinetic energy, typically cesium ions at 30 - 35 keV, which have been generated using
filament ionization sources or plasma discharge sources. A liquid matrix is used in order
that the surface may be renewed following each collision with a cesium ion. Relatively
more is understood about the LSIMS ionization process than those behind the LDI and
MALDI processes.“ '

6" Requirements for a good matrix include a low volatility,

solvent/analyte solubility, and a low acid/base or redox reactivity. Assuming an interaction
time of 0.1 ns during the collision process, the power involved is approximately equal to
6 x 105 W, or an energy of 6 x 10 5 J (37449 eV). It is thought that a Cs+ ion impacts
upon the surface, leading to a series of collisions within the matrix as the energy is transferred
from the impacting ion. This series of collisions leads to the ejection of molecular species
as a result of the “sputtering” process, as shown in Figure 18.

Ionization occurs during the cascade of collisions immediately after collision and in
acid/base or redox reactions as the analyte molecules leave the surface of the analyte/matrix
mixture. Acid/base reactions, photolytic reactions (where the necessary light is provided
by the particle source in the LSIMS source), and bombardment induced reactions occur
within the sample solution. Redox reactions also occur in an environment that includes
strong potentials and electrons liberated during the collision processes. Ions and molecules
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which leave the solution must then traverse the selvedge region, referred to earlier. The
pressure drops from that experienced within the condensed phase to that of a free vacuum,
and it is between these two regions that the selvedge region is located, where ions may
undergo association and dissociation reactions. It can therefore be seen that LSIMS involves
the transition of highly energized molecules to a more interactive plume of species in the
selvedge region, through a process of rapid expansion away from the target surface.
Resulting spectra typically exhibit the presence of [M+H]+ or [M-H] species, with even
electron configurations, and the ionization technique is known for inducing very low degrees
of fragmentation, making it suitable for use with labile species, including high mass
molecules such as proteins, though MALDI has become increasingly widespread for the
analysis of such analytes, as MALDI is the more efficient desorption/ionization process
for large molecules.

1.2.3E Electrospray Ionization (ESI)

Another recent development during the search for softer ionization techniques is a
method known as electrospray ionization.“ '

76-280 An electrospray is obtained by applying

a strong electrostatic field to a liquid flowing with a low velocity through a metal capillary,
where the liquid typically flows through the capillary at a rate of an order of 1-10 pL m in'.
The electrostatic field exists between the metal capillary and the aperture to the mass
spectrometer. When used in the positive-ion mode, the metal capillary acts as an anode.
Anions in solution drift towards the capillary walls, while cations are repelled; the aperture
to the mass spectrometer may be considered to act in an analogous manner to a cathode.
This charge redistribution within the solution acts to counter the field arising within the
solution. The positive ions destabilize the liquid surface, as they collect at this point, but
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are unable to escape. The surface of the liquid becomes drawn downfield, away from the
capillary, forming a conical shape; such a feature is known as a “Taylor cone.” At high
fields, the tip of the Taylor cone is drawn out further into a liquid filament and, further
downfield, droplets are emitted, consisting of many positive ions in solution; as the
electrostatic field strength is increased, the length of the liquid filament is decreased due
to the increasing instability which is induced at the Taylor cone tip. Once the droplets
have formed, they are accelerated towards the accelerating potential of the mass
spectrometer; this principle is illustrated by Figure 19. When using the instrument in the
negative-ion mode, the behaviors are analogous, where the polarity of the ions and electrodes
discussed are simply reversed. During flight, the droplets continuously evaporate solvent
molecules, resulting in the formation of smaller and smaller droplets.
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Figure 19: Schematic representation of the electrospray ionization process.
Redox reactions occur at the metal capillary surface and Ions of one polarity
(cations In the case of the above Figure) are attracted towards the counter
electrode positioned at the entrance to the flight tube, while Ions of the opposite
polarity (anions In this case) are repelled. The attraction of Ions towards the
counter electrode results In the formation of the Taylor Cone, from which
droplets containing solvent molecules and analyte Ions are ejected. Solvent
evaporation occurs as the droplets are accelerated towards the counter
electrode.
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The mechanism of electrospray ionization is not fully understood. The first
component o f the electrospray process is the formation of ions. The electrospray
arrangement has been compared to part of an electrolytic cell,

2 g |.2 8 5

‘ where the capillary

and aperture o f the mass spectrometer constitute the electrodes of opposing polarity. It
has been shown that ion production may be dependent on the concentration of analytes,'81"86
concentration of added electrolytes,
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resistance of the solution,

285

the distance between

the electrical contact and the end of the needle,'85 needle diameter,'85 the flow rate of the
solution,‘8‘ ' 8J and the time taken for the analyte to diffuse to the needle wall.284
Electrochemical processes occur which result in the formation ions in solution; positive
ions and negative ions, once formed, behave in the manner discussed earlier; Charbonnier
et al. have investigated the nature of redox reactions within the needle and at the counter
electrode (entrance to mass analyzer region).
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'

As ions of one polarity are emitted

from the capillary, in order to maintain an equilibrium, an ion of the opposite polarity must
undergo a redox reaction at the capillary wall. It has been observed that this charge balancing
process results in the electrochemical oxidation/reduction of the electrospray components.
Reduction/oxidation of ions at the aperture of the mass spectrometer effectively completes
the electrical circuit, and leads to the detection of the current measured to gauge the flow
of ions entering the instrument. The other component of the electrospray process is the
manner in which the droplets evaporate during flight. It is known that for the extraction of
ions from the liquid, the repulsion arising from to the charges in close proximity must
overcome the surface tension of the liquid holding the droplet together.

It was

noticed, however, that evaporation still occurred at a lower threshold than would be predicted
using Rayleigh’s equation. Gomez and T an g '" showed that breakdown of droplets may
occur before the limit set by the Rayleigh equation is reached (approximately 80% of the
normal limit), due to deformation of the droplet. This deformation, leading to a “tail” or
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filament similar to the one observed in a Taylor cone, reduces the electrostatic repulsion
required for the evaporation of ions. Gomez and Tang also observed that evaporation does
not proceed via even fission of the parent droplet, but occurs via the production of uneven
sized daughter droplets. With regard to the mechanism of evaporation between the capillary
and the entrance to the mass spectrometer, two varieties of mechanism have so far been
291

proposed. The first mechanism'

involves the formation of very small droplets which

incorporate a single ion. Solvent evaporation from this droplet leads to the production of
a single, gas-phase ion. The second mechanism was proposed by Iribarne and
Thompson
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and involves the emission of ions from small, highly charged droplets.

The droplets do not undergo fission, but emit gas-phase ions, and it is not therefore necessary
to produce droplets which are so small as to contain only one ion. Neither mechanism has
received total acceptance, and the precise nature of the evaporation and desorption of ions
is still under investigation.

The development of electrospray ionization has provided an analytical tool which is
suitable for even the most labile of samples. Little internal energy is imparted to the
analyte, due to the lack of any heating, photoirradiation, or collision event, and hence little
fragmentation is induced. The result is that ESI is the premier “soft” ionization technique,
and is particularly suitable for the investigation of polymers, proteins, and carbohydrates.
It may be noted that should a species not readily ionize under ESI conditions, it is possible
to aid the process by the formation of sodium, potassium, ammonia, or other adducts.
Mass spectra recorded using ESI most frequently exhibit protonated species when using
the instrument in the positive-ion mode, and, in a similar manner, deprotonated species in
the negative-ion mode; these observations are in line with the theory that ions are formed
as a result of electrochemical processes in solution, as proton transfer is amongst the most
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common of electrochemical reactions. Van Berkel et al. were the first to observe radical
294

cation signals' when using electrospray ionization for the study of porphyrin-based species.
The other major advantage of ESI is the ability to produce multiply charged ions. Mass
spectrometers are hindered by upper mass limits, with the limit being governed mainly by
the choice of mass analyzer. For an ion of a given mass, increasing the number of charges
present on the ion lowers the m/z ratio. As sector and FT-ICR instruments measure the
m/z ratio, this effect of lowering the mass to charge ratio means that high mass ions may
be investigated; it would otherwise not be possible to analyze singly charged ions of high
mass. One disadvantage, however, is the relatively large sample quantities consumed
during acquisition. Continuous spraying of a sample solution over a period of minutes
may rapidly consume a valuable sample material. Relatively new variations of the
electrospray ionization method have been developed, namely “micro-electrospray” and
“nano-electrospray.” By reducing the sample quantity required for analysis and providing
an analytical technique where the sample undergoes almost no fragmentation, the variations
of electrospray ionization have become an increasingly formidable ionization technique.

1.2.4 Tandem Mass Spectrometry Techniques

1.2.4A Metastable Ions

It is well known that ions and neutrals in the ionization source will undergo
dissociations, leading to the formation of fragment ions; the information obtained by
studying such fragment ions may be used for structure elucidation purposes. Ions which
dissociate between the ion source and the detector are known as “metastable ions.” Such
species are often associated with processes which require low activation energies, and
when the dissociation occurs in a field free region, that is outside of an electrostatic or
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magnetic field, the dissociations of a metastable ion will be detected.""1

47'"95 Metastable

ions typically have a lifetime of an order of 106 to 105 seconds and typically have an
internal energy of 0.1 - 1 eV above the threshold. Under the correct conditions, such
metastable ions may be detected.

Equation (3) states:

qV = j mv2

and thus this leads to equation (12) which states:
2qV

The correct magnetic field strength must be employed in order for an ion of a specific
m/q ratio to traverse the magnetic sector, as shown by equation (5):

qvB =

mv

Hence:

(33)

Combining equations (12) and (33), the following expression is derived:
m 12qV
qr v m

(34)

Dissociation of metastable parent ions occur in a field free region (FFR) of the flight
tube, where the field free regions are located between the ion source and the first sector.
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and between sectors. Consider a sector instrument of EB geometry. If an ion leaves the
ion source and dissociates in the first field free region (FFR1), which is located between
the ion source and the electrostatic sector, the daughter ion will not reach the magnetic
sector. The daughter ion will possess the same velocity as the parent ion, but will possess
a lower kinetic energy due to the lower mass and will thus be filtered out by the electrostatic
analyzer, which acts as a kinetic energy-to-charge ratio analyzer. It can therefore be seen
that metastable ions will only be detected if they are formed in the second field free region
(FFR2) which is located between the electrostatic and magnetic sectors. Now consider an
instrument of BE geometry. An fragment ion, formed via the dissociation of a parent ion
in between the ion source and the magnetic sector (FFR1 for a reversed geometry
instrument), will have a lower momentum than an ion of the same mass (m,) which was
formed in the ion source rather than in the flight tube. Hence, it is possible for the metastable
ions to traverse a magnetic sector as long as the dissociation occurs within the correct
region of the flight tube for the particular mass spectrometer; FFR1 (between the ion
source and first sector) for a reversed geometry instrument and in FFR2 (between the two
sectors) for a Nier-Johnson geometry instrument. In either case, this fragment ion will
traverse the magnetic sector having an “apparent mass,” due to the decreased the
momentum-to-charge ratio. Equation (34) may be used as the basis for the understanding
of this principle.

For a parent ion of mass mp (in kilograms, kg):

(35)
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For a fragment ion of mass mf (in kilograms, kg), formed through the dissociation of the
parent ion:

Bf . “ L ( M
qr V mp

(36)

as the velocity, defined by equation (12), of the fragment ion is identical to that of the
parent ion.

The fragment ion resulting from dissociation in the flight tube will appear to possess an
apparent mass, m* (in kilograms, kg):

ap'“r'nl

m' f2qV
qr V m*

(37)

As

Bf = B apparent

then equating equations (36) and (37) leads to:

“l

qr \ mp

= |Z1V2V
|q

ÜÎL i-9_v2V =
qr \ mp

r

£

iV2V

v q r
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The relationship between the “apparent mass” of a metastable ion, m*, its actual
mass, nif, and the mass of the associated parent ion, mp, may finally be described as:

This illustration has consider the case o f fragment ions which possess the same
velocity as the parent ion. However, kinetic energy releases frequently occur during the
fragmentation process, leading to daughter ions which possess differing kinetic energies.
Such kinetic energy releases may be studied using mass-analyzed ion kinetic energy spectra
(MIKES) and involve the scanning of the electrostatic sector to monitor the kinetic energy
of the ions.

1.2.4B Mass-Analyzed Ion Kinetic Energy Spectra (MIKES)

Mass-analyzed ion kinetic energy spectra sample the unimolecular dissociations of
metastable ions. The formation of daughter ions can be promoted via collision-induced
dissociation.22' 2222472,5 MIKE spectra may be obtained using sector instruments of reverse
geometry (BE) or a sector based tandem mass spectrometer, typically consisting of three
or more sectors. Consider an ion of mass mp which fragments after the magnetic sector
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and prior to the electrostatic sector. The region in which it fragments, in between sectors,
is known as a field free region. The daughter ion, of mass md, has a velocity equal to that
of the parent ion, vp. From the discussion earlier, it has been shown that the kinetic energy
of an ion, K, is equal to the work done on the ion by the accelerating potential within the
ion source:

qV = | mv2

(3)

For the parent ion:

K

p

m v
= —^

2

For the daughter ion:

Thus the ratio of the kinetic energies may be expressed as:

JS l
Kd

and the kinetic energies of the parent and daughter ions are therefore directly proportional
to the masses of the ions. However, as daughter ions possess a lower kinetic energy than
would be imparted to it through the acceleration process, the daughter ion will not be
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observed, as it will not traverse the electrostatic sector. It is possible though to vary the
electrostatic field strength deliberately so that such daughter ions may be observed. The
electrostatic field strength equates to the centripetal force required for an ion to traverse
the sector:

qE

mv
r

( 10)

For the parent ion:
2

qEP

For the daughter ion:
2

qEd

Thus, the electrostatic field strengths required for the observation of the parent ion and the
daughter ion are directly proportional:

/ „
2\
m rv P
E r

_

l rq J

E d

m p
m d

(39)

l rcl J

When the ratio of Ep/Ed and the mass of the parent ion, mp, are known, it is possible
to determine the mass of the fragment, md, which is observed. It is possible to select ions
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of interest, using the magnetic sector, and then scan the electrostatic sector. By doing so,
an energy spectrum effectively results. Broad peaks are observed for the fragment ions,
where kinetic energy releases are observed; the upper and lower kinetic energies of the
daughter ions will be equal to the predicted kinetic energy of the daughter ion plus or
minus, respectively, a kinetic energy release arising during fragmentation. The kinetic
energy is affected by the orientation of the parent ion during fragmentation, so that if a
daughter ion is ejected along the reverse of the axis o f flight, its kinetic energy will be
reduced, while a daughter ion ejected forwards along the axis of flight will possess an
increased kinetic energy. These energy releases during fragmentation account for the
frequently broad signals encountered during acquisition of MIKE spectra.

1.2.4C B/E Linked Scan

For the investigation o f m etastable ions and daughter ions arising from
collision-induced dissociation, a further technique is of use. This technique is known as a
B/E linked scan and is used in order to scan for all daughter ions produced following
metastable decay or collision-induced fragmentation of a parent ion.*'9“ '

47 ,5 B/E

scans are used therefore in the determination of daughter ions following dissociation of a
selected ion. Consider a parent ion, analyzed by an instrument of BE geometry, which
fragments between the ion source and magnetic sector. The force due to the magnetic
field acting on the moving, charged particle equates to the centripetal force required for it
to traverse the magnetic sector:

(5)
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or, by substituting and rearranging:

For the parent ion:

qBP

m pv p
r

qBd

mdVp
r

For the daughter ion:

(40)

Comparing the two equations:

mp

I p
Bd

md

(41)

It can be seen that the ratio of the magnetic field strengths required to pass the parent
ion and the daughter ion is proportional to the masses of the parent ion and the daughter
ion. This relationship is similar to the use of electrostatic sectors for MIKE scans. By
comparing equation (41) with equation (39):

or:

®L
E P

B,
= Constant
Ed

(42)
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Equation (42), therefore, is the principle behind the B/E linked scan, and exhibits a
relationship with a chosen parent ion. The magnetic and electrostatic sectors are scanned
simultaneously, keeping the ratios between the magnetic and electrostatic field strengths
constant; for a normal mass spectrum the electrostatic sector is kept constant while the
magnetic sector is scanned. Once a parent ion has been chosen by the user and selected
using the instrument, by keeping B/E equal to a constant during simultaneous scanning, it
is possible to detect all daughter ions during the acquisition. It is also noticeable from
equation (42) that it is possible to obtain a B/E scan using either a Nier-Johnson or a
reversed geometry mass spectrometer. Due to the fact that double focusing is maintained,
the operating resolution for a B/E scan is much greater than for a MIKE spectrum. However,
the two techniques serve different purposes, and a B/E linked scan cannot yield information
about kinetic energy releases arising during fragmentation, as only a small velocity spread
of the daughter ions generated is allowed to pass both sectors. Historically, the B/E linked
scan was developed for use with Nier-Johnson geometry instruments, providing the only
opportunity to perform tandem mass spectrometry experiments using such instrumentation.
The B/E scan later found important roles during the course of peptide sequencing using
four sector instruments, where both the parent ion selection and the daughter ion analysis
were performed under high resolution conditions. More recently, the high resolution of
the daughter ions o f the B/E scan provided valuable information regarding the formation
of endohedral fullerene complexes in high energy collision experiments.7' 511

1.2.4D Bz/E Linked Scan

Similar to the B/E linked scan is the B'/E linked scan. The difference is that while
B/E scans are used to examine daughter ions produced following dissociation, B7E scans
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are used in a manner which may be seen as the reverse, determining parent ions.

219,221.222

A

fragment ion which is generated in the ion source will have the same kinetic energy as
intact parent ions leaving the source. A daughter ion which is generated in the first field
free region, after leaving the source but before reaching the first sector, possesses a velocity
equal to that of its parent ion. The daughter ion therefore has a different kinetic energy
from the parent ion, due to the difference in mass. It is possible to distinguish between
fragmentation occurring in the ion source and metastable decay. Using the equations
derived earlier which demonstrate the relationship between centripetal force and the forces
acting on the ion in the electrostatic and magnetic sectors:

For a fragment ion generated in the ion source:
2

qEdsource

r

(43)

For a daughter ion produced in the first field free region:

qEdpFR —

r

(44)

Combining equations (43) and (44):
E,’d source
F
c 'd HFR

where vd' is the velocity (in m s ') of a daughter ion produced in the FFR.
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As the kinetic energies of an intact parent ion and a fragment ion produced in the ion
source are equal:

mdvd2 = mpvp2

(45)

As the velocity of a daughter ion formed in the FFR is equal to that of the parent ion from
which it was produced:

*d(vd')2 = mdvp2

d source

__

E dFFR

mnvn
P P
m dVp

_

2

(46)

rn

___ P_

(47)

m d

For the magnetic sector:
mv

qe- —

derived from (40)

where r' is the radius of the circular motion through the magnetic sector (in meters, m).

For a fragment ion produced in the ion source:

qBd

_ mdvd

(48)

= B iL l

(49)

For a daughter ion produced in the FFR:

qBd
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Combining equations (48) and (49):

B d source

B d FFR

=

™ dVd

m dV d

and using equation (46) and substituting:
= mdvd
B d FFR

m dV p

Using equation (45):

(50)

Finally, comparing equations (47) and (50), a relationship is obtained as follows:
2

J k source
Edsource

R
*
p d FFR
= Constant
E
‘ -'dFFR

(51)

Equation (51) exhibits a relationship which depends on the choice of fragment ion.
Once the user has chosen a fragment ion o f interest and the instrument is used to select this
fragment ion, by scanning the magnetic and electrostatic sectors simultaneously, maintaining
a constant ratio of B7E, it is possible to determine the corresponding precursor ions for a
given fragment ion. Due to the fact that the constant is dependent upon B \ the magnetic
field strength must be accurately controlled in order to observe the desired signals as small
deviations from the desired magnetic field strength can lead to accentuated experimental
error, and this can become a disadvantage of the technique.
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1.2 .4 E C o llis io n -In d u c e d D is s o c ia tio n (CID)

Some mass spectrometers incorporate a collision cell into their design, where a
chamber may be partly filled with a choice of inert target gas with the intent of colliding
ions leaving the ion source. Inducing collisions can lead to the increased fragmentation of
sample ions with the intent of gaining structural or energetic insight, charge stripping
reactions, or gas-phase reactions of another nature within the collision cell. The
experimental technique has become known as “collision-induced dissociation” (CID) or
“collisionally-activated dissociation” (CAD) and has become one of the most common
techniques used in conjunction with mass spectrometry.

Collision cells

frequently possess the ability to be “floated” at desired potential, and by doing so at a
voltage chosen by the user, it is possible to control the kinetic energy of the ions entering
the cell, as ions must continue their flight against this potential gradient between the collision
cell and the ion source. As will be demonstrated by the following discussion, controlling
the kinetic energy of ions entering the collision cell enables the user to exert control over
the kinetic energy which may be converted to internal energy. In this manner, the user
may increase or decrease the degree of fragmentation. It may be noted that experimentally,
the quantity of collision gas allowed into the collision cell and the degree of fragmentation
spectra are referred to in terms of ion beam attenuation (e.g. 30% beam intensity) in order
to make such experiments easily reproducible. Consider the case of an ion of mass m,
which collides with a gas atom of mass m2, as shown in Figure 20. It is possible to determine
the kinetic energy available for conversion to internal energy by assuming an observation
point off o f the collision axis. The distance Dt, from the observation point to the center of
the gravity m,, may be defined as the sum the distances Dc and d,, which lie along axes
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which are orthogonal to one another (note that quantities labeled with the notation “Dx”
are vectors). Similarly, D2 is equal to the sum of Dc and d2.

C e n te r o f g ra v ity

Figure 20: Representation of the center of mass framework, relative to a fixed
observation point. An ion of mass m, is considered to approach, and collide
with, a stationary target (such as a gas atom) of mass m2, the position vectors
of which are labeled accordingly.

D, = Dc + d,

(52)

D2 = Dc + d 2

(53)

The center of mass may be determined as follows:

n^d, = - m 2d 2
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From the observation point frame of reference, the total mass, m,+m2, acts through the
center of gravity, and as:

m,Dc = m,D, - m,d,

and

m ,Dc = m2D2 - m2d2

then this equates as follows:

(m, + m2)Dc = m,D, - m,d, + m ,D 2 - m 2d 2

or:

(m, + m2)Dc = m,D, + m2D2

(54)

By substituting using equations (52) and (54):

d, = D,

m ^ , + m2D2
(m, + m2)

D i(m | + m2) _ m|D| + m 2P 2
(m, + m2)

(m, + m2)
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m2(D, - P 2)
(m, + m 2)
Similarly, substituting using equations (53) and (54):

(m, + m 2)(fj2 - d 2) = m,D, + m2D2

d 2 = D2

m,D, + m2D 2
(m, + m2)

D2(m, + m2)

m.D, + m2D2

(m, + m2)

(m, + m2)

mi(P | ~ D; )
(m, + m2)

Differentiating displacement with respect to time leads to:

u

=

'

m:( v' ~ v*)
(m, + m2)

(55)

and
m,(v, - v2)
(m, + m2)

(56)
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where u is the velocity component (in m s ') along the center of mass axis and v is the
velocity component (in m s ' ) along the axis joining the center of mass of a particle to the
observation point. To simplify, the term (v,-v2) will be referred to as g, where:

g =

u,(m, + m2)
m2

(57)

and
u2(m, + m2)
g = -

(58)

m.

Combining equations (57) and (58):

m,u, = —m2u2

or:

m,U| + m2u2 = 0

Thus, the total momentum of the system is equal to zero with respect to the center of mass
frame. The maximum kinetic energy available for conversion to internal energy is equal
to the total kinetic energy along the center of mass frame,

„
•'■COM

(in Joules, J).

(m,u,2 + m2u22)
—

-

Substituting using equations (55) and (56):

KCOM

(
\2
m2g
m.
2 J m , + m2)

(
\
m2
-m ,g
2 L(mi + m2)J
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K COM

—

(
2 2
\
22 '
m, '
m, g
m2 S
+ m2
2
J m , + m2)2y + 2 L(m, + m2)2

J

m,m2g2

KCOM

(m, + m2)2

= m |m 2(v| - v2)2
(m, + m2)2

(59)

It is possible to simplify this expression by referring to a term p, the “reduced mass” (in
kilograms, kg), and obtaining the following equation:

KCOM

where

P =

m,m,
(m, + m2)

Equation (59) may be rearranged as:

KCOM

m |m ,V |2 -

2 m l m 2V | V 2 + m | m 2v 22

(m, + m2)2

As the velocity of the target atom, v2, is assumed to be zero,

KCOM

m|m2vl2
(m, + m2)2

(60)
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The initial kinetic energy of the ion is equal to that imparted to it during the acceleration
process in the ion source and may be expressed as:

The final expression for the maximum amount of kinetic energy available for conversion
to internal energy, during the collision of an ion with a stationary target atom in a collision
cell, is therefore:

Kcom = K"' ( m - T m l)

<61>

Collisions where the total kinetic energy is conserved are termed “elastic collisions,”
of which collisions between billiard balls is a prime example. “Inelastic collisions” are
those where the total kinetic energy is not constant, though momentum must be conserved;
a rubber ball hitting a hard surface and deforming upon impact is an example o f an inelastic
collision, as energy is lost upon deformation. It is therefore possible to describe the
conversion of kinetic energy to internal energy during the collision process by introducing
a term which expresses the amount of internal energy which is converted. During an
elastic collision between molecules, from equation (60):

m,m2v,2
com

-

n com

=» (m i + m j 2

_

mim 2vi 2
(mi + m j ) 2

During an inelastic collision, part of the collision energy is converted to internal energy,
defined as Q (in Joules, J):

^ com — Kcom + Q

m.m,v.
(m, + m: )2

m ^v.
+Q
(m, + m2)2

(62)
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While equation (61) is used to derive the maximum amount of energy available for
conversion to internal energy, equation (62) is used to express the conservation of energy,
in terms of the total initial kinetic energy, and the final kinetic energy and energy which is
converted to internal energy during the collision, which becomes available for fragmentation
and/or reaction. The use of the term Q has been implemented in explanations of the
collisional activation of large, organic ions
energy effects in mass spectrometry.
d ictates which

fragm entation

303

301 302

for instance, and Vekey has studied internal

The internal energy of a system is crucial as it

pathw ays are accessible, as outlined by

Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) theory, also known as quasiequilibrium theory
(QET).303'304

The choice of collision gas also has a direct influence upon the collision energy.
Thus, for a Q,,* ion with a kinetic energy of 8 keV, use of helium (RAM: 4 Da) results in
a center of mass collision energy of approximately 44 eV, while use of argon (RAM: 40
Da) yields a collision energy of approximately 421 eV. CID has many uses and allows for
structure elucidation, energy release investigations, fragment ion analysis, parent ion
analysis, and allows charge stripping reactions and covalent/non-covalent interactions to
be conducted in the gas-phase. Disadvantages include the facts that sensitivity is lost as
ions are scattered by collision events and that instrument design is frequently made more
complex.

1.2.4F Post Source Decay (PSD)

While ions which fragment during flight after exiting the ion source have been
traditionally referred to as “metastable ions” when using sector instruments, such species
are usually referred to as “post source decay” (PSD) fragments when using time-of-flight
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instruments. As discussed earlier, a reflectron must be incorporated into the design of the
instrument in order to resolve parent ions from daughter ions, due to the fact that fragment
ions possess the same velocity as the parent ions and would thus have the same flight time
in a linear instrument. Though CID is also an available technique for use with ToF
instruments,*,s post source decay has become an increasingly popular technique used during
the structural determination of ions using ToF mass spectrometry.

It is

debatable whether or not PSD is distinct from metastable ion monitoring. Recommendations
are sometimes made to increase the pressure inside the flight tube of an instrument in
order to increase the probability of post source decay. This also complicates the distinction
between PSD and CID as it is likely that increasing the pressure within the flight tube
simply increases the probability of high energy collisions within the flight tube. Due to
the relatively simple instrumental design, time-of-flight mass spectrometry has become
increasingly popular, and as a result of the fact that PSD is a relatively inexpensive technique,
such studies have become increasingly common.

1.3 Experimental Results

The elucidation of the behavior and physical chemistry of fullerenes are key areas of
current concern and, as has been shown, mass spectrometry provides invaluable tools
during the course of such research. The following chapters detail the use of mass
spectrometric methods to investigate important topics such as coalescence, delayed
ionization, and the derivatization of fullerenes.

Five chapters concern the study of

derivatized fullerenes and their behavior in the gas-phase, while a sixth investigates the
viability of ESI as an ionization method for the study of fullerene derivatives. The
coalescence reactivities of fullerene derivatives are of particular interest. The fragmentation
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dynamics o f hydrogenated fullerenes are studied using a variety of instruments,
dem onstrating that fragm entation occurs via the loss of CmHn species.

Laser

desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry is used to examine the coalescence
reactivity, resulting in the conclusion that hydrogenated fullerenes display a lower degree
of reactivity in this respect. The fragmentation dynamics of fluorinated fullerenes are also
initially examined using LDI ToF MS, leading to the discovery of their remarkable
coalescence reactivity, exhibiting a behavior not dissimilar to the laser ablation of graphite.
This leads to a study of fluorinated fullerene coalescence reactions with respect to the
laser irradiance used and the fluorine content of the derivatives. Fullerene oxides are
initially investigated using MALDI in order to determine the oxygen content, and are later
coalesced under LDI and MALDI conditions, resulting in different species being produced
depending on the ionization method used. Higher fullerenes, devoid of the presence of
oxygen, are generated under LDI conditions, while dimeric species bridged by oxygen
atoms are produced through the employment of MALDI conditions. An attempt to
characterize three metallofullerene samples leads to the instant discovery that the
metallofullerenes show a significantly enhanced coalescence reactivity. Not only do the
three samples coalesce at much lower laser irradiances than pure fullerenes, but the energy
required is so low that it is nearly impossible to characterize the samples without
contributions from species generated in the gas-phase. Three ligand bearing fullerene
samples, incorporating one, two, or three bis(ethoxycarbonyl)methylene ligands, are
analyzed using a hybrid mass spectrometer of EBE ToF geometry and an LDI source. The
coalescence behavior of these species is investigated, resulting in the formation of pure
carbon clusters, and such higher entities are then fragmented through collision-induced
dissociation in order to determine their structures; the reason for such interest in the
structures o f the higher fullerenes formed in the gas-phase is that it is known that the
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precursors undergo fragmentation prior to reaction, but in many cases one or more carbon
atoms from the ligands remain attached to the fullerene core. Finally, due to the difficulties
encountered during structure elucidation of the derivatives and due to the fact that
electrospray ionization of fullerenes has remained an elusive goal, the suitability of ESI
for use in conjunction with fullerene samples is assessed. In contradiction to the literature,
it is shown that ESI is indeed a viable ionization method, resulting in the formation of
radical species without the need for protonation/deprotonation. Such a discovery has
implications for the current understanding of the ionization mechanisms involved.

The synthesis of fullerene derivatives is one of the most intensive areas of
investigation within the field of fullerene research. Potential applications mean that this
has become an area of rapid growth in interest, especially within the realms of
nanotechnology and superconductivity. Following on from research into fullerene oxides,
the stability of pure fullerenes in air, with particular respect to oxidation, is studied. Though
it is known that fullerenes may oxidize in the presence of light and air at room temperature,
the remarkable discovery is made that such oxides dimerize under ambient conditions.
There are obvious implications for applications of fullerene research, as the potential for
oxidation and dimerization even at room temperature must not become a concern. In
keeping with the themes of fullerene formation and coalescence in the gas-phase following
laser ablation, a eighth chapter deals with the attempt to form fullerenes using an
organometallic precursor. The Kriitschmer-Huffman method of fullerene production has
become well established as the most effective method for fullerene production, but due to
the increasing interest in fullerene research, new methods of production are constantly
being considered. The results of the investigation show that it is indeed possible to generate
fullerenes in the gas-phase using laser ablation of an organometallic precursor, but the
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efficiency of such a synthetic route is too low to become a preferred method of the future.
The ninth and final chapter involves the examination of the abilities of pure fullerenes to
undergo delayed ionization when employing LDI conditions. Whilst initially a study of
the structure of coalesced fullerenes using PSD in conjunction with ToF mass spectrometry,
it soon becomes apparent that significant artifact signals, which could lead to
misinterpretation of the results obtained, are due to delayed ionization. The findings have
implications for studies of fullerenes which involve the use of ToF instruments that employ
a time based ion gate for the mass selection of ions, as well as clearly demonstrating that
delayed ionization is a significant phenomenon associated with fullerenes. Together, the
nine chapters cover topics such as: the delayed ionization of pure fullerenes, the degradation
of pure fullerenes under mild conditions, the study of fullerene derivatives in the gas-phase
and the viability of an ionization method for this purpose, and the formation of larger,
carbon-based entities in the gas-phase from fullerene, fullerene derivative, and non-fullerene
precursors.
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2.1 Introduction

Laser vaporization of graphite became the first method of fullerene production, albeit
accidentally.' It is unsurprising then that the most common method of analysis of fullerenes
has been the use of laser desorption/ionization coupled with mass spectrometry. Yeretzian
et al.' ’ first discovered that laser ablation of a fullerene target resulted in coalescence
which in turn led to the formation of higher fullerenes. Typically, the coalesced clusters
45

display a tendency to consist of multiples of the precursor molecule used, though clusters
possessing uneven numbers of carbon atoms have also been observed.6 Experiments have
involved the use of different fullerene precursors, such as Cm, C70, and CM, and it has been
found that the products of such coalescence reactions depend on the precursor material
used

and the formation mechanism has been investigated.

Fullerene derivatives have

also been investigated'4 and fullerene oxides in particular have displayed unusual
tendencies.15 Fullerene oxides undergo coalescence at much lower laser powers than pure
fullerenes and form pure, higher carbon clusters. However, under matrix-assisted laser
desorption/ionization conditions, the fullerene oxides undergo more gentle coalescence
and dimeric species are formed where fullerene moieties are bridged by fumanoid rings,'617
comprising of one a C-C bond and one C-O-C bond, as discussed in detail in Chapter Six.

Generation of fullerenes from non-fullerene precursors has also become an area of
interest.'" Recent examples include the production of metallofullerenes following laser
ablation of pyrolyzed dried algae residues,' ‘ fullerene formation following coalescence of
cyclo[n]carbons,*° and fullerene formation from dodecahedrane derivatives;*' polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons'" appear to be a particularly common choice of precursor, due to
their resemblance to a partial fullerene. It has been shown that not only is the presence of
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a sufficient amount of carbon important, but also that the presence of certain structural
features facilitates fullerene formation. With this in mind, a recently synthesized
organometallic compound seemed suitable for the generation of fullerenes in the gasphase.

P enta(cyclopentadienyl)-ri5-cyclopentadienylm anganesetricarbonyl, or

[Cp5CpMn(CO)J, possesses a n ligand which may provide a suitable precursor. Cp5Cp
(C,0H25) is very similar to semi-buckminsterfullerene (C,0H,0),'’ where the arrangement of
24

six pentagons satisfies the isolated pentagon rule,' and is therefore structurally favorable.
Laser desorption/ionization (LDI) mass spectrometry can therefore be envisaged as being
a suitable experimental method for the possible generation and analysis of fullerenes.
Production of metallofullerenes, where the manganese atom is enclosed by the fullerene
cage, may also be considered possible. X-Ray crystallography and LDI mass spectrometry
were used for structural analysis of the precursor, and LDI mass spectrometry was further
used in order to attempt to produce fullerenes in the gas-phase from the organometallic
precursors.

2.2 Experimental

The organometallic compound was synthesized by K. Vollhardt’s group (University
of California at Berkeley, Berkeley, California, USA) during the collaborative effort on
this topic. [Cp5CpMn(CO),] is obtained as a mixture of 1,3- and 1,4-cyclopentadiene
tautomers. Slow crystallization of one isomer proceeds at -20 °C in hexanes as yellow
crystals. These crystals could then be analyzed using X-Ray crystallography. Mass
spectrometric analysis was performed using two different instruments. Most analysis was
performed using a Kratos Kompact MALDIIV. The ion source incorporates a nitrogen
laser (337 nm, 3 ns pulse width). Ions created following laser ablation are then accelerated
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into the flight tube by a 20 kV accelerating potential. Mass analysis is performed by timeof-flight analysis, and a curved field reflectron is incorporated to improve mass resolution.
An “ion gate,” consisting of two deflecting electrodes, may be used to select ions of interest;
application of a potential to these electrodes deflects ions (at times correlating with the
arrival of ions that are not of interest at the ion gate) and then the potential is no longer
applied when ions of interest are allowed to traverse the ion gate. During the course of the
following experiments, the ion gate has been used on two occasions. This was due to
instrumental reasons of the time, where the reflectron detector of the mass spectrometer
was prone to reduced sensitivity when large numbers of ions were produced across a
broad mass range, due to saturation of the detector.'5 Selection of a narrower mass range
results in enhanced sensitivity, which was particularly important for the following
experiments where low intensity signals were examined. Each spectrum shown is the
result of the accumulation of 200 profiles, each generated by a single laser pulse. As it
was found that the sample would degrade at room temperature, sample solutions were
freshly prepared shortly before each experiment, and the sample compound was otherwise
stored at low temperature and in the absence of light. To prepare a sample for analysis, the
solid was dissolved in dichloromethane, and the resulting solution was then spotted on to
a stainless steel target slide and the solvent was allowed to evaporate. The slide was then
inserted into the ion source.

Further mass spectrometric analysis was carried out using a Micromass TofSpec E
with the assistance of E. Williams (Micromass Ltd., Manchester, UK), shown in Figure 1.
The TofSpec E uses a nitrogen laser for laser desorption/ionization (LDI) just as the Kompact
M ALDIIV does. Ions are accelerated by a 20 kV accelerating potential, and mass analysis
is based on time-of-flight analysis. One difference between the TofSpec E and the Kompact
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M ALDIIV is the fact that the TofSpec E uses a linear field reflectron. It may be noted that
the TofSpec E has a higher resolution than the Kompact MALDI IV, but that the curved
field reflectrcn of the Kompact MALDI IV makes it more suitable for post source decay
(PSD) experiments; during the course of experiments, PSD was not investigated, but the
higher resolution was necessary for establishing the parent ion and fragmentation reactions.
For a more comprehensive description of the Kratos Kompact MALDI IV, see Chapter
Three. Samples were prepared for analysis in a near identical manner to the Kompact
MALDI IV experiments.

Ion Gate

Figure 1 : Schematic diagram of the Micromass TofSpec E

2.3 Results and Discussion

A reaction schem e for the production o f penta(cyclopentadienyl)-T )5cyclopentadienylmanganesetricarbonyl is shown in Figure 2, and Figure 3 shows the
structure of the compound, determined by X-Ray crystallography. It must be noted that
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the X-Ray analysis was performed entirely by the the Vollhardt group at the University of
California at Berkeley, and the results are presented here to provide a clearer understanding
of the compound of interest. Bond lengths were also established during X-Ray analysis
and some of these values are: C(4) - C(9) 1.475(6) A, C(9) - C(10) 1.459(6) A, C(10) C (ll) 1.378 (7) A, C (ll) - C(12) 1.410(8) A, C(12) - C(13) 1.489(6) A, C(9) - C(13)
1.357(7) A, C(8) - C(29) 1.478(6) A, C(29) - C(30) 1.480(7) A, C(30) - C(31) 1.446(7) A,
C(31) - C(32) 1.371(7) A, C(32) - C(33) 1.469(7) A, and C(29) - C(33) 1.354(6) A. An
alternating tautomeric pattern is observed for the five Cp rings, where C(14), C(19), and
C(29) mark the terminus of the diene unit, while C(9) and C(24) are their internal analogs.
The absence of coplanarity amongst the Cp units is notable, where dihedral angles range
from 42.2° to 46.4° and bending angles (of carbon atoms attached from the least squares
plane of C(4) - C(8)) average 10°. While the average distance of the a carbon atoms in
neighboring Cp substituents is approximately 3.3 A, Spartan modeling of the all coplanar
conformer narrows this angle to approximately 2.2 A.

CpSnMc3 (10 equiv.), 30% [P d tC H jC N ^ C y ,
DMF, 90 °C, 15 minutes
--------------------------------- ► -

28%
Mn(CO)3

Mn(CO)3

Figure 2: Reaction scheme for the production of the penta(cyclopentadienyl)q'-cyclopentadienylmanganeaetricarbonyl compound.
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Figure 3: X-Ray crystallography structure of penta(cyclopentadienyl)-ri5cyclopentadienylmanganesetricarbonyl

Figure 4 shows the positive-ion mass spectrum of the [Cp5CpMn(CO)3] sample,
obtained at just above a threshold laser irradiance on a Micromass TofSpec E. Signals are
observed for C25HI7+" (m/z 317), C30H25+"(i.e. Cp5Cp) (m/z 385), C,0H25Mn+ (i.e. CpsCpMn)
(m/z 440), and C,0H22Mn(CO)2+' (i.e. Cp5CpMn(CO)2-H2) (m/z 493). Another experiment
(spectrum not shown) was performed using a deuterated version of the compound,
[CwD23Mn(CO),], in order to verify the mass assignment. The use of a deuterated version
of the sample confirmed the mass assignment shown in Figure 4 as the signals were found
to shift to masses predicted in correlation with the use of deuterium instead of hydrogen.
Using both the hydrogenated and the deuterated samples, it is notable that the parent ions
could not be detected, and the fragment with the largest mass resulted from the loss of one
carbonyl group. Under electron ionization (El) conditions, using electrons with the standard
energy of 70 eV, the molecular ion has a relative intensity of 56%, and the signal arising
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from Cp5CpMrT is the base peak. It can therefore be seen that use of LDI leads to more
pronounced fragmentation.

Figure 4: Positive-ion mass spectrum obtained on the Micromass ToFSpec E
showing the fragmentation pattern of the organometallic precursor

The Cp5Cp ligand, composed of C,()H25, represents an interesting geometrical subunit.
C„, is exactly half C«,, and it was perceived that it may be possible, through fragmenting
the organometallic compound under LDI conditions, to generate highly energized fragments
which may coalesce to generate fullerenes. The coalescence experiments have been
conducted with the Kratos Kompact MALDI IV mass spectrometer and the resulting
positive-ion LDI mass spectra are depicted in Figure 5 as a function of increasing laser
irradiances. The laser irradiances required were significantly higher than that used in
Figure 4 for a normal mass spectrum. As referred to earlier, the ion gate was used during
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the course of these experiments, namely for the three spectra shown in Figure 5, in order to
enhance the sensitivity of the instrument; this method prevents the reduction in sensitivity
due to saturation of the detector. In this manner, the fullerenes formed in the gas-phase,
produced in low abundances, may be more readily observed.

Figure 5a was recorded at a laser irradiance of 3.8 x 10? W c m ' and Figure 5b was
recorded using a laser irradiance of 6.6 x 10? W c m ", and the ion gate had been used to
select ions between m/z 600 and m/z 900 in both cases. Figure 5c was obtained at a laser
8

-2

irradiance of 1.4 x 10 W cm ", after the ion gate had selected ions between m/z 600 and
m/z 1200. The laser irradiance values are approximate, as they do not take into account
possible degradation of the laser over time, and the laser was up to one year old at the time
of these experiments. Figure 5a clearly shows that the generation of fullerenes occurs,
with carbon cluster signals, spaced by 24 Da (C2), being detected. C50+ is the most intense
peak, while, surprisingly, Cw*' and C70*’ do not appear to be particularly favored. Figure
5b shows a similar tendency, but CNI*- and C7(l** are more pronounced than in Figure 5a,
relative to adjacent signals. However, the signal-to-noise level can clearly be seen to be
decreased with respect to Figure 5a. Indeed, the signals obtained at the higher laser
irradiance used in Figure 5b were less intense than those obtained in Figure 5a, at a lower
laser irradiance. At the highest laser irradiance, shown in Figure 5c, fullerenes are generated
over a wider mass range, but the signal-to-noise ratio is at its lowest. A probable explanation
for the trends observed is that increasing the laser irradiance increases the degree of
fragmentation of the Cp5Cp ligand. At the lowest irradiance, coalescence is likely to result
in the formation of particular structures; Figure 4 shows an abundance of C25H17+, for
instance, and so C,,,*’ is one of the most probable products, and it may be noted that C,,,* is
also a “magic number”2627 in C«,** dissociations. As the fragmentation increases, smaller
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Figure 5: Positive-Ion mass spectra obtained on the Kratos Kompact MALDIIV
comparing the coalescence reactions as a function of Increasing laser
Irradiance. Spectra a, b. and c were acquired using laser irradiances of 3.8 x 107
W cm'2, 6.6 x 107 W cm ', and 1.4 x 10* W cm ', respectively.
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carbon fragments are produced. With a large number of small carbon fragments being
produced, the “selectivity” of the coalescence reactions changes, and the most stable carbon
clusters become favored. However, at the same time the signal-to-noise ratio decreases
because the formation process becomes less efficient. As the mean size of the particles
decreases, the probability of a sufficient amount of collisions which result in reactions is
reduced. Also, at increasing laser irradiances, the tendency of coalesced clusters to fragment
also increases.

No metallofullerenes were detected in any of the spectra obtained. It is likely that
the Cp5Cp ligand is lost from the metal atom prior to further fragmentation, and this can
account for the lack of presence of manganese in any of the fullerenes produced. Fullerene
production, using the [Cp5CpMn(CO)3] precursor, can be estimated to be two orders of
magnitude lower than that observed when using pure fullerenes to generate higher fullerenes
under LDI conditions. Unfortunately, the resolution of the Kompact MALDIIV is not
sufficient to rule out the presence of hydrogen in the carbon clusters generated. The fact
that the signals are narrow implies that any hydrogen content is likely to be very low, if
there is indeed any hydrogen present at all. The experiments have revealed that coalescence
does occur, resulting in the production of fullerenes (with a possible hydrogen content),
following fragmentation of the organometallic precursor. Loss of the metal atom appears
to precede further fragmentation, explaining the lack signals arising from metallofullerenes.
The low yield of fullerenes overall is most likely to be due to the facile fragmentation of
Cp,Cp, making simple coalescence reactions less probable. At higher laser irradiances,
fragmentation occurs to a greater extent and therefore more reactive collisions are required
to build fullerene structures from smaller carbon fragments. The high degree of a bonded
hydrogen atoms may also play a role in reducing the yield of pure fullerenes, in an analogous
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manner to CN)H,6 displaying a reduced tendency to coalesce to form higher fullerenes,"
compared to pure CM), as discussed in Chapter Four.

2.4 Summary

X-Ray crystallography revealed the structure of the compound [Cp5CpMn(CO)3]
and laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry was used in an attempt to generate
fullerenes from the organometallic precursor. The presence of hydrogen in the fullerenes
generated could not be discounted, but due to the limitations of the instrumentation, it was
not possible to establish w hether or not an hydrogen was indeed present.

No

metallofullerenes were observed, which can be explained by the loss of the manganese
atom during activation of the organometallic sample. At low laser irradiances, structures
such as Cjo* are clearly favored, and as the laser irradiance is increased, more commonly
observed fullerenes such as Cw+’ and C70+’ become increasingly intense. Increasing the
laser irradiance further results in the formation of a range of fullerenes of higher mass, but
another trend was observed where increasing the laser power decreases the signal-to-noise
ratio. This can be explained by the greater number of interactions required for fullerene
formation, as fragments become smaller due to the increased energy imparted to the
organometallic precursor. The low yields for fullerene generation mirror the reduced
tendency for

to undergo coalescence to form higher fullerenes," and the large number

of ctbonded hydrogen atoms in both CNIH,6and [Cp5CpMn(CO)3] may be partly responsible.
Dissociation of the ligand bearing favorable structural features for the generation of
fullerenes might also be of relevance to the low net yield of fullerenes. Due to the fact that
the yield was so low, it is unlikely that the organometallic compound could be employed
in future as a precursor for fullerene generation. It should be mentioned that fullerene
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formation in these experiments is not determined purely by the carbon content of the
target material. Recent coalescence experiments, performed in follow up by the group at
the University of Warwick, which utilized polyaromatic hydrocarbons have provided clear
evidence of the prevailing influence of the structure of the target material on the fullerene
formation. This in turn provides support for the hypothesis correlating the geometric
features of the Cp5Cp ligand with the formation of fullerenes.
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3.1 Introduction

Coalescence of fullerenes is a well-known phenomenon,1'" typically studied using a
laser desorption/ionization (LDI) ion source and often in conjunction with a time-of-flight
(ToF) mass spectrometer. Time-of-flight mass spectrometry is perfectly suited to this type
of experiment, due to the “pulsed” nature of ion generation. LDI-ToF instruments are
used in fullerene research often because of the suitability of laser desorption/ionization as
an ionization technique and also because of the additional possibility of using a matrix for
“soft” ionization. 10 Use of a matrix results in the ionization technique known as
matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI), which makes it possible to study
more labile species, with particular attention being paid to fullerene derivatives. In order
to prepare a target surface for laser desorption/ionization, a solid-phase fullerene coating
must be applied to a slide which can then be inserted into the ion source; this is usually
prepared by dissolving the desired fullerene in toluene, and then spotting the resulting
solution on to a metal slide, allowing the solvent to evaporate and leave the thin, fullerene
layer behind. The sample is irradiated by the laser, and a plume of neutral species and ions
expands away from the target surface. It is in this plume that coalescence reactions occur.
The mechanism for coalescence is of current research interest,'' 13and is believed to involve
fusion of at least one ionic species and one neutral species'1 or the fusion o f two, excited,
neutral species.'" Sample quantity is important for such reactions, as enough sample must
be desorbed for collisions to occur in the gas-phase before coalescence can occur. The
newly formed carbon cluster may then undergo cooling via the loss of successive C2 units
(a characteristic associated with fullerenes), and the loss of C2n units is possible as well,
albeit to a lesser extent.1416 Uptake of C2 units by coalesced species can also occur, resulting
in carbon clusters consisting of a higher number of carbon atoms than would be obtained
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via the simple fusion of two precursor fullerenes. By studying the fragmentation pattern
of such coalesced species, it is possible to gain further insight into its structure and the
mechanism of their formation.

The structure of coalesced species is a subject that attracts much interest. Mass
spectrometry is one of the leading analytical methods in the investigation of fullerenes,
and so it is natural that mass spectrometry is used for structure elucidation of coalesced
17 18

species in the gas-phase. Post source decay (PSD) ' experiments would be performed in
order to investigate the stability of the coalesced species and to determine the structure of
the carbon cluster, through examination of the fragmentation pattern. Post source decay is
an important, new method in mass spectrometry, used for structure elucidation. This method
competes with collision-induced dissociation (CID)

19-22

‘ as a method for analyzing the

fragmentation of ions after they have left the ion source. PSD involves the selection of an
ion or ions (via the use of appropriate instrumentation), so that all other ions, such as the
fragments generated in the ion source, are filtered out. The resulting spectrum should
consist entirely of only the selected ion or ions, and any fragment ions that arose from
fragmentation during flight through the flight tube once the ions have left the ion source,
hence the term “post source decay.” Fragment ions formed in the ion source should be
accelerated into the flight tube with the maximum kinetic energy provided by the
accelerating potential. However, any daughter ions that result from fragmentation in the
flight tube (i.e. after acceleration) will continue with the same velocity as the parent ion,
albeit with a lower kinetic energy. Should the flight path be linear, the daughter ion will
arrive at the detector at the same time as the parent ion would have, and so, when using a
time-of-flight analyzer, the resulting spectrum will appear to show signals resulting from
the parent ion alone. It is therefore necessary to separate the ions by kinetic energy when
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conducting a PSD experiment, so that it is possible to distinguish between the parent ion
and the daughter ions produced during flight. This separation is achieved using a
“reflectron.”2329 A reflectron is a series of electrodes in a straight path, which are used to
define a potential gradient, which may be of a linear or a curved gradient. Ions with high
kinetic energy penetrate further into the field than those ions of a lower kinetic energy
before being reflected out of the reflectron again. This has two consequences. The first
consequence is that when two ions of the same mass, but of slightly different kinetic
energy, enter the reflectron they will do so at slightly different times due to the difference
in their velocities. It is possible to focus the ions so that they reach the detector at the same
time, by taking advantage of the difference in distances penetrated into the reflectron
field.30-31 This improves resolution, as the energy spread for ions of the same mass is
compensated for. The second consequence of the use of a reflectron is that ions of the
same velocity but different mass (such as a daughter ion, produced through PSD, and a
parent ion) will be separated out. The ions enter the reflectron at the same time, due to
their identical velocities, but as they possess differing kinetic energies, the ions travel
different distances against the field in the reflectron. As a result, the ions are separated out
in the reflectron so that they will reach the detector at different times. The result is that it
is then possible to distinguish between daughter ions formed via post source decay and
their respective parent ions. In general, experiments in which daughter ions are sampled
from a selected parent ion is commonly referred to as “tandem mass spectrometry” or
“MS/MS.”

While CID involves the use of collision gases to convert part of the particle’s
translational energy to internal energy, resulting in fragmentation of the selected ion or
ions, PSD does not. Post source decay involves the decomposition of metastable ions.
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Some instrumentational arrangements allow for air to be bled gently into the flight tube, to
increase the internal pressure slightly, so that fragmentation is facilitated; the definitions
of PSD and CID then become less distinct. A “normal” mass spectrum will include signals
arising from the parent ions and a variety of fragmentation processes. A PSD spectrum
will exhibit the fragmentation pattern of only the selected ion(s), and therefore provide
information on the stability and structure of the selected species alone.

The initial intention of this investigation was to deduce whether coalesced species
were larger, closed-shell fullerenes, or whether they were “dumb-bell shaped” structures,
composed of two distinct, fullerene moieties connected to one another via bridging bonds.
All the evidence to date appeared to signify that pure fullerenes coalesce to form larger,
closed-shell fullerenes, although dumb-bell structures may be formed during the course of
some reactions, such as the photoirradiation of certain fullerene derivatives. Post source
decay was the experimental technique of choice, as it would be possible to correlate
fragments with their respective parent ions, and so an LD1 ToF mass spectrometer could
be used for the generation and analysis o f coalesced species. Should the most stable
fragments resemble the precursor species used during coalescence, this would indicate
that the structure of the coalesced species was dumb-bell like. The coalesced species
would consist of two precursor structures, bonded to one another by a small number of
bridging bonds which are the most likely candidates for bond cleavage upon fragmentation.
If most fragmentation occurred via C2 loss and the most stable fragments at lower masses
were simply the most favorable structures (such as Cw) regardless of what precursor was
used during the fusion process, this would appear to indicate that the coalesced species
had no memory of its precursor components; the structure would be likely to be a closed
shell fullerene. However, during the course of the experiments, results were obtained that
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appeared to contradict all previous evidence in the literature, and seemed to signify that
the coalesced carbon cluster possessed a “memory” of the precursor species. Further
examination was required in order to resolve the apparently conflicting evidence.

3.2 Experimental

M ost experiments were performed using a Kratos Kompact MALDI IV mass
spectrometer. A schematic diagram of the instrument is shown in Figure 1. This instrument
consists o f an LDI source, used in conjunction with a ToF analyzer. A nitrogen laser (337
nm, 3 ns pulse width) is used for the desorption/ionization of the sample, and the resulting
ions are accelerated out of the source into the flight tube using a potential of either 5 kV or
20 kV, with 20 kV being the potential o f choice and is used throughout the course of these
experiments. A curved field reflectron" is employed in the instrument; curved field
reflectrons are preferred over linear field reflectrons in instruments where PSD studies are
to be conducted. This is due to the fact that reflectrons which use a curved field do not
need to be “stepped” as for linear field reflectrons, in order to direct all fragment ions to
the detector. A curved field reflectron focuses all fragment ions on to the detector during
a single spectrum acquisition. The final PSD spectrum derived from an instrument which
uses a linear field reflectron actually consists of two or more “stitched” spectra, where the
reflectron potentials were varied. The disadvantage of a curved field reflectron is the
decrease in sensitivity, compared to a linear field reflectron. An “ion gate” is positioned in
the flight tube, before the reflectron, and consists of two electrodes. When the ion gate is
in operation, a potential is applied to these electrodes in order to deflect all ions. The gate
is on when all ions other than the selected ion(s) would reach the ion gate position at that
point in time; the gate is off at the time when the selected ion(s) would reach the ion gate.
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Hence, the mass selection of ions is time based, for the reason that the final mass analysis
(and hence the principle of the ToF instrument) is time based. The resulting spectrum,
when the ion gate is operated, should display only the selected ions and any daughter ions
produced by fragmentation in the flight tube, after having passed the ion gate. The
instrument can be used in either “linear” mode (bypassing the reflectron, where all ions
have a straight path down the flight tube) or “reflectron” mode (where the reflectron reflects
all ions, which then travel towards a separate electron multiplier). It is necessary to use
reflectron mode in order to operate the ion gate, however. Figure 2 shows a test of the
selectivity of the ion gate, using a polyethyleneglycol (PEG) sample. Figure 2a shows the
distribution associated with this sample of PEG 1000. In Figure 2b, the ions of mass 1010
Da are selected, and one additional signal corresponding to ions of mass 966 Da is observed.
The margin of error associated with the ion gate in this instrument can be taken as being
no greater than ±44 Da therefore. This is a large margin of error, but is sufficient for the
purposes of these experiments, though signals may be of an order of a few Th (Thomson,
the unit relating to m/z values) wide.
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N* laser' 337 nm' 3 ns Pulse w,dth
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______________ Drift region (field tree region)___________________ ________Reflectron

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the Kratos Kompact MALDIIV
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Relative Intensity

1010

Figure 2: Positive-ion mode mass spectra obtained used polyethyleneglycol
(PEG) 1000. Spectrum a was recorded as a normal mass spectrum, while
spectrum b was obtained using the ion gate to select ions of m/z 1010 only.
The selectivity of the Ion gate Is thus demonstrated, as is the fact that the ion
gate is working as expected.
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Further experiments were performed using a Micromass AutoSpec oa-ToF, and the
spectra were obtained with the assistance of M. Green (Micromass Ltd., Manchester, UK).
The instrument uses a EBE ToF geometry where the ToF analyzer is orthogonal to the
previous flight path, and an LDI ion source was used. Figure 3 shows the instrumental set
up used. Ions were generated using a nitrogen laser and then accelerated by an 8 kV
accelerating potential. Ions of a selected energy (usually 8 keV) must first traverse the
first electrostatic sector, E 1, and then ions of a certain mass may be selected by the magnetic
sector, B. Alternatively, all ions (of the selected energy) may be allowed the traverse the
magnetic sector by using a “bypass tube” which bypasses the magnetic sector. Ions then
pass through the second electrostatic sector, E2. Ions may then be decelerated (resulting
in an energy of 800 eV in the present case) upon entry to a collision cell, which is used for
collision-induced dissociation experiments. The collision cell precedes the pusher electrode,
which is used to accelerate orthogonally all ions along the axis of the ToF analyzer for the
final time-of-flight analysis. All ions then continue to the orthogonal ToF analyzer, where
they are accelerated perpendicularly from their flight path by a “pusher” electrode. The
orthogonal ToF arrangement has the advantage that a slight energy spread (and hence
differing temporal displacements) is compensated for; the paths of the ions of differing
energies (but of the same “ion packet”) run parallel to one another, whereas before the
paths were along the same axis but with a lag between the ions of different energies.
Angular spread (which becomes a temporal spread, following orthogonal acceleration) is
not compensated for by an orthogonal ToF arrangement, but angular spread is more easily
minimized by use of Einzel lenses duirng flight.
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M agnetic S e cto r

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the Micromass AutoSpec oa-ToF

3.3 Results and Discussion

The LDI mass spectrum of CN)* can be seen in Figure 4a. The distribution of coalesced
species can clearly be seen, with the loss or uptake of successive C2 (and/or C2n) units also
visible. The loss of C2 units from the coalesced species provides strong evidence that it is
indeed a larger fullerene that has been formed. Figures 4b and 4c show the resulting PSD
spectra when a region of the dimeric coalesced species and the trimeric species are selected
using the ion gate. The intensity of the CWI+ signals in each case is unexpected, and would
seem to indicate that the coalesced species are in fact very unstable and dissociate very
efficiently. This is in direct contradiction to the literature. The mass shift associated with
these signals (-5 0 Da and -100 Da respectively) was also unexpected, and was initially
assigned to a calibration fault associated with calibration for PSD spectra. Though mass
shifts can occasionally occur, particularly with linear field reflectron instruments, due to
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metastable decay of ions in the flight tube, *mass shifts of such magnitude are unheard of.
It also became apparent that the mass shift would increase as the ion gate was used to
select higher masses. The validity of the assignment of the signal associated with C ^ '
was verified by counting successive C2 losses from the coalesced species, and the
fragmentation pattern fitted that which is expected for CM+'’. Figure 4c also exhibits an
enhanced C50+’ signal, as is often associated with the fragmentation of C ^" at high laser
fluences. The intensities of the fullerene daughter ion signals seem to imply that the
trimeric and dimeric species decay very efficiently under the applied PSD conditions. The
extent to which this apparent fragmentation is observed is unexpected as the parent ions
are not collisionally-activated to promote dissociation. The results seem to indicate that
is the fragment which is preferentially formed as the coalesced species dissociates,
and this may be due either to the dimeric species consisting of two, distinct moieties,
leading to a “memory” of the precursor. Alternatively, at this stage of the investigation,
the observation of C ^ ' may simply reflect this daughter ion as being amongst the most
energetically favored structures. However, the observation of C2loss from these coalesced
species, by contrast, supports the theory that they are indeed larger fullerenes.

Further investigation involved the use of C70 and C84 as precursors for coalescence,
forming their respective dimeric species. A comparison of PSD experiments conducted
using Q,,, C70, and Cg4 would provide additional insight into whether the dimers possessed
a memory of their respective precursors, or whether the most energetically favored fragment
(Q,, for instance) would predominate in every case. Figure 5 shows the PSD spectra of the
Qo’ C70, and CM dimers, respectively. A region of each dimeric distribution is selected
using the ion gate. Figures 5a, 5b, and 5c show strong signals for the fragments of

,

C70*, and CM+\ respectively, along with their distinctive fragmentation patterns. The
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Figure 4: Time-of-fllght mass spectra recorded following the laser desorption/
Ionization of C „. Spectrum a clearly shows the presence of coalescence
products which result from reactions within the ion source. Spectrum b resulted
from the selection of Ions constituting some of the dimeric products; an intense
apparent fragment Ion signal can be observed which is attributed to CM*'.
Spectrum c was recorded following the selection of ions which corresponded
with trimerlc species; an intense fragment Ion signal attributed to CM*" is again
observed. In each case, C, loss may be observed as a prominent fragmentation
channel.
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assignment of these signals is unambiguous, as their individual fragmentation patterns are
very distinctive. However, these conclusions then strongly lead to the deduction that each
of the dimeric species retains structural elements of their respective precursors, which is
in contrast to the literature. The enhanced intensity o f the fragment ion signals is again
unexpected and seem improbable, but again lead to the possible conclusion that the
coalesced species are very labile. The mass shifts that were observed are far greater than
would be expected should there be a calibration problem. These discrepancies with the
known masses occasionally reach 300 Da, and these mass shifts do not occur when
non-fullerene samples were tested. Slight mass shifts can be observed when conducting
PSD experiments, due to errors associated with the temporal focusing of daughter ions
arising from metastable decay, but such mass shifts almost never rise above tens of Daltons,
and typically consist of about 5 Da. It is therefore not likely to be a calibration fault, and
the mass shifts appear to be associated only with fullerene samples; such artifacts have not
been observed using non-fullerene samples. The intensity of the fragment ion signals, the
significant mass shifts, and the contradiction of the literature all lead to the conclusion
that the “fragment ion signals” observed cannot be explained as resulting from post source
decay of the coalesced species.

To test this theory, a series of PSD spectra of CM+ was recorded where Cm and C70
were used to dope some of the Cg4 samples. Three PSD spectra are shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6a shows the spectrum recorded using Cg4alone on the slide, and the fragmentation
pattern is that which would be expected for a Cg4 sample. Figure 6b shows the spectrum
obtained when the CM sample was doped with an equal amount of C«,, and Figure 6c
shows the resulting spectrum when the CMsample was doped with an equal amount of C70.
While Figure 6a resembles a spectrum of Cg/' alone, with its resulting fragments, Figures
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Figure 5: Post source decay (PSD) spectra recorded following the selection of
dimeric species. Spectrum a was obtained using CM as the sample for ablation,
while spectrum b was recorded using C70, and spectrum c was obtained using
CM. In each case, an intense fragment ion is observed which appears to
correspond to the precursor material used.
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Figure 6: Poet source decay spectra recorded following the selection of the
Ion. Spectrum a was obtained using a pure Cu sample, while spectra b
and c were acquired after the CH sample had been doped with CM and C70,
respectively. Doping the target material has a significant effect on the
appearance of the PSD spectrum , though the Ion gate should prevent
Interference from the dopant material.
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6b and 6c resemble such a spectrum but with the corresponding Cm or C70spectrum overlaid.
The intensity of the fragments ion signals from

differs slightly between the three

spectra, but this can be attributed to experimental error caused by poor spot-to-spot
reproducibility. The significant increase in the intensity of the C ^ ' and the C70+' signals in
Figures 6b and 6c respectively are a clear indication that the ion gate is not preventing the
passage of such ions, as the fragmentation of CMshould not increase by adding a dopant.
Neither should adding a particular dopant increase the probability of CMdissociating to
form the ionic form of that dopant. However, referring back to Figure 2, it is clear that
there is no fault with the ion gate’s performance, and even an error of ±44 Da is not
enough to account for the passage of the

and C70+ ions. Mass shifts are again evident

in each of the three spectra, when looking at the CWI+ and C70+ ions and their corresponding
fragments. This should not normally be the case for a PSD spectrum. The conclusion that
can be drawn is that neither the CM+' ions nor the C70+’ ions (and their fragments) result
from PSD, and that the signals do not arise from poor selectivity of the ion gate.
Nevertheless, these ions are not filtered out by using the ion gate, and they must therefore
be produced in the ion source and pass the ion gate at the same time as the selected ion.

If the CWI and C70 neutral species were to be longer lived in the ion source than
expected, ionize, and then be accelerated out into the flight tube at a later time than normal,
then two “time delays” would be involved. The first time delay would be simply due to
the delay in ionization, where the neutral must exist as an excited species prior to ionization.
Indeed “delayed ionization” is a known phenomenon associated with fullerenes, first cited
by Campbell et al.” M Since that time, delayed ionization has become an increasingly
cited observation.'6” 18 Most delayed ionization studies are performed using variations of
LDI-ToF arrangements,' 14' although El has also been utilized as an alternative ionization
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method,4445 and the radiative cooling of

in a storage ring has also been investigated.441

Though most LDI experiments are performed using ultra-violet (UV) lasers, some
investigations into the delayed ionization of various fullerenes have been conducted with
infra-red (IR) lasers.47 51 The delayed ionization of higher fullerenes has been studied5'
and such a phenomenon has also been observed for smaller fullerenes such as C36.'5 In
analogy to the delayed electron detachment from neutral C^, delayed electron detachment
from CNI" has also been studied.5' Fullerenes have been shown to exist as excited neutral
species for tens of microseconds in many LDI-ToF experiments, but in some cases, lifetimes
of an order of hundreds of microseconds have been cited,
ions after a 300 ps delay.

43

43 47 50 54

' and Hansen etal. observed

The exact mechanism for delayed ionization is not yet

understood, but is the focal point of such investigative work. Indeed, despite such interest
in the mechanism, Campbell and Levine recently published a review of the topic and
appealed for further experiments to be conducted.55 The shape of the asymmetric tail has
been investigated with the hope of providing more information about the rate constants
involved. '

It has often been proposed that more than one rate constant is involved

and that even a continuum of rate constants may be required to describe the tail’s
appearance.4’57 Currently, two main models exist, where one is based on an analog of
thermionic emission,511and one is based on the existence of long lived triplet states, although
44 45 59

the involvement of Rydberg states has also been proposed. '

.

,

Regardless, it is widely

agreed that autoionization occurs, where coupling is required between vibrational and
electronic energy modes.60 It is the latter model which tends to attract more support,
although both have strong advocates. Comparisons have been drawn between delayed
ionization in fullerenes and thermionic emission from metal clusters. Klots’ finite heat
bath model for thermionic emission

is frequently cited as a suitable model.

Though

there is a lack of consensus for the mechanism of delayed ionization, it has become generally
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35 41

accepted that it involves the formation of triplet states. '

This more commonly cited

mechanism, involving triplet states, is outlined in Figure 7. As a photon is absorbed after
photoirradiation of the sample, the fullerene is excited to a singlet state, with less electronic
energy than the ionization threshold (7.6 eV); the first singlet state exists at approximately
2 ey 41506566ancj the lowest triplet state exists at approximately 1.7 eV."67 Unless continuous
wave lasers are used, a time delay between laser pulses of the order of nanoseconds is
most frequently involved and each time-of-flight experiment is the result of a single laser
pulse. Excited states will not exist for the full length of time between laser pulses and,
therefore, all excitation and energy redistribution processes must occur within the timeframe
of each time-of-flight experiment, which will typically last for an order of tens of
microseconds. Intersystem crossing (ISC) 6 can occur within this time scale and this leads
to the formation of a triplet state of lower energy, with a near unit quantum yield.

41

This

process continues until the fullerene exists in a very low energy triplet state, with the first
triplet state existing at approximately 1.7 eV. As a result, most of the total energy put into
the system ends up as vibrational energy. It may be noted as an example that the lifetime
of the lowest triplet state, with a total vibronic energy of 4 eV, has been determined to be
40 ps.6S Due to high number of degrees of freedom possessed by fullerenes, it is possible
for this vibrational energy to be accommodated without the occurrence of fragmentation;
the excess energy is accommodated as vibrational energy; there is evidence that Cw) may
accommodate up to 50 eV in internal energy,40'51'69'70 as, with 174 degrees of freedom, the
number of quanta excited per mode is relatively low.70 Competing processes are involved
during the photoirradiation of a fullerene sample. If there is a rapid uptake of photons by
the fullerene before ISC can occur, the fullerene will be electronically excited beyond the
ionization threshold and ionization will occur (left hand side of the Figure). If ISC occurs
before another photon can be absorbed (middle section of the Figure), then the low energy
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Figure 7: Representation of the excited states of CM. Competing energetic
processes are shown, following the absorption of photons. Excitation to a
singlet state which lies below the Ionization threshold Is the primary step,
followed by either further excitation, leading to Ionization, or rapid Intersystem
conversion to triplet states of lower energy; excess energy Is converted to
vibrational energy. The Involvement of singlet and triplet states may also be
compared to the electronic ground state, where all Internal energy provided by
photoirradiation Is converted to vibrational energy.
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triplet states will be formed, and further excitation will electronically excite enough to
ionize the fullerene, while the increased vibrational energy means that fragmentation may
also occur. Should all energy be converted to vibrational energy (right hand side of the
Figure), and the fullerene exists in a superexcited ground state, the fullerene will undergo
dissociation or autoionization.

The second time delay incurred would result from the movement of the excited
neutral as part of the expanding plume away from the target, and hence with a velocity
vector towards the source exit. This would then mean that at the time of ionization, the
neutral would be at a position of lower potential in the source, and after its acceleration out
of the source following ionization, it would enter the flight tube with a lower kinetic
energy than other ions. The final result of this second effect is that the ion possesses a
lower velocity than normal. The coupling of these two “delays” (a delay in ionization, and
then a possession of a lower velocity by the ion) could facilitate the possibility of a “delayed
ion” reaching the ion gate, which is purely time based, at the same time as the selected ion
or ions. However, upon passing the ion gate, the delayed ion would still possess a higher
velocity than the selected ion (even when allowing for the slightly decreased kinetic energy
of the delayed ion), and so the delayed ion would still reach the detector before the selected
ion. This means that when using the ion gate to select an ion at an arbitrary m/z value,
even if no ion is present at that m/z value, a

neutral may still undergo a delay in

ionization, pass the ion gate at the time when the electrodes are at earth potential (i.e.
when the gate is “open”), and then reach the detector. Such a species would be recorded at
a much lower mass than the “selected ion,” due to its greater velocity than the selected ion
of higher mass. Thus, the fullerene ion may appear to be a fragment ion in a PSD spectrum.
Figure 8 illustrates this hypothesis pictorially.
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a)
m , drifts as a neutral, m2 enters flight tube following ionization a n d acceleration

b)
m, ionizes and accelerates into flight tube, ions arrive at ion gate at same time

C)
ions traverse ion gate, but reach detector at different times due to different velocities

Figure 8: Schematic representation of the flight of delayed Ions through the
Instrument In relation to the flight of prompt Ions, according to the proposed
theory.
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As the ion gate is set to pass ions o f increasing mass, the mass shift of interference
signals, such as those arising from CH* , becomes greater; this would be because the total
delay time needed for Cw+’ to pass the ion gate would increase. The delay time for ionization
and the velocity of the delayed ion are therefore coupled, and both factors combine to
influence the total flight time of the species. It is also notable that as the ion gate is
positioned at higher masses, the intensity of the delayed ions decreases. This is because
the probability of ionization decreases with time, and so ions that have existed for long
periods as excited neutrals are less abundant than ions that have ionized promptly. It must
be emphasized that these findings cannot be explained by such an energy deficit, as
mentioned above. The artifacts observed when using fullerene samples are not observed
when using non-fullerene samples; in addition, such artifact signals are not observed when
using fullerene derivative samples. A further test of the delayed ionization hypothesis is to
record spectra under similar conditions but using the negative-ion mode, as delayed
ionization can only occur during cation formation. In consistency with the hypothesis, no
artifacts are observed in the negative-ion mode, when using the same sample, the same
laser irradiance, and the same gate setting. Even by altering the parameters, such as the
laser irradiance, it is still impossible to observe this phenomenon in the negative-ion mode.
In summary, the phenomenon is observed only for pure fullerene samples which are
analyzed in the positive-ion mode.

In order to further discredit the argument that the results could be explained by an
energy spread alone (albeit only for fullerenes and only in the positive-ion mode),
calculations were used to test the energy spread theory. The motion of the molecule may
be considered in three stages. The first stage consists of the neutral molecule drifting in
the ion source prior to ionization, with a set drift velocity (also referred to as the initial
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velocity) following laser ablation. For most molecules, the time spent as a neutral in the
ion source is extremely short and is insignificant. For delayed ions, this time is of an order
of microseconds and is therefore significant, as the total flight time is typically of an order
of about 105 seconds. The second stage of motion of the molecule is acceleration in the
ion source after ionization. The final kinetic energy of the ion depends on how long the
ion is accelerated for. “Prompt” ions will ionize at or very close to the target where the
field will be close to or equal to 20 kV, while “delayed” ions will move through the ion
source as a neutral, ionize at a lower potential, and therefore leave the ion source with less
than 20 keV. The final stage of the molecule’s flight, for a linear flight path, will be its
motion through the field free region (FFR), representing the flight tube of the instrument,
with a constant, final velocity. For the purposes of these calculations, the reflectron does
not need to be modeled, as the region of interest in the instrument is between the target (in
the ion source) and the ion gate in the FFR; the aim of the calculations is to demonstrate
how delayed ions may arrive at the ion gate at the same time as a prompt ion of greater
mass.

For the purposes of the following calculations, the motion of the molecule will be
considered in three separate stages. At time t„, the laser ablates the surface of the target
and the molecule exists as a neutral until time t^, at which point it undergoes ionization.
The neutral drifts with a velocity of vd; the magnitude of the drift velocity has been discussed
earlier. Between the time of ionization, tjt and the time at which the ion exits the ion
source, te, acceleration occurs, due to the force acting on the ion which is due to the
accelerating potential in the ion source. The ion then leaves the ion source with a final
velocity vf, and travels with constant velocity in the FFR, arriving at the ion gate at time t,
(not referred to in the following calculations). Graphs may be plotted to describe the three
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stages of motion of the molecule, and by overlaying plots for ions of different mass or
delay times, it is possible to compare the relative positions of the neutrals/ions in the mass
spectrometer at any point in time.

In general, velocity may be expressed as:

0)

where a is the acceleration (in m s'2) of the particle and t corresponds to time (in seconds).

Displacement, s (in m), may in turn be described by:

(2)

where v is the velocity (in m s ') of the particle and t corresponds to time (in seconds).

The motion of a particle during the time period from photoirradiation to a chosen
time after leaving the ion source may be considered in three stages. The first stage is drift
through the ion source prior to ionization; for prompt ionization, this time may be estimated
to be nearly zero. For delayed ionization, where the particle exists as an excited neutral
for a considerable period, this drift time may be equal to several microseconds. The second
stage is the acceleration of the particle following ionization. The third and final stage is
the motion of the ion with a constant velocity. Once the ion has reached its final kinetic
energy and left the ion source, the ion travels with a constant, final velocity through the
flight tube, as it heads towards the ion gate.
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1.

Drift as an excited neutral

For t„ < t < tj

s(t’) = } vd • dt’ = [vdt']|o
*0
As t„, the start time, is equal to zero, the term becomes:

s(t') = vdt - vdt0 = vdt

2.

(3)

Acceleration within the ion source

For tj < t < te

From equation (2):

s(t') = j (v d + a (t' “ 0 ) • dt'
t,
t

s(t') =
s(t') =

J

(v d

+ at' - a t ,) • dt'

( v df + ^ a t ,: -a t.t'j

s ( 0 = [ v dt + | at2 - a tjtj - ^ v dt, + i at,2
v dt

- v dt, +

^ a t2

s (t') = v „t

- v dt, +

^ a (t2

s(t')

=

-

a tjt

-

+

i a t (2

2 tjt + t,2)
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s(t') = vdt - v.t, + - a(t - t , ) 2

(4)

3. Constant velocity after leaving ion source:

For te < t < tg

v3

vf

=

= vd +

a (te - t,)

t

s (f) = J (vd + a (te - 0 ) • d f
t|

s(t’ ) = [(vdf + a f ( t e - t,))J

s (f) = (v dt + at(te - t,)) - ( v dt. + a te( t e - I,))

s(t’) = vdt - vdte + a t(te - t () - ate(t e - tj)

s (f) = v dt - v dte + a (te - t,X * " 0

(45 >

4. Combining the three components:

s (f) = j v d • d f + j
t.

to

«.

*,

I

v2

• dt' + J

vf

• dt'

(6 )

I.

By analogy with the derivations of equations (3), (4), and (5):

s(t’) = v dt, + vdte - vdt, + ^ a ( t , - t ,) 2 + v dt - v dte + a (te - t.X* ~ «.)
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s(t') = vdt + ^ a ( t e - t,)2 + a(t. - t,)(t - te)

s ( 0 = v dt + \ a (te - t,X (te - t.) + 2 (t - te))

(7)

Determining variables for use with equation (7) prior to plotting results:

The time the ion leaves the ion source, te, is not known, and must be defined before
equation (7) may be used. By equating s(te) and ds, using equations (3) and (4), the length
of the ion source (in m), it is possible to determine tc:

d s = / vd • dt’ + I (vd + a(f -t,)) • dt'

\ »«. - o ']

ds = [vdt,] +

ds = vd + | a ( t e2 - 2tjte + I,2)

d s = Vdic +

2

atc2 - a tit, + - 1,

Rearranging to form a quadratic function,

\ ate2 + (vd - at()te + i at,2 - d, = 0

As

x =

- b ± Vb2 - 4ac
2a

if

ax* + bx + c = 0
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then by analogy,

K

+ a tj ±

te

lc

_ (~vd + at,) ± ^/vd2 - 2vdat, + a2t,2 - a 2^ 2 + 2ad^
a

Simplifying, one of the two solutions becomes:

te =

~

~

a

+

a Vvd2 + 2a(ds - vd*i)

~

(8)

(the other solution is not viable)

Determining acceleration:

The acceleration, a, is used throughout these equations, and may be defined in the following
manner:

F = ma

where F is the force (in N), m is the mass of the particle (in kg), and a is the acceleration on
the particle due to the net force (in m s’2)

and

F = qE
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where F is the force (in N), q is the charge on the ion (in C), and E is the electric field
strength (in V m ')

Equating the two:

qE = ma

and therefore,

(9)

The electric field strength may be defined by:

E =

V
d

where V is the potential difference (in V) between two points and d is the distance between
those two points (in m)

Rearranging,

a

qV
dm

More specifically, an ion will experience an acceleration of:

md,

( 10)

where d, is the length of the ion source (in m), V is the potential inside the ion soucre
(20000 V), and m is the mass of the ion (in kg).
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Once equation (7) has been obtained and the variables a and tc have been defined
with relation to known data, it is possible to plot graphs that demonstrate the displacement
of prompt and delayed ions as a function of time, where the delay in ionization can be
chosen manually. The potential gradient inside the ion source is linear, and therefore this
expression may be used for delayed ions as well. The net result is that the ions leave with
a lower velocity and therefore lower kinetic energy. Using equations (3), (4), (7), and
(10), it is possible to plot the displacement of a molecule as a function of time, and such
graphs are shown in Figure 9. It is also of great importance that the inconsistency in the
argument which is in favor of an energy spread alone is noted; using this high value for a
drift velocity, in order to produce a difference in kinetic energy, a delay time of the order
of microseconds is first required. In effect, as a delay of an order of microseconds is a
prerequisite for a significant energy spread to result, delayed ionization is required for an
energy spread to arise that is large enough to account for the observations. Figure 9 shows
graphs which plot the displacement of C^*", C120*\ and a delayed Cm* ion as a function of
time. Studies of initial velocities7' of fullerene neutrals within an ion source, following
laser ablation, can be found within the literature, and neutral velocities typically range
between the lower and upper limits of 100 m s ' and 1000 m s ' , respectively.' 7‘ 4 Relying
on these values, Figure 9a shows the resulting graph using a drift velocity of 1000 m s '
and Figure 9b shows the resulting graph using a drift velocity of 100 m s '. As appropriate
examples, the displacement of a delayed CM*‘ species is compared with a C i:o+ species, as
it has been the dimeric coalesced species which have been of primary importance during
the course of these experiments. It can be seen that a delay time between approximately
1.1 ps (fora neutral with adrift velocity of 1000 m s ')and 1.2 ps (for a neutral with adrift
velocity of 100 m s ') is required for a delayed CHt* species to coincide with C 120+ at the
ion gate. It must be noted that the graph illustrates the flight of the ions for the first few
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Graph of Displacement of Ions /m versus Time /s to Compare
Relative Positions of Prompt Cgg, Prompt Cl2gI and Delayed Cgg
(drift velocity of 10s m s' ')

Graph of Displacement of Ions /m versus Time /s to Compare
Relative Positions of Prompt Ct0 , Prompt C1jgl and Delayed Cgg
(drift velocity of 102 m s ' 1)

Figure 9: Graphs ol displacement as a function of time for three Ions; a CM Ion
which has undergone delayed Ionization, a C,M Ion which has been promptly
Ionized, and, for comparison, a promptly Ionized CM species. Graph a assumes
a drift velocity of 1000 m s'1 for neutral CM species, whereas graph b assumes
a drift velocity of 100 m s'1. A comparison of the two graphs reveals that the
delays prior to Ionization, required for the delayed CM~ Ion to coincide with the
C1J0" ion a t the Ion gate, are similar, regardless of the order of magnitude
difference between the drift velocities.
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stages inside the mass spectrometer, and takes into account the design of the ion source
but does not involve the use of a reflectron, as it is only the acceleration and drift of the
ions up to the position of the ion gate that is of importance here. Using estimates of the
drift velocities of the neutral species, in conjunction with knowledge of the instrument
design, it is possible to determine the maximum delay times which can be observed. After
a delay of 12 ps for neutrals traveling at 1000 m s’ and after a delay of 120 ps for neutrals
with a drift velocity of 100 m s ', the neutral species will have left the ion source without
undergoing ionization and will thus not be detected.

The delayed ions will therefore interfere with any PSD spectrum of a fullerene or
fullerene derivative, and ToF instruments that select ions on a time of flight basis cannot
be relied upon for PSD data of such compounds. ToF instruments could be reliably used
for PSD analysis of fullerenes and their derivatives if a different or additional ion selection
method were to be employed, such as an electrostatic sector to select only ions of the full
kinetic energy imparted by the accelerating potential in the ion source. Equally, use of a
pulsed extraction ion source could also minimize interference from delayed ion signals.
For the experiments which led to the spectra shown in Figure 10, C7() was used as the
sample, and the ion gate was used to select CM*\ one of the fragments produced in the ion
source; the ion gate is set to a mass that is deliberately close to the mass of CN) (720 Da). It
becomes apparent that the signal composed of CN)* ions has a fine structure, divided into
three components. By measuring the exact flight times of

, Cw+,

, and component

a) of the Cw,+" signal, it is clear that these are fragment ions produced in the ion source.
(T«,*" will pass the ion gate due to the uncertainty associated with the selectivity of the ion
gate, and indeed the asymmetric tails on the CM* and Cfc2+ signals imply that while these
signals may largely originate from PSD, there will be a contribution from the poor selectivity
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Figure 10: Positive-ion mass spectrum obtained using a C70 sample, following
the selection of the CM** fragment ion. The CM*" signal observed is split into
three components.

of the ion gate and/or delayed ionization. By positioning the ion gate at such a close
proximity to m/z 720, C ^ ’ ions that have been generated as fragments in the ion source
will pass the ion gate purely due to the width of the signal and the error associated with its
selectivity, and this component is attributed to component a). A Cm fragment that undergoes
delayed ionization would be shifted in mass due to both the delay in its ionization and also
by the longer flight time if it possesses a lower velocity when it leaves the ion source.
Analysis of the flight times of the three components of the CWI* signal results in the
conclusion that the difference in flight time between component a) and component c)
would be the required delay time for a CM+' ion to reach the ion gate at the same time as a
CM* ion. Component c) is therefore assigned as resulting from the delayed ionization of a
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Cw fragment in the ion source. Component b) cannot be unambiguously assigned, but
may well be a signal of C ^ ’ fragment ion produced via post source decay of C ^ ', CM+, or

o r.

To further verify the hypothesis that the anomalous results are due to artifacts rather
than being caused by the dissociation of the selected ion, coalescence of C70and subsequent
daughter ion analysis of the dimeric species was conducted on a different instrument. A
Micromass AutoSpec oa-ToF of EBE-ToF geometry was used, coupled with an LDI ion
source. Coalescence of C70 was achieved through laser desorption. Using the bypass
option, ions were accelerated perpendicularly to their previous flight path in the orthogonal
time-of-flight analyzer. The pulse used for this purpose was aimed for ions with m/z 1560
(CI1H* ), and, due to the error associated with the pushing electrode, led to orthogonal
acceleration of ions with a ±4% deviation from this mass, resulting in the recording of a
partial mass spectrum centered around C l30+’. Ions with increasing mass deviation from
this ±4% uncertainty are decreasingly likely to be accelerated into the oa-ToF region. In
turn, following the selection of C, „ C 7(l+’ could only be detected if the parent ion were to
dissociate following CID/PSD or if C70+' had the same arrival time at the pushing electrode
as the selected ion, as may occur following delayed ionization. C70* is clearly not observed
in Figure 11a, indicating that large coalesced carbon clusters do not undergo unimolecular
dissociation which leads to the formation of this ion. Even when the internal energy of the
selected ion is increased by collision with xenon, resulting in the spectrum shown in Figure
lib, no C70+" fragment ions are formed, though, efficient C2 losses are observed. These
experiments thus provide a clear indication that large carbon clusters produced from the
coalescence of C7() are in fact higher fullerenes and do not possess any structural moieties
which feature C7„ as a subunit, which could in turn lead to a “memory effect” and therefore
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Figure 11: Positive-ion tlme-of-flight mass spectra acquired following laser
desorption/lonlzation of a C70 sample using the Micromass AutoSpec oa-ToF.
Spectrum a clearly demonstrates that the dimeric species do not undergo post
source decay and that the coalesced carbon clusters are Indeed stable.
Spectrum b is a collision-induced dissociation spectrum obtained using xenon
as the collision gas; even under these more violent conditions, no fragmentation
is observed and the coalesced carbon clusters are demonstrated to be stable
fullerene structures.
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the observation of C70+"as a major daughter ion. The total absence of what may be assigned
as “delayed ions” can be explained by two instrumental factors. The first factor is the fact
that the flight length to the pusher electrode within the AutoSpec oa-ToF is much greater
than the distance to the ion gate within the Kompact MALDI IV. With an accelerating
potential of 8 kV, a C70 neutral which undergoes delayed ionization and arrives at the
pusher electrode at the same time as a selected C130+’ species, therefore also taking part in
the time-of-flight analysis and being properly analyzed as having a mass of 840 Da, must
undergo a delay prior to ionization of much greater magnitude than observed on the Kompact
MALDI IV. Under the present conditions, the abundance of delayed C70+ ions is so low
that very little signal would be detected. The second instrumental difference is that the
AutoSpec-oa ToF uses electrostatic analyzers, which may discriminate against “delayed
ions,’’which may possess a lower kinetic energy than the full 8 keV. As the delay times
required for the observation of delayed species on the AutoSpec oa-ToF are much greater
than those required using the Kompact MALDI IV, the distance traveled as a neutral species
within the ion source will be greater. This in turn leads to a greater, proportional reduction
in the final kinetic energy of the ion. The electrostatic sectors of the instrument would
almost certainly filter out such ions, due to the increased, proportional, kinetic energy
deficit that would result.

Returning to the discussion of experiments performed using the reflectron
time-of-flight mass spectrometer. Figure 12 shows a mass spectrum of

, but without

the use of the ion gate and without the application of the usual data processing, such as
baseline minimization and signal smoothing. It is important that the data processing is
minimized as it can dramatically affect the appearance of the mass spectrum obtained;
when data processing is applied to the spectrum shown in Figure 12, the asymmetric tails
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Delay in ionization
-1.1 |xs - 1.2 ns

Figure 12: Time-of-flight mass spectrum obtained using a C60 sample on the
Kratos Kompact MALDI IV; data processing features have been disabled to
demonstrate the significance of the delayed ionization phenomenon. The
spectrum is similar to others found in the literature and the delay time required
for a C60*‘ ion to coincide with C120** at the ion gate. The nominal m/z value that
would be observed for this delayed ion, following use of the ion gate for the
selection of C120" in this manner, is shown.

would all but disappear, disguising the true appearance of the spectrum and thus preventing
the procurement of valuable insight into the gas-phase behavior of the fullerene sample.
The difference is significant, and each signal can be seen to have a tail at the high mass
end, which results from the arrival of the delayed ions of the same mass. This tailing was
first noticed by Campbell et a l . ," 4 and the characteristic “hump” in the Cm* tail is frequently
cited. It has been postulated that the shape is determined by competing processes, which
may be described by two or more rate constants. The tailing is most pronounced on the
CMf signal, and then decreases in significance with each, lower mass fragment. CN) is the
fullerene most well known for its ability to undergo delayed ionization, although other
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fullerenes can also undergo delayed ionization to varying extents. Figure 12 clearly shows
the significance of delayed ionization, with the tail of the C^

signal extending for

approximately 300 Da. The delay prior to ionization, required for the production of ions
which would coincide with the C120 at the ion gate is labeled on the spectrum. This time
delay is within the range of approximately 1.1 ps to 1.2 ps, depending on the initial
velocity of the neutral species, as detailed earlier. The intensity of the tail merges with the
noise level at approximately 1000 Da and by performing calculations which evaluate the
delay times involved, it is reasonable to estimate that, during the course of these experiments,
delays prior to ionization of no greater than approximately 4 ps have been observed.

3.4 Summary

It has been found that the PSD spectrum of fullerenes and their derivatives, obtained
using an ion gate for the selection of parent ions in conjunction with a continuous
acceleration potential, can be interfered with by artifact signals which result from the
delayed ionization of pure fullerene samples. This finding is of particular importance as,
in principle, any PSD spectrum of a fullerene sample may be falsely interpreted as exhibiting
intense fragment ion signals. Fullerene derivative parent ions do not exhibit this tendency.
However, pure fullerene fragments which arise through the dissociation of the fullerene
derivative sample may in turn undergo delayed ionization, and these signals may be
incorrectly assigned. Pure fullerene and fullerene derivative samples show no sign of this
phenomenon in the negative-ion mode, and non-fullerene samples do not display similar
tendencies in either the positive-ion mode or the negative-ion mode. These facts may be
seen as strong evidence in support of the proposed explanation of the artifact signals,
which is based upon delayed ionization. The careful elucidation of the interferences
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observed leads to the conclusion that the delayed ionization phenomenon is the major
cause of such artifact signals in these PSD spectra. For instance, kinetic energy deficits in
the ion arising from the position of ionization within the source can indeed play a major
role, but can only do so when accompanied by a delay in ionization; for an ion to move a
sufficient distance for a noticeable energy difference to occur, the time required during
drift as a neutral is of an order of ps, based on initial velocity measurements of fullerenes
cited in the literature. In turn, the findings discussed here may lead to a new method
which may be deliberately employed for the study of delayed ionization. In fact, additional
studies based on these results are currently under way within the research group to make
use of these observations and to study the behavior of fullerene based materials with regards
to the delayed ionization phenomenon. Though less dramatic, but of significance
nonetheless, the experiments further corroborate the theory that coalescence products,
formed following laser ablation of pure fullerenes, are indeed large, closed cage fullerenes,
and do not consist of more than one moiety.
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4.1 Introduction

Hydrogenated fullerenes have been produced for some years, using a variety of
approaches.

Synthetic methods have included Birch reduction,' radical induced

hydrogenation," transfer hydrogenation o f C^, by 9,10-dihydroanthracene,5 or Zn/Cl
reduction,4 and the most common product o f these methods is C^Hjg. Attempts to produce
hydrogenated fullerenes which were based upon larger, fullerene cores, such as C76, C78,
and C^, resulted in the abundant production of
indicates that

following cage degradation, which

is a particularly favorable structure.5 Thermolysis of CMH3i leads to
4

the production of CN)H18, which can also be generated selectively by transfer hydrogenation.
The favorability of certain hydrogen contents is analogous to the favorability of certain
fluorine contents in the case of fluorinated fullerenes and is a topic of much investigation
using mass spectrometry,67 nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),8 X-Ray diffraction,7and
theoretical work. " 14 A comprehensive overview of the synthesis, properties, and structures
of fullerene hydrides has been produced by Gol’dshleger and Moravskii.'5 CMF,8,'6
C joFj*,1<U7 and CW)F48'618 are particularly favored. The similarity between fluorinated and
hydrogenated fullerenes does not end with “ magic numbers.” Recently, the structure of
Cn)H wwas elucidated in light of the known C ^ F ^ geometry, and the two geometries were
19

found to be identical ; equally, parallels between the geometry of
also been drawn.

13 14

and CM)FI8 have

A comparison between fluorinated fullerenes and hydrogenated

fullerenes is therefore inevitable.

CN)F xbased compounds are amongst the most stable fullerene derivatives with respect
to temperature, while CW,H, based compounds are amongst the most thermolabile
derivatives. These contrasting characteristics present different problems when analysis is
to be carried out, and makes comparison using identical analytical methods very difficult.
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Mass spectrometry has always been a favored tool in the analysis of fullerenes and represents
one of the obvious choices for the investigation of CW)H16. With the increasing wealth of
fullerene derivatives, many of which are labile and susceptible to degradation under harsh
ionization conditions and/or vigorous heating, a major goal for mass spectrometrists
analyzing fullerenes has been to reduce fragmentation. Field desorption (FD) and
matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) have been used during attempts to
record mass spectra that are relatively free of fragmentation. Indeed, FD‘° and MALDI"'
have been employed during studies of CN)H16 during the course of which there was only a
low degree of fragmentation. Recently, it has been shown that electrospray ionization
(ESI) is also a viable technique, " contrary to previous beliefs, and this ionization method
will almost undoubtedly become a favored approach for the analysis of fullerene derivatives
in future. Despite these facts, utilization of ESI for the study of CW)H,6 at the University of
Warwick has not yielded results thus far. Electron impact (El) may represent a relatively
harsh ionization technique, but valuable physical data may be obtained using this method,
especially when examining fragmentation dynamics, in cases where ESI may prove to be
too gentle. El has been used previously during the characterization of hydrogenated
fullerenes, but a variant known as “desorption chemical ionization” was used4 and this
technique will be further discussed later. The greatest difficulty faced when using El as an
ionization technique when examining hydrogenated fullerenes is the fact that heating is
required to vaporize the sample, prior to bombardment by electrons.

Although C^H jj has been produced for some period of time, little is known about its
gas-phase behavior. It is important to develop an understanding of how modification of a
fullerene core affects its reactivity and stability. In this way, future applications may be
pursued and tailor made syntheses may be developed with these applications in mind.
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With these concerns, an investigation into the gas-phase behavior of C J t,,, was performed
using a variety of instruments. Particular attention was paid to the fragmentation dynamics
of the sample and also to the coalescence reactivity, as pure fullerenes are well known for
their ability to be fused under laser desorption/ionization (LD1) conditions, resulting in
higher carbon clusters. A sector instrument of BE geometry, with an El ionization source,
was used to study the ability to form multiply charged ions and to record mass-analyzed
ion kinetic energy (MIKE) scans for the study of the fragmentation behavior. A variation
of the El source known as a “Desorption Chemical Ionization” (DCI)4' ' 4 source was
used; note that though the term “chemical ionization” is used, the ionization process itself
bears a much closer resemblance to El. A drop of the sample solution solution is applied
to a platinum wire and the solvent is evaporated. Once the probe (to which the wire is
attached) is inserted into the instrument, the platinum wire is heated. DCI is believed to be
different to El in that the sample undergoes evaporation followed by rapid ionization,
direct ionization on the surface of the filament, direct ion desorption, and/or pyrolysis
followed by ionization when heating the filament to high temperatures. It is known that
24

the effective temperature used is reduced by an order of hundreds of degrees Celsius.' A
hybrid instrument of BEqQ geometry, using an LSIMS ion source, was used to further
substantiate the fragmentation tendencies observed. Finally, a time-of-flight mass
spectrometer equipped with a laser desorption/ionization (LDI) ion source was used to
study the coalescence reactivity of the CN)H,6 sample in the gas-phase. Both striking
contrasts and similarities have been found between hydrogenated and fluorinated fullerene
compounds.
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4.2 Experimental

The

sample was synthesized using the Birch reduction and provided courtesy

of B. Ondruschka and M. Niichter (Friedrich-Schiller-Universitat, Jena, Germany). A
variety of mass spectrometers was used during the course of the investigation in order that
a more comprehensive overview may be obtained. All electron impact (El) mass spectra
and mass-analyzed ion kinetic energy (MIKE) scans were recorded using a Finnigan
MAT-95, which is a double focusing sector instrument of reversed geometry, and were
provided courtesy of M. Moder (Umweltforschungzentrum Leipzig Halle GmbH, Leipzig,
Germany). Samples were prepared by spotting the toluene solution on to the platinum
wire of a desorption chemical ionization (DCI) probe tip, the solvent was allowed to
evaporate, and then the probe would enter the ion source, which was maintained at 260 °C.
The platinum wire was heated for two minutes at a rate of 175 °C min ' and then kept at
350 °C for one minute while the scans were obtained. As mentioned earlier, the use of
DCI has the advantage in this case of requiring less heat to be transferred to the sample
and that the ionization occurs close to or at the surface of the wire. These factors are
necessary in order to overcome the difficulties posed by the analysis of a thermolabile
compound under El conditions. For every spectrum recorded, the electron emission was 1
mA and the electron energy was 70 eV, and the resulting ions were accelerated by a 5 kV
accelerating potential.

Low energy collision-induced dissociations (CID) were performed using the rf-only
quadrupole (q) of a VG Instruments ZAB-SEQ, shown in Figure 1, and the spectra were
obtained with the assistance of G. Czira and K. W key (Central Research Institute for
Chemistry, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest, Hungary). The ZAB-SEQ is a
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hybrid instrument of BEqQ geometry where reactions/collisions are carried out in the
quadrupole sector labeled “q,” and mass analysis is performed in the quadrupole sector
labeled “Q.” A liquid secondary ion mass spectrometry (LSIMS) ion source was used for
ionization. A small quantity of sample was dissolved in a droplet of 3-nitrobenzylalcohol
(NBA), which acts as a matrix, and then placed on the probe tip, which then entered the
ion source. The sample and matrix were then bombarded with a beam of cesium ions with
an energy of 30 keV. An accelerating potential of 8 kV was employed to extract the ions
from the ion source.

D etector 1

Magnetic sector
Electrostatic sector

B

E

C ollision cell
C o llisio n cell

s'p
D etector 2 -------►

Emi' fF

Ion source
C ollision cell

Quadrupole
system

D etector 3

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the VG ZAB-SEQ
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Laser desorption/ionization (LDI) was used to coalesce C^H,^ in the ion source, and
these experiments were performed using a Kratos Kompact M ALDIIV, which is a reflectron
time-of-flight mass spectrometer. The ion source of the MALDIIV uses a nitrogen laser
(337 nm, 3 ns pulse width) and ions are extracted by an accelerating potential of 20 kV.
Each spectrum shown represents the accumulation of profiles resulting from 200 laser
pulses, and the reflectron was used in each case. For the selection of ions over a desired
mass range, an ion gate is used, which consists of two deflecting electrodes positioned
inside the flight tube. Use can be made of the ion gate to minimize the chances of saturation
of the detector, and hence may also be used to increase sensitivity, and the ion gate was
used in this manner during one experiment. Sample preparation was carried out by
dissolving the

sample in toluene, spotting the solution on to a stainless steel target

slide, evaporating the solvent, and then the slide was inserted into the ion source.

4.3 Results and Discussion

While much is known about the fragmentation dynamics of pure fullerenes, little is
known about the fragmentation of hydrogenated fullerenes. Extensive hydrogen loss in
the gas-phase following vaporization and ionization has presented problems in the analysis
of the synthetic product using mass spectrometry. However, the results of this investigation
demonstrate that hydrogen loss is not the only fragmentation channel. Figure 2 shows a
typical El mass spectrum of

obtained using a MAT-95. Figure 2a clearly shows

that doubly charged, triply charged, and even quadruply charged species are observed. A
small contribution from CN,H,6CT’ may be observed, and this is attributed to oxidation of
the sample on standing. This ability to undergo multiple ionization bears a closer
resemblance to the behavior of pure fullerenes rather than fullerene derivatives, although
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the generation of dications is known for fluorinated fullerenes. The spacing between
signals arising from the l3C isotopes were spaced by m/z 0.50, m/z 0.33, and m/z 0.25 for
the doubly, triply, and quadruply charged species respectively, as would be expected.
was observed as a singly, doubly, and triply charged ion, but the quadruply charged ion
had a maximum hydrogen content of only 28 hydrogen atoms. As the charge on the ion
increases, it is found that the lower hydrogen content becomes favored, and this strongly
suggests that further increasing the charge state is accompanied by increasing extent of
fragmentation.

Fragmentation of C60H3fl differs from the fragmentation of organic fullerene
derivatives in that such derivatives tend to lose their ligands before cage shrinkage may
occur via the characteristic C, loss mechanism. Figure 2b shows an enlarged view of the
dication region of Figure 2a, and signals resulting from the detection of Q,,'* (m/z 360),
C58~+ (m/z 348), and C56' + (m/z 336) are clearly evident. Such fragments can only be
produced via the loss of C2nHx from hydrogenated fullerenes or following C2n loss from
pure fullerenes which are generated after previous fragmentation. Maxima are observed
approximately every m/z 6 between m/z 336 and m/z 360, and it is unlikely that this
pattern can be explained by even numbered carbon cores with varying hydrogen content.
It is more probable that the difference of m/z 6 represents the formal loss of a single
2+

carbon atom, as part of a neutral C„HXmoiety which is expelled from the CN,Hn‘ ion.
Therefore, fragmentation proceeds not only via the loss of hydrocarbon-like neutrals
containing an even number of carbon atoms, but also via the loss of moieties which contain
an uneven number of carbon atoms.
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Figure 2: Positive-ion mass spectra obtained using the Flnnigan MAT-95, in
conjunction with use of electron ionization (El). Spectrum a clearly shows the
presence of multiply charged hydrogenated CM Ions, with the inset showing an
enlarged mass region to Indicate the presence of CMH„4*. Spectrum b shows
an enlarged mass region of the doubly charged ions.

Chapter Four: 4.3 Results and Discussion
Further investigation proceeded by studying the unimolecular fragmentation of ions
of varying hydrogen content and charge state, performing MIKE scans using tandem mass
spectrometry. Figure 3 shows the resulting spectra, following experiments performed on
the MAT-95. Figures 3a to 3c show the results of MIKE scans carried out using a double
focusing sector instrument, where the magnet was used to select the precursor ion and the
electrostatic sector was scanned for daughter ion analysis. The main beam signal and
those daughter ion signals arising from the loss of up to four hydrogen atoms are off scale
to allow a more detailed presentation of the other fragment ion signals. The precursor ions
for Figures 3a, 3b, and 3c were

CfflH1f)2*, and C ^ H ,^ respectively; C ^ H ,/ was

produced using a sample where

was the main product following the hydrogenation

reaction.

Figure 3a shows the fragmentation of the

ion. The most intense peak that is

on scale is approximately 5 - 6 Da wide, and the peak center is located at the position
corresponding to the loss of 15 Da (assigned as the loss of CH Xneutrals). The next peak is
centered at a position correlating with the loss of 28 Da, and is 8 - 9 Da wide (assigned as
the loss of C2HXneutrals). The final daughter ion signals are observed to be centered
around the loss of 42 Da, attributed as resulting from the loss of C,HXneutrals, and is
approximately 5 - 6 Da wide. It appears that in contrast to the pure carbon neutrals (e.g.
C2) lost from pure fullerenes and many derivatized fullerenes, loss of CHX, C:HX, and C,HX
also occurs. Due to the limiting resolution of the electrostatic sector, the exact hydrogen
content of each distribution of daughter ion signals cannot be established; broadening of
the signals may also occur following kinetic energy release during fragmentation. Another
factor limiting exact structural assignment is the fact that interference may occur between
isobaric ions; for instance, the ’c contribution cannot be ruled out. Regardless of this.
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Figure 3: Positive-ion mode mass spectra illustrating the unimolecular
dissociation behavior of hydrogenated CM ions. Spectra a, b, and c are massanalyzed kinetic energy spectra obtained on the Finnigan MAT-95, following
the selection of CS0Hh**, C60H362*, and CHH1t**, respectively. It can be seen that
the fragmentation dynamics of the ions are similar, providing indications that
the unimolecular dissociation behavior of hydrogenated Cw is independent of
charge state and hydrogen content. Spectrum d was obtained on the VG ZABSEQ and represents a low energy collision-induced dissociation spectrum of
using argon as the collision gas and involving a collision energy of 170
eV.
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certain structures are more probable than others. For instance, by simple probability
calculations it can be shown that the loss of 16 Da from

is more likely to correspond

to the loss of a '"CH4 neutral rather than a 'CH3 neutral. These concerns also hold true for
the Figures 3b and 3c. Figure 3b displays a similar pattern of fragmentation, with the loss
of C„HXneutrals, but the extent of fragmentation is greater. While Figure 3a showed the
fragmentation of C60H36+‘ proceeded by up to a loss of C3HX, Figure 3b shows the
fragmentation of C60H,62+proceeds along similar pathways, but a maximum neutral size of
C4H x is observed. This is further evidence that fragments of lower hydrogen content are
observed as the charge state of the precursor ion increases. Figure 3c shows the
fragmentation of C ^H ,^ , which occurs analogously to the fragmentation of

and

the largest neutral ejected (C3HX) is also the same in both cases. Thus, reducing the hydrogen
content of the fullerene derivatives from 36 to 18 hydrogen atoms does not lead to
significantly different fragmentation pathways. For CW)HI8+", the efficient loss of up to
C3H xunits is observed, for example. It is obvious that, for such a reaction to occur, hydrogen
migration and fragmentation of the carbon cage is required. The hydrogen migration
might not be efficient enough to account for these findings, assuming an even distribution
of hydrogen around the fullerene structure. One might, therefore, speculate that hydrogen
is not evenly distributed over the entire surface of the carbon cluster. Interestingly, this is
in line with recent work on the structure elucidation of CN)H18, bearing a C3v symmetry in
which all 18 hydrogen atoms are located adjacent to each other on “one side” of the
fullerene.25

One further concern regarding interference from other species relates to the
dissociation of ions in front of the magnet (see Chapter One for more details concerning
metastable ions). As commented on earlier, Figure 2a shows that an ion of higher mass is
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also present, which is assigned as being an oxide of the hydrogenated fullerene.
Theoretically, such a species could dissociate in front of the magnet, and a daughter ion
may have a similar momentum as the ion selected by the magnet. As a result, this daughter
ion could traverse the magnetic field along with the selected ion, and would appear in the
spectrum at a lower translational energy than

implying that is was a fragment ion.

As this possibility could not be discounted, further research was performed using a hybrid
instrument. CajH3i* was dissociated in an rf-only quadrupole of a BEqQ instrument,
following momentum-to-charge ratio and kinetic-energy-to-charge ratio analysis by the
magnetic and electrostatic sectors, respectively. Using this arrangement, it is not possible
for interferences to arise from daughter ions produced in front of the magnet. Figure 3d
shows the spectrum obtained using the rf-only quadrupole for low energy CID; argon was
used as the collision gas, with a cell pressure of 5 x 107 mbar and a laboratory collision
energy of 170 eV. Four peaks were observed. These peaks were centered around the loss
of 16 Da (CHXneutral loss), 28 Da (C2HXneutral loss), 43 Da (C3HXneutral loss), and 56
Da (C4HXneutral loss). Comparison with the MIKE scans reveals that these results support
the hypothesis stated earlier, and that fragmentation does indeed appear to occur via the
loss of neutral C„HXspecies. C4HXloss is observed for
higher charge state, but not for
when selecting

(Figure 3b) due to the

(Figure 3a); the reason why C„HXloss is observed

using the ZAB-SEQ is that a collision gas was used in order to

encourage fragmentation, and so the degree of fragmentation has been increased slightly.
In similarity with the MIKE scans, the peaks correlating with the daughter ions are broad
(5 - 9 Da wide), and so, again, the establishment of the exact hydrogen content is not
possible. For instrumental reasons, LSIMS was used as the ionization method coupled
with the ZAB-SEQ, and this fact prevented an analogous investigation of the dication
(C«)Hi62+). An analogous investigation of C^H ,, was also not possible, but this was due to
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sample availability. Despite these facts, clear evidence has been provided supporting the
theory that loss of C„HXfrom C ^ H ,/ occurs.

As stated previously, this fragmentation behavior (loss o f C„HX) differs from that of
most organic ligand bearing fullerenes. Most derivatized fullerenes undergo ligand loss,
before fragmenting further via the loss of C2units. There are a few exceptions, such as the
loss of CO and C 0 2 from fullerene oxides, but otherwise this tendency is frequently
observed. Fluorinated fullerenes bear similarity to hydrogenated fullerenes with regards
to their gas-phase behavior. Besides the loss of F*, fluorinated fullerenes may also undergo
loss of perfluoroalkyl radicals of the structure CnFx; this is analogous to the behavior of
hydrogenated fullerenes in many respects. Although the precise structures of the neutrals
lost could not be assigned beyond doubt, the close resemblance between the two cases is
noteworthy.

Coalescence of pure fullerenes in the gas-phase following laser desorption/ionization
is well documented."6

Fusion of fullerene and fullerene fragments leads to the production

of higher carbon clusters. The mechanism behind such a reaction is of current research
interest ’ 15and is believed to involve the collision and fusion o f energized, neutral species
and ionic species or the collision of two highly energized, neutral species, followed by
C2 loss or C2 uptake, resulting in a distribution of higher carbon clusters. C2 loss is
characteristic of a fullerene, and observation of this behavior can be used as part of the
evidence in support of the generation of higher fullerenes.

Coalescence of fullerene

derivatives'6 " is of interest from a mechanistic point of view, as the aggregates formed
are not always pure fullerenes, with closed carbon cages. One example of such a case is
the use of fullerene oxides as precursors,

38 39

with MALDI being the ionization method
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selected, and the aggregates formed consist of bridged species. The products are made up
of two or more fullerene moieties which are bound to each other by a bridge which resembles
a furanoid ring; each bridge consists of one C-O-C bond and one a C-C bond, as discussed
in Chapter Six. Other derivatives form pure carbon clusters, but with an enhanced reactivity.
An example of such behavior would be the use of fluorinated fullerenes for the formation
of higher carbon clusters. In the positive-ion mode, it is evident that loss of fluorine
radicals is accompanied by the efficient generation of carbon cluster radicals, which are
highly suitable precursors for higher fullerene production. Coalescence leads to a much
larger distribution of species than normally observed when examining only molecular
ions of pure fullerene samples. Due to the similar gas-phase behavior of fluorinated and
hydrogenated fullerenes, and the similarity in structure (both fluorine and hydrogen atoms
are bound to the carbon cage through a bonds, and the fluorine content is typically 18,36,
or 48 fluorine atoms) it it therefore of particular interest to establish the reactivity of
hydrogenated fullerenes with respect to higher carbon cluster generation.

Figure 4 shows a comparison between two LD1 mass spectra obtained using the
Kratos Kompact MALDI IV, where Figure 4a shows a spectrum obtained using a CH)
sample, and Figure 4b depicts a spectrum recorded using a C^H,,, sample. The coalescence
of CN) is well known,'6‘7 and the spectrum shown in Figure 4a is typical of this behavior.
C2 loss from CM)can be seen, and higher carbon clusters are present at higher mass, with
the most intense cluster being C112+\ As seen in Figure 4b, the laser desorption/ionization
of CN)H,6 resulted in the generation of many pure carbon fragments and fragments which
also contained hydrogen, and it may also be noted that when examining the hydrogen
containing species, uneven hydrogen content was observed with stronger intensity than
even hydrogen content, as has been reported previously. Coalescence of the hydrogenated
195
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Figure 4: Positive-Ion mode mass spectra showing the results of coalescence
reactions using pure and hydrogenated C,0 respectively. Spectrum a was
acquired using a pure C,0 sample, where coalescence products are clearly in
evidence with the characteristic distribution. Spectrum b was obtained using
a CUHWsample and clearly demonstrates the reduced efficiency of coalescence
when using hydrogenated Cu .
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fullerene species was indeed observed, but the signals were very weak. In order to increase
the sensitivity of the instrument, the ion gate was employed to select only ions formed by
coalescence reactions, so that the detector would not be saturated by the fragment ions
which were much more intense. The result of this experiment is shown as the inset for
Figure 4b. Further evidence for the reduced reactivity, with respect to coalescence, is the
fact that a much higher laser fluence was required before higher carbon clusters could be
generated with the intensity shown in the inset. Although it is difficult to quantify the
relative reactivities, it is estimated that the intensities of the carbon clusters generated
using C jqH jj were two orders of magnitude lower than the corresponding carbon clusters
generated using C^. Though the signals were weak, it was still possible to establish that
the carbon cluster signals were spaced by 24 Da, which leads to the conclusion that this is
indicative of C2loss and therefore the species generated are pure carbon clusters. However,
because of the poor resolving power of the Kompact MALDI IV, it is not possible the
categorically state that these are pure carbon clusters; it is possible that hydrogen may be
present. It must also be noted that the intensities within the distribution of fused species
do not match the expected pattern, which would be expected to be centered around masses
which represent multiples of CW). Fusion of pure fullerenes results in distributions of
products as shown in Figure 4a, where certain structures are more favorable than others.
When using C^H^, it was notable that no such pattern was observed and there was no
clear preference for specific structures, and this more closely resembles the behavior of
fluorinated fullerenes. Although the lack of preferred structures is similar, the decreased
reactivity is in stark contrast to the behavior of fluorinated fullerenes, which undergo
coalescence to a much greater degree than pure fullerenes. Fluorinated fullerene targets
display a much more enhanced tendency to undergo coalescence reactions than their
hydrogenated counterparts. The reason for this lies in the fact that fluorine is readily
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liberated from the C«, core, and the carbon core may then undergo fusion reactions, resulting
in the generation of higher fullerene species in the gas-phase. As can be seen in Figure 4b,
laser ablation of the CN)H,6 target leads to the observation of ions where the major signals
represent carbon clusters which still possess hydrogen. It must therefore be concluded
that hydrogen attachment amongst such ionic species adversely affects laser-induced
coalescence reactions. It is interesting to note that fluorinated fullerenes possess a higher
ionization potential than their respective, pure fullerenes, while hydrogenated fullerenes
possess a lower ionization potential than the respective, pure fullerenes. For example, the
40
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ionization potential of C6HF48 has been determined to be 12.0 eV, '

.

.

.

and the ionization

41

energy of CWIF,6 has been found to be 11.0 eV; the ionization potential of CWIF18 is still
under investigation but is believed to be between 10 and 11 eV.
possess an ionization potential of 7.6 eV.
ionization energy of

43-46

42

CM is well known to

Requiring the lowest energy input, the

is believed to be approximately 7.4 eV.

42

Thus, fluorinated

fullerenes must acquire a greater internal energy in order to ionize, representing the
absorption of a greater number of photons. The acquisition of a larger internal energy
prior to ionization will lead to competition between ionization and dissociation channels,
where it appears that fluorine radical loss is favored. This would account for the predominant
observation of pure fullerene species rather than fluorinated species under LDI conditions.
The lowered ionization energy of

would appear to lead to a favoring of ionization

over fragmentation, explaining the observation of ionic species which still possess hydrogen.
The decreased number of n bonds available for bonding found amongst ionic species
which still possess a significant number of exohedrally bound atoms may be one possible
reason hydrogenated fullerenes do not undergo such reactions in the gas-phase. The
differences in ionization potential of the three species may explain the differences in
observed coalescence behavior due to the initial differences in internal energy of the neutrals
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(hence, differing extents of fragmentation), and therefore formation of different precursors
for fusion reactions within the ion source.

4.4 Summary

The gas-phase behavior of a hydrogenated fullerene sample, C^H^, was investigated
using a variety of mass spectrometers and ionization techniques. A sector instrument of
BE geometry, coupled with El, was used to obtain mass spectra which show the presence
of multiply charged ions up to C^H,4* and also to obtain MIKE spectra which revealed
information about the fragmentation dynamics. Use was made of a hybrid instrument of
BEqQ geometry, coupled with LSIMS as the ionization technique, has further corroborated
the results. It has been shown that fragmentation occurs via the loss of CnHx neutrals,
although the exact hydrogen content could not be established for instrumental reasons.
The fragmentation behavior closely resembles that of fluorinated fullerenes, rather than
that of organic fullerene derivatives. Attempts to coalesce the hydrogenated fullerene
under LDI conditions, using a ToF instrument, revealed a greatly reduced tendency to
undergo coalescence reactions with respect to pure fullerenes. It is assumed that the lower
ionization potential with respect to pure and fluorinated fullerenes results in lower internal
energies of the neutrals, which are therefore less likely to undergo fragmentation. As a
result, the ionic species will possess a significant number of hydrogen atoms and the lack
of sufficient number of double bonds (71 orbitals) for efficient fusion reactions is likely to
hinder coalescence.
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5.1 Introduction

Amongst the variety of fullerene derivatives, fluorinated fullerenes represent some
of the most investigated. Different synthetic methods used for the formation of fluorinated
fullerenes have been tested. Fluorination using F2 leads to the production of highly
fluorinated fullerenes, such as C^F,,, where n = 4 and 48. The use of metal fluorides
during the synthesis of fluorinated fullerenes leads to the formation of more specific products
such as C60F„ where n = 18, 36, and 48. An overview of fluorinated fullerene synthesis has
recently been published by Boltalina.' Fluorination of CM raises the ionization energy,
though, in contrast, hydrogenation seems to lower the ionization potential of the compound.
2

While C60H36 ionizes at approximately 7.4 eV,

34

.

.

ionizes at 12.0 eV ,' CMIF,6 ionizes at

11.0 eV,4 and C^F,, is thought to ionize between 10 and 11 eV,' though this is still under
investigation; CM is well known to ionize at 7.6 eV.

Near edge X-ray absorption fine

spectra (NEXAFS) and ultra-violet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) have been used to
study fluorinated fullerenes,9 and the electronic structure of C60F48 has been studied using
X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy. " There are also structural parallels between fluorinated
and hydrogenated fullerenes. The structure of

was found to be identical to that of

QoFjft." The geometries of Cw)H lg and C ^F,, have also been compared.1' ” The reasons
for such similarities is still a subject of intense investigation, comparing structures of
QoXn where X = F or H.” When comparing

analogs where X = F or H , the

fluorinated compound is found to be more stable than its hydrogenated counterpart.
Following semi-empirical calculations, an explanation was provided that fluorination
relieves the steric strain on the carbon cage to a greater extent than hydrogenation; near
planarity is achieved with the four remaining arene rings of the fullerene core.

12

It is now

known that C ^F^, C ^F^, and CMF18 possess four, three, and one benzenoid rings,
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respectively; the n electrons are delocalized in each of these benzenoid rings and contributes
to the stability of the system.

14

Noting that fluorine is more electron withdrawing than

hydrogen, it was concluded that enhancing the stability of the system is better achieved
through the reduction in strain than increasing the degree aromaticity.

It is clear that mass spectrometry has always played a unique role in the investigation
of fullerenes and their derivatives, just as it played a role in the initial discovery of C«, by
Krotoet al.'5 In particular, electron ionization (El), liquid secondary ion mass spectrometry
(LSIMS), and laser desorption/ionization (LDI) have been used predominantly as ionization
techniques. Tuinman et al. investigated the character and stability of highly fluorinated
fullerenes using UV-vis spectroscopy and mass spectrometry, making use of a variety of
ionization techniques that included field desorption (FD), thermal desorption (TD), electron
ionization (El) and laser desorption ionization (LDI).16 Under LDI conditions, fluorinated
fullerenes were observed to undergo fluorine loss in the negative-ion mode while the carbon
core remained largely intact; in both the positive-ion and negative-ion modes, fluorine
loss also predominated when using thermal desorption. Using El, loss of perfluoroalkyl
groups, CmFn, was observed and losses of C F,\ C2F5\ and C,F7*were found to be particularly
common. Collision-induced dissociation led to similar results, but the loss of F was also
noted, as well as the loss of even electron species such as CF2, CF4, C2F6, and C,Fg.

Coalescence of pure fullerenes is a known phenomenon which was first discovered
by Yeretzian et al.,17,18 and since then, many studies into the coalescence have been
performed.',"23 While the mechanism of coalescence is still under investigation, it is believed
to involve the fusion of excited, neutral species'4 or the fusion of a neutral and an ion,'5but
in either case, loss of C2units is a known cooling channel following coalescence. Following
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the discovery of coalescence of pure fullerenes, studies into the fusion of fullerene
derivatives became increasingly abundant.'6 "9 The unimolecular dissociation behavior of
ionized fluorinated fullerenes differs dramatically from the behavior observed for pure
fullerene cation radicals. In addition to the loss of F , the dissociation pattern is governed
by the loss of perfluoroalkyl radicals such as CF3, C2F5, and C,F7 as revealed by Tuinman
et al.'6and further demonstrated by Cozzolino et a l." Upon dissociation, ionized fluorinated
fullerenes thus generate an array of ions possessing unusual carbon compositions such as
C59F / and C57FX+. In principle, these species might also be formed under LDI conditions
and take part in coalescence reactions to form coalesced species of unusual structures.
Fluorinated fullerenes can exhibit an almost complete coverage of the carbon core by the
heteroatom and the question of steric hindrance during such fusion reactions may therefore
be raised. It is also possible that the strong C-F bond weakens the bonding within the
carbon core, thus facilitating C-C bond cleavage and leading to a partial rupture of the
cage. It is known that fusion of fullerene and fullerene fragments leads to the production
of higher carbon clusters, but there has been a question concerning whether or not “Teflon
balls,”’1 which have traditionally been a source of great interest, may be produced. The
mechanism behind such a reaction is of current research interest.'1 " ' Coalescence of
fullerene derivatives'6 '* is of interest from a mechanistic point of view, as the aggregates
formed are not always pure fullerenes, with closed carbon cages. One example of such a
case is the use of fullerene oxides as precursors.

28 29

Indeed, Cozzolino et al. have shown

that it is also possible to form higher fullerenes under LDI conditions using fluorinated
fullerenes as the precursor material.

30

The coalescence of fluorinated fullerenes has not previously been investigated in
detail. Those experiments previously performed using fluorinated fullerenes'0 were
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restricted for instrumental reasons to a very narrow mass range, and variation of the target
material was also not possible due to the lack of availability of a wide variety of fluorinated
fullerene compounds at the time of investigation. The objective of the following
investigation is to obtain further insight into the coalescence of such species such as C^F^,
C«)F36, C n,F48, and C7UFx (where the sample contains a mixture of fluorinated C70 species).
A time-of-flight (ToF) mass spectrometer, equipped with an LDI ion source, was used
throughout the course of the investigation. Comparisons were made between the coalesced
species formed in the gas-phase as a function of the fluorine content. As will be
demonstrated, due to the increased energy requirements for the ionization and dissociation
of each compound as the fluorine content increases, there is also a close correlation between
the fluorine content, for a given carbon core size, and the laser irradiance required. By
studying the coalescence reactions of the different samples, it is possible to obtain further
insight into the reaction mechanisms involved.

5.2 Experimental

A Kratos Kompact MALDIIV reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer was used
during the course of the experiments. The instrument uses a nitrogen laser, operating with
a wavelength of 337 nm and a pulse width of 3 ns, for desorption/ionization of the sample.
After the sample has been ablated, the ions formed are extracted into the flight tube by a
20 kV accelerating potential. Selection of an ion or a range of ions is possible by making
use of two deflecting electrodes which constitute the “ion gate.” The ion gate is activated
to deflect unwanted ions and is then switched off to allow the passage of the desired ions,
and then switches on once more to deflect all other ions. Whether or not the selection of
ions is performed, the ions continue their flight in the flight tube until they are reflected by
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a curved field reflectron, the presence of which enhances the operating resolution of the
instrument, and the ions are then detected by an electron multiplier. Samples were prepared
by dissolving the solid material in toluene to form a saturated solution. The solutions were
then pipetted on to target slides, ensuring that a sufficient and visible quantity of material
has been deposited. The solvent was allowed to evaporate and a slide would then be
inserted into the ion source of the instrument prior to analysis. The reason for the use of
saturated solutions and for depositing a large amount of sample on each slide is that the
coalescence reactions of fullerenes are heavily dependent upon the density of the plume
produced following laser desorption/ionization (LDI) of the sample. Increasing the density
of the ions and neutrals in the plume increases the probability of collisions in the gas-phase
and hence coalescence as well, which in turn increases the signal intensity of coalesced
species.

Three samples of fluorinated fullerenes were used during the following experiments:
CN)F,8, CjqF jj, and C(S0F48. All three samples were provided by O. Boltalina (Moscow State
University, Moscow, Russia), who wished to acknowledge the support from A. Yu. Lukonin
and A. S. Zapol’skii during the syntheses of the samples. CN1F48 was prepared by reaction
of Cwl with elemental fluorine at 350 °C for four hours in a nickel flow reactor.'
was formed during the reaction between CN) and MnF, at 380 °C, and this reaction yields
almost a single product.'4 The C^F,,, sample was synthesized by reacting CWIwith ICPtF,,
at 460 °C, resulting in a 90% yield of CW)Flg and 10% C6))F,6, and purification may be
performed using high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC).'5 Both C^F,,, and
C«)F|g were prepared under vacuum and the reagents were used in a stoichiometric ratio,
ground up, and loaded into a glass reactor.
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5.3 Results and Discussion

Four samples were to be analyzed: CNIFI8, C^F^, C ^F^, and C70FX(where the most
abundant fluorine contents are thought to be x = 52 and 56). It should first be noted that
C^F^, C«,F48, and C70FXwere initially all analyzed within three consecutive days of each
other. The sample of C ^F^, also analyzed at the same time as the other samples, had been
shown to contain traces of

while the other samples were pure, and so the resulting

QoFu spectra could not be counted as reliable evidence. A new sample was prepared and
HPLC was used for the separation of the products to ensure its purity; this sample was
analyzed one year later. During that time, a new laser cartridge was installed in the
instrument, which made it difficult to make direct comparisons of the laser irradiances
used for each of the samples. The laser irradiance was estimated by assuming that the
newly installed laser cartridge closely follows the m anufacturer’s performance
specifications of the correlation between the actual laser irradiance and the “laser power”
setting (in arbitrary units) chosen using the software. The appearance of spectra obtained
using both the old and the new laser cartridges were then compared in order to estimate the
laser irradiances used in practice. Figure 1 shows the mass spectra obtained using CN)F lg
at two different laser irradiances. Figure la shows the spectrum obtained at a laser irradiance
of approximately 4.42 x 10? W cm ', and it should be noted that for this spectrum alone,
the ion gate was used to select ions of mass 600 - 3000 Da in order to enhance the sensitivity
of the instrument, by decreasing the chances of saturation of the detector. Near complete
loss of the fluorine atoms from the fullerene cage can be observed. It is interesting to note
that C joF,,**, C ^ F ,/', and C^F,,*' can be observed, as radical cations of fluorinated species
have not been observed in any LDI experiments prior to this investigation. Fluorinated
species can be observed in the negative-ion mode, but use of the positive-ion mode almost
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Figure 1: Positive-Ion mode mass spectrum obtained using CwFia. Laser
irradiances ot 4.42 x 107 W cm 1 and 8.12 x 107 W cm * were used to produce
spectra a and b, respectively.
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always results in the observation of only pure fullerene ions. It is known from the literature
that dissociation of the molecular ion occurs via the loss of atomic fluorine radicals and
the loss of perfluoroalkyl radicals,'6 and in many ways, such gas-phase behavior is
analogous to the results obtained when using hydrogenated fullerenes, which is discussed
in Chapter Four. At higher mass, the coalesced species can be observed. These aggregates
are indeed pure carbon clusters, spaced by C2(24 Da) as expected for pure carbon clusters;
no presence of fluorine can be reliably discerned. The distribution of products is centered
around C ll0+" and such a distribution is very similar in appearance to coalesced species
produced using CNI as the target material. The differences are that the distribution of
aggregates formed using CN) tends to be centered more closely around C 118*' or C 120+, and
that coalescence can be induced (using CM) at a laser irradiance of approximately 2.40 x 107
W cm ' with the present instrument. The laser irradiance required for the coalescence of
fluorinated fullerenes would be expected to be greater, due to the need to remove the
fluorine atoms from the carbon cage prior to the formation of clusters, and therefore a
greater energy input is required. Figure lb shows a mass spectrum of C ^F^ recorded at a
laser irradiance of approximately 8.12 x 10? W cm *, and the ion gate is not used. The
fluorinated fullerene radical cations are no longer detected, and the degree of fragmentation
of C60+* has been greatly increased. Another change is the shape of the distribution of
higher carbon clusters. Whereas at the lower laser irradiance (Figure la) the appearance
resembles that of a Gaussian distribution, at the higher laser irradiance, the intensity of the
different clusters is more even, resulting in a pattern which no longer resembles a Gaussian
distribution. The clusters are also centered around a slightly lower mass. This may be
attributable to both the slightly increased fragmentation of the fullerene precursors, with
the coalescence of smaller fragments leading to the generation of smaller carbon clusters.
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and also due to the increased internal energy of coalesced species, leading to fragmentation
following coalescence.

Analysis of

led to the attainment of quite different results. Figure 2a shows

the mass spectrum o f C60F36 recorded at a laser irradiance of about 7.02 x 10? W cm 2. In
stark contrast to the spectra recorded using C^F,,, there is no well-defined cluster formation
located around the mass expected for a CMdimer. Instead, a particularly intense range of
higher fullerenes is observed between the masses of about 800 Da and 1400 Da, and
carbon clusters of roughly even intensity can be seen stretching from 1400 Da to 4000 Da.
The presence of fluorine was not apparent and the clusters are spaced by 24 Da (C2) as
would be expected for fullerenes. The laser irradiance required in order to record this
spectrum is higher than that used in Figure la owing to the fact that C ^F^ has a higher
fluorine content, and a higher energy input is needed in order to generate the pure carbon
fragments necessary for coalescence to occur. At a laser irradiance of approximately
1.11 x 10s W cm ', the spectrum shown in Figure 2b was recorded.

may be seen to

undergo increased fragmentation as a result of the higher laser irradiance, and the appearance
of the distribution o f higher fullerenes has radically altered. The clusters of enhanced
intensity between the masses of 800 and 1400 Da are no longer present, and higher fullerenes
between the masses of 800 Da and 4000 Da can be seen, where the intensity decreases
with increasing mass. This change in appearance mirrors the change seen between Figure
la and lb; at lower laser irradiance, a distinct distribution is favored due to the limited
variation in size of the fragments available, while at higher laser irradiance, a range of
carbon clusters of roughly equal intensity is present because of the wide variety of highly
energized fragments that are available for coalescence. An explanation for this trend may
be that the increased energy supplied to the sample increases fragmentation, leading to a
213
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Figure 2: Positive-Ion mode mass spectrum acquired using CUFM. Laser
Irradlances of 7.02 x 107 W cm'1 and 1.11 x 10* W cm 2were used to produce
spectra a and b, respectively.
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larger variation of fragment sizes and with fragments of smaller size becoming increasingly
intense. Increasing the fluorine content also leads to a requirement for an increasing energy
input in order for pure fullerene fragments to be produced, and the argument becomes a
circular one. As an increased number of fragments of smaller sizes become favored, a
wider range of clusters are generated following coalescence reactions so that higher
fullerenes become less selectively formed in the gas-phase. At lower laser ¡¡radiances,
specific fragments such as C ^ ’, C5g+", C56+' and the like are favored, and this narrow range
of precursors therefore leads to the selective production of higher fullerenes. A slight
increase in the laser irradiance may only increase the fragmentation of coalesced species,
due to the increase in their internal energy, while larger changes in the laser irradiance (or
indeed fluorine content) will result in an obvious increase in the range of fragments, and
hence precursors for coalescence, and in their abundance.

C«)F48 was the final compound in the series of fluorinated Cw) samples. Figure 3a
8

-2

shows the mass spectrum acquired at a laser irradiance of around 1.30 x 10 W cm . The
threshold laser irradiance was determined during other experiments (spectra not shown).
It may be noted that both CMF36 and C ^F^ displayed similar tendencies at threshold laser
irradiances, producing very weak carbon cluster signals which were present in a wide
distribution similar to that observed when fusing pure fullerenes.

However, it was

noticeable that use of CW)F,6 yielded a distribution at higher mass (with the maximum
intensity in a region of over 2400 Da) than the clusters generated when using CN,F4g,
appearing with a maximum amongst the distribution closer to approximately 1300 Da.
The spectra were not of sufficient quality to warrant presentation, and it was found that
increasing the laser irradiance resulted in the enhanced signals seen in Figure 3a, while the
distribution-like appearance was no longer present. There does not appear to be a stage at
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Figure 3: Positive-ion mass spectrum obtained using CMFU. Laser irradiances
of 1.30 x 10* W cm'2and 3.80 x 10* W cm'2were used to produce spectra a and b,
respectively.
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which a distribution of higher carbon clusters are clearly generated, as are seen in Figures
la and 2a, although it is possible to observe very weak signals in which such a trend is
evident. Once a sufficient signal intensity has been obtained, the Gaussian distribution
like appearance of the higher fullerenes disappears. A comparison with Figure 2b reveals
that the fragmentation of Cw* is similar, although more marked in Figure 3a owing to the
higher laser irradiance used, and that the patterns for the fullerenes formed in the gas-phase
are not dissimilar. The greater fluorine content of C6()F48 would mean that a greater energy
is required to remove the extra fluorine atoms, compared to C60F35, and so the probability
of increased fragmentation of pure fullerene fragments is also increased, purely on statistical
grounds. In line with the hypothesis stated earlier, the generation of smaller fragments
appears to lead to the lack of selective formation of specific carbon clusters. Figure 3b
shows the spectrum procured at a laser irradiance of approximately 3.80 x 10s W cm ',
which is the maximum laser output for this particular laser cartridge. There is little difference
compared to Figure 3a, except that the fragmentation of Cw*' is enhanced further and the
intensities of the higher fullerenes are perhaps more even. It is possible that fluorinated
samples of a high fluorine content become less likely to selectively form particular carbon
clusters due to the fact that such a high energy input is required to fragment the sample and
to enable coalescence to take place. It must be assumed that a major component of the
expanding material plume is constituted by smaller fragments, displaying behavior that is
indicative of a lack of selective formation of higher carbon clusters.

Figure 4 shows a plot of the threshold laser irradiance required for coalescence
reactions to occur versus the fluorine content of the CN) based sample. Only three samples
are plotted here (C^F.g, Cw)Flfl, and C^F^), and to increase the reliability of the plot, a
greater range of samples must be investigated so that more data points may be plotted.
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Dependence of Laser Irradiance (/ W cm' )
Required for Carbon Cluster Generation
upon Fluorine Content of Precursor Material

Figure 4: Graph showing the dependence of the laser irradiance required to
form higher carbon clusters as a function of the fluorine content of the precursor
used.

However, though the graph only displays such preliminary results, a linear dependence
can be clearly seen. Increasing the fluorine content of the sample effectively increases the
laser irradiance required for the initiation of coalescence reactions. From the results obtained
so far, the following hypothesis may be proposed. Increasing the fluorine content of a
sample of a given number of carbon atoms, for example increasing the fluorine content of
Q,,, increases the energy requirements for the fragmentation of the molecular ion to lead
to the generation of the bare carbon cage. Increasing the energy supplied to a sample will
also increase the statistical probability that fragments of smaller sizes will be formed and
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will increase the viability of such dissociation channels. Fluorinated fullerenes may
dissociate via more than one pathway, including loss of atomic fluorine radicals, loss of
F2, and, possibly as seen for ionized species, by the loss of perfluoroalkyl radicals; it is
important to note this latter fragmentation route will lead to the shrinkage of the carbon
cage size. Hence by increasing the fluorine content, the energy requirements for coalescence
are increased as, for example, increased fluorine loss must occur prior to coalescence.
This increased energy requirement therefore results in a net increase in the total internal
energy of the sample, following laser ablation at increased laser irradiances. An increase
in the net internal energy of the fullerene core, once fluorine loss has taken place, leads to
increased fragmentation and thus the increased probability of the generation of smaller
carbon fragments. The end result is the generation of smaller carbon fragments when
increasing the fluorine content, due to the larger energy uptake required for coalescence.
Therefore, the formation of smaller fragments and the formation of fragments over a greater
variety of sizes makes the formation of favored carbon clusters less likely; there is a much
wider range of possible precursors for coalescence. It is possible that once a certain fluorine
content has been reached, the coalescence reactions are less varied, as the fragments
produced prior to coalescence begin to vary in size and abundance less, and so the coalesced
species formed become less varied in size and are relatively even in intensity. At higher
laser irradiances, there will be increased fragmentation of initially generated coalescence
products, which might also contribute towards the appearance of less selective cluster
formation. A comparison may be drawn between the laser ablation of graphite and the
laser ablation of fluorinated fullerene samples. Figure 5 shows the mass spectrum acquired
by a research group working at Exxon in 1984,'h prior to the discovery of CMby Kroto et
al.15 The mass spectrum was obtained utilizing time-of-flight analysis following the laser
ablation of a graphite surface. The trend is similar, but Figure 2a most of all shows a
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remarkable similarity to Figure 5; the formation of carbon clusters of higher masses (not
shown in Figure 5) following the laser ablation of graphite is well known, and the relative
intensities o f these species are similar to those observed for the coalescence products
resulting from the use of fluorinated fullerenes. The laser ablation of a carbon surface,
leading to the formation of many fragments of varying sizes is perhaps analogous to the
mechanism postulated for the LDI of fluorinated fullerenes, where pure carbon fragments
of varying sizes are formed prior to coalescence, and hence fullerene formation in the
gas-phase.

Cluster size (number of atoms)
Figure 5: Positive-ion tlm e-of-flight mass spectrum demonstrating the
generation of carbon clusters in the gas-phase following the laser ablation of a
graphitic surface.
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A final investigation involved the coalescence of C70F„ for comparison, where the
fluorine content varies as the sample is a mixture of compounds; possible compounds
present included C70F52 and C70F56, although it is difficult to establish how many species
were present. Figure 6 shows the resulting spectra. Figure 6a was acquired using a laser
irradiance of about 6.02 x 10? W cm ' while Figure 6b was obtained using a laser irradiance
8

-

2

of approximately 1.51 x 10 W c m '. A weak distribution of favored products may be seen
between the masses of C70+' and in the region of 1400 Da. These carbon clusters are only
slightly more pronounced than others, but the extent o f clusterization appears to be less
than when Cw)-based fluorinated samples were used. Carbon cluster signals become very
weak after about m/z 2200, and it seems that no carbon cluster signals are detected by m/z
3000. Figure 6b shows that the extent of fullerene formation has greatly increased upon
increasing the laser irradiance. This spectrum perhaps most closely resembles Figure 2b,
where CNIF,6 was used, and this is not entirely unexpected as the laser irradiances used
were similar. The difference between Figures 6a and 6b are analogous to the mass spectra
of the other fluorinated compounds, where certain cluster sizes are favorable at a lower
laser irradiance, but increasing the laser irradiance increases the range of fullerene fragment
sizes, and so many more reaction pathways become available. A balance exists where, on
the one hand, increasing the laser irradiance decreases the fragment sizes, but on the other
hand, increasing the laser irradiance also increases the number of highly energized fragments
available for reactions.

These experiments also answer the initial question about whether or not “Teflon
balls”' 1can be generated by laser induced coalescence. Under the present conditions, the
answer is certainly that they cannot be formed. A rationalization of this possibly has to be
seen in the manner that energy is transferred to the system. The laser provides the system
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Figure 6: Positive-ion mass spectra acquired using C70F„ where the major
components of the mixture are believed to be C70F„ and C70FH. Laser irradiances
of 6.02 x 107W cm * and 1.51 x 10* W cm * were used to produce spectra a and b,
respectively.
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with quanta of energy (in the present case, photons of wavelength 337 nm each deliver 3.6
eV of energy), and enough photons must be absorbed to overcome the ionization potential
which acts as the energetic barrier to ionization. However, the ionization energies of
fluorinated fullerenes are the highest established for any fullerene compounds. The removal
of an electron from C60F48, for instance, requires 12.0 eV which is equal to approximately
3.3 photons; therefore, if the fluorinated fullerene were to exist in its ground state during
the course of the experiment, four photons would be required for direct ionization. The
decomposition of the neutral fluorinated fullerene by F2 loss, for instance, is less
energetically demanding; Dunlap et al. found that both the C-F bond, for fluorinated
fullerenes, and C-H bond, for hydrogenated fullerenes, are reduced in strength by between
15% and 40%, compared to smaller, alkane based systems.'7 The C-F bond dissociation
energy has been studied and, though such the value depends on the fullerene used and the
extent of fluorination, has typically been found to be located around the region of
approximately 4 - 6 eVJ ' 7 8 and proceeds in preference to ionization.

5.4 Summary

Four fluorinated fullerene samples were investigated, three of which were based on
a CN) core and possessed differing fluorine contents. When examining the three CMF,
derivatives, it was found that, for each one, increasing the laser irradiance used for the
LDI process altered the distribution of clusters generated in the ion source. At the lower
laser irradiance for two of the three compounds, a discrete distribution of higher carbon
clusters could be observed, and increasing the laser irradiance led to the observation of a
extended distribution where each signal was of roughly equal intensity. The compound
with the highest fluorine content did not appear to be greatly affected by an increase in the
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laser irradiance used; at threshold values of the laser irradiance, spectra obtained (not
shown) did display a distribution-like appearance, but were very low in intensity. Small
increases in the laser power dramatically changed this appearance, after which change the
appearance of the carbon clusters no longer seemed to be affected by increases in the laser
irradiance. It was determined that the threshold laser irradiances required for carbon cluster
formation display a linear relationship with fluorine content, when keeping the carbon
core size constant. It also became apparent that fluorinated fullerenes of larger fluorine
contents tend to more readily undergo coalescence and tend to form a wide range of
aggregates, of roughly equal intensity; specific cluster sizes become less longer favored.
Hence, LDI of

at a low laser irradiance results in the production of coalesced species

which resemble the products of coalescence when using C^, as the precursor material,
while laser ablation of a C60F48 target results in the production of a wide range of carbon
clusters o f similar intensities. It has been proposed that the dependence of the threshold
laser irradiance upon fluorine content signifies the increased energetic demands for
fragmentation with increasing fluorine content. The distinctive coalescence distribution
of fluorinated fullerenes, which differs strongly when compared with the behavior of pure
fullerenes under similar conditions, is explained by the decomposition of these compounds
into smaller fragments. Due to fluorination of the carbon core, higher laser irradiances are
required and weakening of the overall bonding within the cage structure occurs, and both
factors contribute to enhance the dissociation of the target material. As a result, smaller,
more highly energized fragments become more common with increased fluorine content
of the precursor and hence coalescence will differ between the different samples used. A
brief comparison with C7„FX, where the sample contained species with a range of fluorine
contents, showed similar tendencies, where increasing the laser power changed the
appearance of the signals arising from the detection of coalesced species. It has also been
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noted that time-of-flight mass spectra acquired following the laser ablation of a graphite
surface displays many striking similarities to the mass spectra obtained using fluorinated
fullerene precursors. This can be seen as an indication that both mechanisms involve the
coalescence of many, highly energetic, carbon fragments, encompassing a variety of of
different sizes. Finally, the unprecedented observation of fluorinated fullerene cations
generated by LDI has also been noted.
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Desorption/lonization Conditions
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6.1 Introduction

Fullerene oxides have recently been the subject of much investigation. Many synthetic
methods have been developed with the goal of creating epoxide functional groups on pure
fullerenes. Fullerene oxides were amongst the first known fullerene derivatives, produced
and discovered accidentally following the use of the Kratschmer-Huffman method' for
fullerene production. The products of the synthesis were found to possess up to five
oxygen atoms.“ The oxidative stability of fullerenes has followed on to become a topic of
34

great interest. ' The role of singlet oxygen in the photochemical oxidation of C^, has been
studied.5 One surprising investigation demonstrated that C^, degrades under ambient
conditions, in the presence of light and air, to produce C,20O,6 as discussed in Chapter
Seven. It is therefore apparent that pure fullerenes readily undergo oxidation. Though
initially discovered as an unwanted by-product of the synthetic process, attempts to
deliberately oxidize fullerenes using a variety of methods have become increasingly
common. Modern synthetic methods include photooxygenation,7 ozonolysis,8 " and
reactions with peroxy acids such as m-chloroperoxybenzoic acid.'“ A range of products,
containing differing numbers of oxygen atoms, consisting of different isomers, will be
produced. High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) is required for the separation
and purification of the products.

The study of fullerene oxides has revealed many interesting characteristics. Thermal
decomposition of fullerene oxides leads to the production of odd numbered carbon clusters,
via the loss of C O " o r C 0 2.'7'8 Reactions may be carried out involving C60On and CN)
which result in the formation of (C ^ O ,, species. Examples of such compounds include
C,20O, l92° C 120O2 (where two isomers have been characterized so far),20'21 C 120O,,J*and
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22

C,80O2.

It has been shown that such structures consist o f distinct, intact C,*, moieties and

that these moieties are bridged by bonds that resemble furanoid rings."0"' The production
of dimeric oxide species in the solution phase has been an area of particular recent interest.
Kappes and co-workers have managed to isolate and characterize three isomers of a
(C rióle,,,) dimer, following the reaction of C^O with C70, and vibrational spectroscopy
has been used to investigate the dimer.

In addition, analogous species have also been

studied using vibrational spectroscopy, including (CM)2On 1 and (CM)O(C70),~ but (C70)2O„
has not yet been studied. This is due to the fact that attempts to synthesize it in the solution
phase have failed. Early attempts to synthesize (CM)O(C70) failed when using C70O as the
oxidized moiety, and from this it can be extrapolated that the difficulty lies in using the
C70O species as a starting material for the production o f the dimer. C70O was found to lose
the oxygen atom even more readily than C^O. This lability is the reason for the failure of
synthetic approaches which have relied upon the use of C 70O as a reactant. The degradation
of pure fullerenes in air'4 is well known, and in follow up to the recent discovery that
oxidation may lead to the formation of dimeric species,6 one group has very recently
investigated the degradation of higher fullerenes which were obtained from fullerene soot,
produced using the Krütschmer-Huffman method.1 Under similar conditions, species such
as C l520 were observed in addition to C120O and C12U0 2."6

Many attempts have been made to synthesize fullerene oxides in the gas-phase, such
as through reactions with oxygen in an ion trap,'7 reactions with molecular oxygen within
the collision cell o f a mass spectrometer," or thermally induced oxidation." Increasing
attention, however, has been paid to analysis of fullerene oxides that have been produced
through synthetic processes described earlier, and though nuclear magnetic resonance
30

•

(NMR) has been used during such investigations, mass spectrometry is the most common
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technique used for studying such derivatives. Due to the fact that fullerene oxides are so
labile, soft ionization methods have been used during mass spectrometric analysis. Fast
31

22 32 33

atom bombardment (FAB), electrospray ionization (ESI), ' ' ' and matrix-assisted laser
19-21

desorption/ionization (M ALDI) " have all been implemented during the gas-phase analysis
of fullerene oxides, and most studies are conducted using the negative-ion mode. This
20

32 34

investigation involved the use of MALDT and laser desorption/ionization (LDI) ‘

conditions for the analysis of C60On and C70On samples. Coalescence 5 6 of these samples
in the gas-phase was attempted, and comparisons between the different ionization techniques
have shown that under the relatively mild conditions associated with MALDI, it is possible
to generate ions of the structure (C60)xO„ in the gas-phase. It was possible to generate the
dumb-bell like species, bridged by a furanoid ring geometry, each of which consists of
C-O-C bonding and a a C-C bond, that have been synthesized in the solution phase. Using
the harsher conditions associated with LDI, coalescence was also observed, but the products
were pure carbon clusters rather than bridged species. Noting that (C70)xOn had not yet
been synthesized in the gas-phase nor the solution phase, C7HOn was used as a precursor
with the objective o f producing the (C70)xOn structure in the gas-phase under MALDI
conditions. The investigation proved to be successful, resulting in the first experimental
evidence for the existence of the (C70)xO„ species.

6.2 Experimental

The different oxides were prepared in a similar manner to each other. The Cm and
C70 oxides were obtained from R. Taylor (University of Sussex, Brighton, UK). They
were prepared by treating CN)or C70with m-chloroperoxybenzoic acid and heated to -80 °C
for 24 hours, in accordance with the synthesis outlined by Batch et al.1’ The resulting
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oxides were then separated and purified using HPLC, following prewashing with a base
and drying of the toluene layer. The multistep separations were performed using both a 25
cm x 10 mm Cosmosil Buckyclutcher column and a Cosmosil Buckyprep column, with
toluene or a toluene/heptane mixture as the eluent.

Mass spectrometric analysis was performed using a Kratos Kompact MALDI IV.
The ionization source of the Kompact MALDI IV incorporates a nitrogen laser (337 nm, 3
ns pulse width) and constant accelerating potential of 20 kV, and ions are then extracted
into the linear flight tube, which includes a curved field reflectron. All spectra obtained
during the course of this investigation represent the accumulation of individual spectra
following 200 laser pulses, and the reflectron was also used in every case in order to
improve resolution. For matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) experiments,
the sample was dissolved in toluene and mixed with a solution of 9-nitroanthracene, which
was used as the matrix during such experiments. The solution of 9-nitroanthracene was
created by dissolving it in acetone (ratio of 10 mg of matrix per 1 mL of acetone). The
final solution comprised a ratio of matrix to analyte of 20 pL to 1 pL. This solution was
then spotted on to a stainless steel slide and dried prior to analysis. In the case of laser
desorption/ionization (LDI) experiments, the sample preparation is carried out in the same
manner. The toluene solution of the sample is spotted directly on to the stainless steel
slide, the solvent evaporated, and then inserted into the ion source.

6.3 Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the mass spectra obtained using the CA()On sample. Figure la shows
the negative-ion MALDI mass spectrum, which provides an indication of the oxygen content
of the sample. Contributions from CwO , C^O, , CN,0, ,

, and CmOi can be
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Figure 1 : Negative-Ion mass spectra acquired using a sample of CmO,„ where n
< 5. Spectrum a was obtained under matrix-assisted laser desorptlon/ionizatlon
(MALDI) conditions, using 9-nitroanthracene as the matrix. Spectrum b was
obtained under laser desorptlon/ionization conditions. Comparing the two mass
spectra, It Is evident that employment of differing Ionization conditions leads
to the formation of carbon clusters of differing structures.
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observed, with a small contribution from

'. Unfortunately, 9-nitroanthracene is known

to oxidize fullerene samples during the laser desorption/ionization process, and so the
exact oxygen content cannot be established beyond doubt. It is believed that the sample
consisted of a range of fullerene oxides up to approximately C^O ,, with fragmentation
enhancing the signal intensities of fullerenes with lower oxygen content; previous
experience with the study of the oxidizing ability of the matrix would suggest that the
signal is most likely to originate from oxidation of the sample. Any higher oxides
arise from oxidation during the desorption/ionization process, and the lower oxides and
C^, are produced by fragmentation processes. At higher mass, a distribution can be
observed which can be assigned as arising from the formation of a dimeric species.
However, the spacing between the signals is not the characteristic 24 Da (C2) that would
be expected for a pure fullerene. The signals are in fact separated by 16 Da, and C120 is
not observed; the lowest m/z ratio observed in the distribution is 1472 (C120O2 ), not 1440
(C,20 ). It can be concluded that the dimeric species is formed in the gas-phase and is not
present in the sample itself (due to its purity) and that the coalesced species are not pure,
higher fullerenes which possess epoxide groups. If the coalesced species were indeed
closed caged structures, pure fullerene fragments would be expected to be produced through
C2 loss, but no C2 loss is apparent. The fact that C2 loss is absent implies that a much
weaker bond exists, and it is this bond which is broken in preference to C2 loss.

It can be deduced that oxygen is involved in the formation of the dimeric species,
and that not all oxygen atoms are present as epoxide groups, as a minimum of one oxygen
atom must be present in order for the dimeric species to be observed at all. Fusion of
fullerene oxides under such mild ionization conditions results in the production of a
dumb-bell like species which consists of two, distinct CN) moieties, bridged by one or two
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oxygen atoms, and further oxygen atoms may be present as epoxide groups on the exterior
of the fused structure; the bridge between the two moieties consists of one or two furanoid
ring geometries,'" ' 1each of which entails C-O-C bonding and one a C-C bond. No more
than three furanoid bridges have been observed to date for steric reasons.2" It is during
desorption and ionization that many oxygen neutrals or ions may be liberated in the plume
produced from the target, following each laser pulse. These oxygen atoms may attach
themselves to the exterior of coalesced species, forming the epoxide groups observed on
the exterior of the dimeric species. It is highly unlikely that more than two oxygen atoms
are involved in the actual bridging of the two

moieties, however, due to strain

considerations. Semiempirical calculations show that furanoid rings are the most
energetically favorable way o f linking the moieties.'1 These two, most probable, core
structures can be seen in Figure 2. These predictions are supported by the recent isolation
of C l20O2 isomers by Kratschmer and co-workers,'1 which has revealed that one isomer
possesses a single furanoid bridge, while the other isomer possesses two furanoid bridges.
The assignment is based on an instrumental mass accuracy of ± 1 Da and the fact that the
sample should be composed o f only carbon and oxygen. As the instrumental resolution is
too low to observe the individual isotopic patterns, it is impossible to discount a theoretical
hydrogen contribution, arising from the matrix. It should also be noted that O, and C4
moieties are isobaric, which can cause difficulty during mass assignment, but because C4
loss is almost absent in the spectrum, interference between C4 unit and O, units at higher
mass is unlikely. The discovery that laser-induced, gas-phase aggregation of fullerene
oxides leads to the formation of such bridged species is unprecedented.

Figure lb shows the negative-ion LDI spectrum obtained using the same sample.
Due to the fact that LDI conditions are harsher than MALD1 conditions, it may be noted
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Figure 2: Proposed structures of the csrbon clusters C1l0O and CinOr These
structures form the postulated core of the C1M0„ species which are observed
following gaa-phase coalescence under MALDI conditions.
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that even C^O is low in intensity and fragmentation in this mass region leads almost
exclusively to the production of pure fullerenes. A careful analysis of the spectrum also
revealed that odd numbered carbon cages were present, produced during fragmentation
where CO loss occurs. At higher mass, a distribution can be observed which, again, must
result from gas-phase interactions as the sample had been purified before analysis. In
contrast to the dimeric species observed under MALDI conditions, the spacing between
the signals is 24 Da (C2loss) and therefore is characteristic of a pure fullerene. No oxygen
is present in this dimeric species, again in contrast to the structure generated under MALDI
conditions. The reason for the difference between the LDI spectrum and the MALDI
spectrum is the difference in the precursors generated, prior to coalescence. MALDI is a
soft ionization technique, and therefore the precursors formed will be

oxide neutrals

and anions, which then coalesce and result in the bridged species observed. Due to the
more vigorous conditions which are associated with LDI, the precursors generated are
pure fullerene neutrals and anions, which go on to coalesce and form pure, higher carbon
clusters. Odd numbered carbon clusters are observed at low mass, and there is therefore a
possibility that odd numbered, higher carbon clusters would be produced at higher mass;
signals can be observed in between the even numbered carbon cluster signals, but due to
the fact that these signals are little more intense than the noise level, it is not possible to
assign them with confidence.

Laser-induced coalescence of fullerene oxides has been previously investigated by
Kappes and co-workers,” using C6HOn where n = 1,2, and 3. Coalescence was determined
to occur at much lower laser fluences, in comparison with pure fullerene samples. The
products of these reactions were also determined to be pure carbon clusters, similarly to
the spectrum shown in Figure lb.

Figure 3 shows a com parison of two laser
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Figure 3: Negative-Ion mass spectra demonstrating the differing efficiencies of
gas-phase coalescence of CmO,, and pure C,0 are shown in spectra a and b,
respectively. The presence of epoxide groups on the fullerene core significantly
increases the coalescence efficiency In the negative-ion mode.
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desorption/ionization spectra, obtained using similar laser fluences, where Figure 3a was
recorded using a C60Onsample and Figure 3b was obtained using a pure

sample. Uneven

carbon clusters can again be observed at low mass in Figure 3a, in similarity with the
spectrum shown in Figure lb, but a signal due to C560 can also be seen. At high mass,
three distinct distributions can be observed with the general formula (Cn)x where x = 2, 3,
and 4, generated from the fusion of pure fullerene fragments. In contrast, Figure 3b exhibits
the formation of only dimeric species at high mass. The reason for the difference can be
found when looking at the fragments of the two samples. While many pure fullerene
fragments are observed in Figure 3a, which may then fuse to form higher fullerenes, the
most intense signal in Figure 3b is that o f CM\ with a minor contribution from C5g\
Fullerene oxides will exhibit an increased inclination to coalesce due to the fact that the
addition of epoxide groups will disrupt the bonding (and hence stability) of the fullerene
cage, which will in turn result in a greater tendency to fragm ent under laser
desorption/ionization conditions. It is the generation of excited species such as fragment
neutrals and ions which is of primary importance for the fusion to produce higher fullerenes
during coalescence reactions, 8 and this fact is further demonstrated by such a comparison
of the gas-phase behavior of pure fullerenes and fullerene derivatives.

Further investigation was carried out using C7HOn samples, in order to compare the
results with those obtained using CN)On. The primary goal of this investigation was the
formation of a (C70On)2 structure, as this dimeric species had not yet been synthesized in
the solution phase nor the gas-phase. Consequently, MALDI was the preferred ionization
technique, as LDI would result in the formation of pure carbon clusters alone. The
negative-ion MALDI spectra are shown in Figures 4a and 4b. The sample used in Figure
4a was C70O, and the strongest signal is that due to C70O . Small contribution from signals
240
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Figure 4: Negative-Ion mass spectra of C70O and C70O2 are shown In spectra a
and b, respectively. Both spectra have been obtained under MALDI conditions,
using 9-nitroanthracene as the matrix. In similarity with the CM oxides, use of
MALDI conditions leads to the formation of carbon clusters which Include
oxygen. Variation of the oxygen content of the C70 oxides Is also seen to affect
the oxygen content of the coalesced carbon clusters.
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arising from C70O2 and C70O3 can be observed, where C70O2 and C70O, most probably
originate from oxidation of the C70O sample in the gas-phase by 9-nitroanthracene. In
Figure 4b, the most intense peak is that of C70O2", and the sample used was indeed C70O2,
although small C70O, and C70O4 peaks can be observed, which are again due to oxidation
which occurs in the gas-phase, following reactions with the matrix. The high mass regions
of both spectra reveal that C,40On’ has indeed been produced in the gas-phase, although
not as readily as was the case when using

oxide samples. As expected, the species

formed are not pure fullerenes; the spacing between the signals is 16 Da and no pure
fullerenes are observed in this mass region. In analogy with the

oxides, oxygen must

again be involved in the linkage between the C70 moieties. MNDO calculations reveal the
most likely structures" of these dimeric species to be similar to those of the dimeric species
of the

oxides. Figure 5 shows the predicted, core structures for the C140Oncompounds.

Again, the probability of more than two furanoid bridges being present is very low, due to
strain considerations. Additional oxygen atoms may be present as epoxide groups on the
exterior of the dimer. In analogy with the C 120O2compound investigated by Kratschmer et
al.,"' where two isomers were found to be present; it is possible that one isomer would
possess one epoxide group and one C-O-C bridge, while the other isomer possessed two
C-O-C bridging oxo-groups. Further analysis of C 140O„ is likely to reveal the existence of
more than one isomer.

Chapter Six: 6.3 Results and Discussion

Figura 5: Postulated structures of the carbon clusters Cl40O and C14aO„ which
are believed to form the core of the coalesced carbon cluster species C,MOn.
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6.4 Summary

During the investigation of C^O,, and C70O„, two distinct coalescence reactions could
be produced in the gas-phase using a laser desorption/ionization ion source. Use of MALDI
results in the generation of dimeric species which consist of two moieties which retain the
structural features of the pure fullerene core, where these two moieties are then bridged by
an arrangement which resembles a furanoid ring, with one or two C-O-C based bridges
and one a C-C bond. The signals arising from the large aggregates are spaced by 16 Da,
signifying oxygen loss, and no C2loss is observed, nor are any pure fullerenes; a minimum
of one oxygen atom must be present to observe the dimer. These reactions have been
observed for the first time in the gas-phase. Further oxygen atoms may be present as
epoxide groups on the exterior of the dimer that has been formed. Use of LDI, by contrast,
results in the generation of only pure carbon clusters. Signals resulting from the aggregate
are spaced by 24 Da and signify C2loss, which is characteristic of a pure fullerene. This is
further supported by the absence of any oxygen in the cluster species produced following
LDI. Following on from the findings relating to C60O„, attempts were made to coalesce
C70O„ for the first time. While other researchers had been unsuccessful in attempting to
generate (C70)xOn in the solution phase, it was possible, using MALDI conditions, to produce
C140O„ in the gas-phase for the first time.
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7.1 Introduction

A collaborative effort with Taylor and co-workers at the University of Sussex led to
the discovery of the dimerization of

and C70Os in the gas-phase, ' using laser

desorption/ionization (LDI) and matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI), for
which the results are detailed in Chapter Six. Following these investigations, Taylor
informed the research group at the University of Warwick about his observation that pure
displayed unusual behavior when attempts were made to dissolve older samples of this
fullerene in toluene. A proportion of the aged sample would not readily dissolve, though
the solution itself was not yet saturated. Taylor collected this material and used high
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) to characterize and purify the sample, and
used infra-red (IR) spectroscopy to further analyze the sample. Further structure elucidation
was performed at the University of Warwick using MALDI tim e-of-flight mass
spectrometry, and thus it was possible to identify one of the intrinsic impurities which
accompanies pure CM samples. The nature of the impurity and its formation yielded
surprising results which could in turn present significant difficulties for the applications of
fullerenes.

HPLC was used to analyze the samples and determined that a dimeric, oxygen
containing species was present.

Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization mass

spectrometry was employed for verification and for structure elucidation. MALDI is a
soft ionization technique, and so was the ionization technique of choice in order that the
molecular ion could be established, without unwanted fragmentation. Infra-red (IR)
spectroscopy was also used to further verify the results, comparing the IR spectrum of the
isolated species with that of a synthetic sample in order to test the hypothesis.
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Once the structure had been established, the investigation was extended by attempting
to generate more of the contaminant species under similar, ambient conditions, as it is
believed that the contaminant species is the product of the reaction between C^, and oxygen
under ambient conditions. The stability and reactivity of fullerenes

3-7

and fullerene oxides

89

has always been a subject of much interest. In order to test the theory that the impurity
that Taylor isolated was generated through oxidation, CW)samples were allowed to stand
in light and air for 40 hours, and the resulting samples were then analyzed. The results
showed that C^, does indeed undergo reactions with oxygen at room temperature in the
presence of light and air, but the extent of the reactions were surprising. C^O is the first
fullerene oxide to be produced synthetically'0 and since that time a variety of synthetic
methods have been investigated including photooxygenation,ozonolysis," 14or reactions
with peroxy acids such as m-chloroperoxybenzoic acid.'5 Although it has long been
suspected that CMalso undergoes oxidation upon standing,
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the findings of the following

experiments revealed a surprising degree of reactivity under relatively mild conditions
and the structures of the products were also unexpected. The results have serious
implications for possible applications of fullerenes, as oxidation must now be a serious
consideration.

7.2 Experimental

High performance liquid chromatography was carried out using a 4.6 mm x 25 cm
Cosmosil Buckyclutcher column, using toluene as the eluent with a flow rate of 1 mL min '.
Mass spectrometric analysis was performed using a Kratos Kompact MALDI IV. The
sample was dissolved in toluene and mixed with a solution of 9-nitroanthracene, which
was used as the matrix for matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization experiments. The
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solution of 9-nitroanthracene was created by dissolving it in in acetone (ratio of 10 mg of
matrix per 1 mL of acetone). The final solution comprised a ratio of matrix to analyte of
20 pL to 1 pL. This solution was then spotted on to a stainless steel slide and dried. This
slide was then inserted into the instrument prior to analysis.

7.3 Results and Discussion

The initial aim of the HPLC analysis of the

sample was to assess the purity, with

particular attention being paid to any contamination arising from the presence of C70 or
higher fullerenes. Figure 1 shows the results of the HPLC analysis. The peak resulting
from Q,, can be observed at a retention time of 7.4 minutes, and while a negligible C70
contribution could be seen, of much more interest was the peak associated with a time of
14.6 minutes. This time is identical to that of C 120O carried out under identical conditions;
retention times have been previously quoted as 7.8 minutes for C^, and 15.8 minutes for
C l20O. It may be noted that retention times can be affected by ambient temperature, column
condition, and injection volume. The eluent solution produced at 14.6 minutes was straw
colored, and removal of the toluene resulted in a brown film which was much less soluble
than CNI or CMoxides.

Figure 1: High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) trace for a saturated
solution of CM sample. The presence of C „0O as an impurity Is clearly
observable, as Is the absence of contamination from C70.
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Mass spectrometric analysis provided further proof for the assignment of the oxidation
product. Figure 2 shows the negative mode M ALDI mass spectrum obtained on the Kratos
Kompact MALDIIV. It should be noted that the unlabeled signals which lie approximately
in the regions of m/z 600 - 700 and m/z 750 - 900 are known to arise from the matrix; such
signals are well known. The presence of C l20O (m/z 1456) is clearly evident. C 120O:
(m/z 1472) is also present. As C 120O2 was not detected using HPLC and as the matrix
9-nitroanthracene is known to oxidize samples to a small extent, this signal can be attributed
to the further oxidation of C 120O by the matrix, with the additional oxygen atom most
likely forming an epoxide group on the surface of the molecule. C^O is believed to be
g

strained and unstable relative to C l20O, and the capture of another Cw) molecule is therefore
likely, resulting in the formation of the aforementioned dimeric species. When using a
matrix that is known to oxidize samples, it is not surprising that C 120O would readily
undergo further oxidation, forming C I2H0 2. Strong signals resulting from CNI and C^O
were also detected. As the sample should be pure following HPLC separation, CM and
C^O should not be present in the sample analyzed. Also, while the presence of C 120O is
detected, none of the characteristic C2 losses (which may be used to identify closed-caged
fullerenes) accompanies it; C ll80 , for instance, is not detected. The lack of C2 loss
advocates a theory that the C l20O species is not based on a pure, closed-caged, fullerene
structure. The presence of C l2() is also not recorded, although it would be expected should
the oxygen atom exist as an epoxide group on the exterior o f a closed-caged C l20 structure.
It is therefore logical to conclude that the oxygen atom does not exist as an epoxide group
on the exterior of a pure fullerene. It may be concluded that the C l20O species consists of
two distinct Cft,, moieties bridged by a single oxygen atom. It would therefore be most
likely that this species fragments into two smaller molecules, CN, and C^O, rather than
undergo C2 loss, and this accounts for the observation of CN) ’ and CN)0 (which could not
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be present as impurities) and the lack of observation of C2loss. Also, this proposed structure
would account for the fact that Cl20 was not observed; if the structure consists of two CM
moieties rather than a C120core, and the bridging epoxide group is the most likely candidate
for dissociation, it is therefore impossible to observe C 120 following fragmentation. Indeed,
the structures of C,20O and C 120O2are known to consist of two moieties which are bridged
through C-O-C bonding and a C-C bonds, where the bridge is similar in appearance to a
furanoid ring.816 Consequently, this mass spectrum provides further evidence for the
proposed “dumb-bell like” structure.

Figure 2: Negative-ion time-of-flight mass spectrum obtained on a Kratos
Kompact MALDIIV under matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI)
conditions. The presence of ClnO is again noticeable; the presence of C ,„ 0 2is
believed to result from oxidation of the sample by the matrix, 9-nitroanthracene.

An IR spectrum of the sample was obtained by R. Taylor (University of Sussex,
Brighton, UK), and this spectrum was compared to the IR spectrum of a synthetic C 120O
sample. The synthetic C 120O was synthesized according to the known reaction of CN)0
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with Q,,, leading to the production of C 120O, as detailed by Lebedkin et al.'7 The reaction
may be carried out in solution or in the solid state. The comparison between IR spectra is
shown in Figure 3, where Figure 3a shows an enlarged region of the IR spectrum of a
synthetic C,20O sample, and Figure 3b shows the same enlarged region of an IR spectrum
of the assumed C120O species following HPLC separation. The common bands lie at the
wavenumbers: 1632m, 1463m, 1456sh, 1429,1384,1307,1218,1183,1166,1101m, 1063,
1033m, 1016sh, 960, 849, 831, 807, 780, 765, 746, 711, 606, 589, 574, 551, 527, and 479
-1

cm . These absorption characteristics may be corroborated by those found in the literature.

18

Figure 3: Infra-red spectra of a synthesized sample of C120O (spectrum a) and of
the impurity, which Is also believed to be C,M0 , obtained from the CH which
has been exposed to light and air (spectrum b).

The oxidative stability of pure CN) has long been a topic of interest4'5 and the role of
singlet oxygen in the oxidation process has been studied.'4 It is believed that CMoxidizes
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under atmospheric conditions, reacting to form C^O.4 As the mono-oxide is strained and
g

unstable relative to C l20O, it is proposed that C^O reacts with

in a [2+2] manner,

resulting in the formation of C120O. This reaction scheme is shown in Figure 4. It is clear
that such a reaction occurs under atmospheric conditions, after the
obtained. As Cl20O elutes after C70 during HPLC separation, the

sample has been
samples were shown

to be almost entirely free of contamination from C70, and all commercial samples undergo
HPLC separation in order to assure a high purity, it can confidently be stated that Cl20O is
not produced in the arc-discharge process used to produce the pure fullerenes but after
purchase. The absorption coefficient of C120O is not known, and so it is not possible to
quantify the percentage of Cl20O present, but a visual estimate of the maximum percentage
contribution has been stated to be 1%.

Figure 4: Proposed reectlon scheme for the formation of C1M0 from CM0 and
Cu vis a [2+2] cycloaddition

In order to verify further the belief that C l20O is the result of oxidation under
atmospheric conditions following the purchase of the sample, a further experiment was
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designed by Taylor. Solid samples of HPLC purified

were exposed to air and light for

40 hours. Subsequent analysis using HPLC is shown in Figure 5. Figure 5a shows the
HPLC spectrum for a C^, sample before exposure, and Figure 5b shows the HPLC spectrum
following exposure for 40 hours. A small contribution from C^O is observed in Figure 5a
(arising from the handling and concentration of the eluent prior to HPLC analysis), but
this contribution becomes much larger in Figure 5b, and the most striking feature of Figure
5b is the presence of C 120O, which was previously not observable. Further oxidation of the
mono-oxide under atmospheric conditions is also likely, and therefore a reaction between
C^O, and CN) is possible, leading to the formation o f C 120O2. Indeed, Cl20O2 was detected
in some of the samples, albeit in much lower abundance than C l20O, with a retention time
of 16.9 minutes; this retention time is identical to that of a synthetically produced C 120O2
sample. It is interesting to note that the formation of C 120O2is energetically more favorable
than C l20O,8 but that C120O2 is much less abundant in the samples than C 120O. This is
attributed to the fact that

a likely precursor for C 120O2 formation, is less abundant

than CwlO, which is more likely to rapidly react to form C120O than to undergo further
oxidation to produce CNI0 2.
®)

Cgo

b)

C gQ

Figure 5: HPLC traces of saturated toluene solutions of C„. Trace a was obtained
from a sample of CM which had been previously purified. Trace b resulted after
the same sample had been exposed, In solid form, to light and air for 40 hours.
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7.4 Summary

Following collaborative efforts with the research group at the University of Sussex
which involved the research into fullerene oxides, a remarkable discovery was made.
Samples of pure C^, which have been allowed to stand in air and in the presence of light
are known to degrade over time, and it has long been assumed that the resulting products
of degradation are fullerene epoxides such as C M)0 . However, the dramatic discovery has
been made that the fullerene oxides formed under ambient conditions may undergo further
reactions, resulting in dimerization. Generation of C,20O therefore occurs even in the
solid state under ambient conditions. Such species have been referred to in Chapter Six
and are believed to possess a “dumb-bell like” structure, where two CM moieties are
connected through a bridge which consists of one C-C bond and one C-O-C bond, resulting
in a bridge that bears a resemblance to a furanoid ring. The discovery of this reaction,
which occurs in the solid state and under mild conditions, is remarkable in itself. There
are consequences o f the discovery that fullerenes may oxidize and dimerize under such
mild conditions. The purity level of pure fullerene samples, stated by manufacturers,
refers to the compound at the time of purchase, and this purity level will change with time,
following exposure to air and light. Perhaps the most serious consequence is that the
stability of fullerenes with respect to oxidation must now be properly evaluated, with
special attention being paid to potential applications of fullerenes, such as uses in
nanotechnology. Oxidation of fullerenes under such mild conditions could prove to be a
major problem that must be overcome before uses for fullerenes may be implemented.
The findings detailed here have become the basis of another publication which claims to
have settled the matter of the long-debated origin of the “spike” observed in the electron
paragmagnetic resonance (EPR) spectrum o f CM\ Paul et al. stated that the observed
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“spike” can now be shown to originate from the presence of C,,0O in the CW
1 sample,
following degradation.'"
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8.1 Introduction

Laser desorption/ionization (LDI) mass spectrometry, often used in conjunction with
a time-of-flight (ToF) mass spectrometer, has always been one o f the most widely used
techniques applied to the analysis of fullerenes. An interesting phenomenon was discovered
by Yeretzian et a l.'2 when using laser ablation of a

film, where the fullerenes were

found to coalesce, forming higher fullerenes in the gas-phase. Since then, much interest in
the coalescence reactivity of pure fullerenes 10 followed, and a variety of similar
experiments have been performed which involved the use or production of a range of
fullerene derivatives. Fullerene derivatives involved in such laser ablation based
experiments have included: fullerene oxides," 15 fluorinated fullerenes,16 hydrogenated
fullerenes,'7 and metallofullerenes.'8 '9

Polyadducts of Cw) which incorporate bis(ethoxycarbonyl)methylene ligands have
also become a subject of recent interest. The biological activity o f oligoadducts of Cw) has
attracted attention'"'1 as such compounds have been found to inhibit the HIV enzymes
protease and reverse transcriptase. Three such compounds are shown in Figure 1:
Q JQ C O O E tjJ, C60[C(COOEt)2]2, and Q JQ C O O E t),],; note that for the purpose of
brevity, these three compounds shall simply be referred to as the mono-adduct, bis-adduct,
and tris-adduct, respectively, throughout this report. The first example of this class of
compound was synthesized in 1993 by Bingel,2' and Paulus and Bingel later characterized
the mono-adduct using X-Ray crystallography."' Guldi et al. investigated the redox
properties of the mono-, bis-, and tris- adducts'1 and found that the redox properties are
affected as the number of ligands is increased due to the increased disturbance of the
Ji-system of the fullerene core. Hirsch et al. detailed the synthesis and spectroscopic
investigation of a range of polyadduct species, determining the regiochemistry of the
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Figure 1 : Structures of the mono-, bis-, and trie- sdducts, respectively, of CM
possessing the bls(ethoxycerbonyl)methylene llgsnd.
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synthetic products; eight isomers of the bis-adduct resulted from the synthesis, but further
reaction to generate the tris-adduct led to the preferential production of only two isomers.
The

regiochem istry of products follow ing successive additions of the

bis(ethoxycarbonyl)methylene groups to the C,*, core was further studied by Hirsch et al.""
Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy was used by Pasimeni et al. to monitor
the triplet states of the tris-, tetra-, penta-, and hexa- adducts,"5'"6 with the intention of
differentiating between the regioisomers for each polyadduct. Three methanofullerene
derivatives, which are similar to the three polyadducts studied during the following
investigation, have been examined using ultra-violet-visible (UV-vis) spectroscopy."7 It
was found that varying the functional groups present within each ligand had little effect on
the photophysical properties of the different derivatives. In their pioneering work, Beck et
28

al. reported the coalescence of these three fullerene derivatives under LDI conditions,"

and demonstrated that the size of the coalescence products depended strongly upon the
size of the fragments generated by the laser ablation process; in addition, Beck et al. later
.

proceeded to investigate the possibility of the bis-adduct undergoing delayed ionization.

29

The detection of carbon clusters possessing an uneven number of carbon atoms was also
detailed,2Band the structures of the higher fullerenes generated had not yet been established.

Building on the work of Beck et al.,

the following report aims to reveal more

details concerning the structures of the higher fullerenes produced after the laser ablation
of the mono-, bis-, and tris-adducts. With access to more recent technology, there are
three goals of the investigation. The first is to examine the distribution of coalesced species
formed in the gas-phase under LDI conditions, as the resolution of the mass spectrometer
used by Beck et al. was a limiting factor in their work, and the precise number of species
present was not always clear. It was assumed that fragmentation of the mono-adduct,
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leading to the formation of C61+ , was the preliminary step prior to the formation of C 122+.
However, as the resolution of the mass spectrometer employed was not great enough to
establish beyond doubt that the precursors formed were pure carbon clusters; hence, there
remains much that is unknown concerning the mechanism of coalescence, the precursors
involved, and the products formed. Once the nature of the coalescence reactions has been
established, such as the relative intensities of clusters possessing an even/uneven carbon
content, the second goal is to determine whether or not hydrogen is present in the clusters
or whether they are indeed pure carbon clusters. This can be accomplished by close scrutiny
of the isotopic patterns for each carbon cluster; discrepancies between the relative intensities
of the observed signals (within a given distribution) and the relative intensities of the
predicted signals would provide the first evidence for the presence of hydrogen. Finally,
the third goal of the investigation is to obtain insight into the structure of the coalesced
species, and deduce whether they are closed cage entities or whether they are in fact
dumb-bell like in structure. Collision-induced dissociation (CID) is the method of choice,
by attempting to fragment the higher carbon clusters and determining whether they possess
a “memory” of their precursors. Through the acquisition of the above information, it is
possible to obtain insight into the structures of such species which are formed in the
gas-phase, and hence provide more information regarding the nature of the precursors in
the ion source.

8.2 Experimental

The three fullerene derivatives were provided courtesy o f H. HungerbUhler
(Hahn-Meitner-Institut Berlin, Germany) and had been synthesized using the method
employed by Hirsch et al.‘” 4 where CW)was cyclopropanated through the reaction with
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diethyl bromomalonate. Mass spectrometric analysis of the compounds was performed
using a Micromass AutoSpec oa-ToF, where an EBE geometry is coupled with an orthogonal
time-of-flight region at the end of the instrument and spectra were obtained with the
assistance of M. Green (Micromass Ltd., Manchester, UK). A schematic diagram of the
instrument is shown in Figure 2. A laser desorption/ionization (LD1) ion source was used
throughout the course of the experiments. The samples were dissolved in toluene, and the
resulting solution was spotted on to the stainless steel target slide. Once the solvent had
evaporated, the target slide was fixed to the source probe, which then entered the ion
source. A nitrogen laser is used for the laser ablation of the target, and an 8 kV accelerating
potential is used to extract the ions formed. Those ions possessing the full kinetic energy,
provided through the acceleration process, must first traverse the first electrostatic sector,
ESA 1. Selection of ions of a certain mass may be carried out using the magnetic sector, B,
before the ions pass through the second electrostatic analyzer, ESA2. Ions are usually
selected prior to collision-induced dissociation (CID) experiments, and in the case o f this
instrument, the selected ions were slowed to 800 eV in an electrically floated collision cell
prior to collision, involving a choice of collision gases. If the selection of ions is not
warranted, all ions may be allowed to bypass the magnetic sector by using a “bypass
tube,” where the ions then pass through the second electrostatic sector, ESA2. Whether a
“bypass” mass spectrum or a CID spectrum is being recorded, all ions then continue to the
orthogonal ToF analyzer, where they are accelerated perpendicularly from their flight path
by a “pusher” electrode. The instrument thus functions as a time-of-flight (ToF) mass
spectrometer with mass selection (using the magnetic sector) or without mass selection
(bypassing the magnetic sector). The pusher electrode is utilized to accelerate orthogonally
an ion of a selected m/z value. An uncertainty is associated with the pusher electrode in
that ions with a mass difference of ±4% from the selected ions are also orthogonally
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accelerated into the time-of-flight region. The advantage of the orthogonal ToF arrangement
is that an energy spread amongst ions of the same mass (and hence differing temporal
displacements) is compensated for, as temporal spread is converted to angular spread,
following acceleration perpendicular to the previous flight path. Angular spread (which
becomes a temporal spread, following orthogonal acceleration) is not compensated for by
an orthogonal ToF arrangement, but angular spread is more easily minimized by use of ion
optics during flight.

Magnetic Sector

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the Micromass AutoSpec oa-ToF

8.3 Results and Discussion

As stated earlier, the experiments can be classified as correlating with three, different
investigations; the gas-phase coalescence of the three adducts, the investigation of the
possible hydrogen content of the coalesced species, and finally the determination of whether
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or not the coalesced species are indeed higher fullerenes.

Laser ablation of the sample

material was employed in order to attempt to coalesce each of the three derivatives in turn.
These carbon clusters are then accelerated into the flight tube and bypass the magnetic
sector, using the bypass tube, in order that a partial mass spectrum may be obtained. As
explained earlier, in order to obtain a partial time-of-flight mass spectrum, the ions of
interest must be orthogonally accelerated by the pusher electrode in the ToF section of the
instrument, with a ±4% uncertainty in the selection accompanying the acceleration process;
in other words, ions of a ±4% deviation from the m/z value of the selected ions will also be
accelerated by the pusher electrode. For the following experiments which do not involve
collision-induced dissociation, all ions leaving the source traverse the electrostatic sectors
and have bypassed the magnetic sector, where the coalesced species of interest are
subsequently orthogonally accelerated in the ToF section of the mass spectrometer, enabling
further analysis. Figure 3 shows the mass spectra obtained when using the mono-adduct
as the precursor. Figure 3b shows an enlarged mass region, taken from Figure 3a. The
presence of Cm*‘ in Figure 3a can be attributed to fragmentation of the coalesced species
as it is impossible for it to be orthogonally accelerated in conjunction with the coalesced
species of interest; the difference in mass is too great. Other fragment signals are also
present such as C„,+' (not labeled), but are more difficult to discern. The signals correlating
with the carbon clusters generated in the ion source are spaced by 24 Da, which corresponds
with the expected C2 loss/uptake which is an indicative characteristic of fullerenes, but
equally there is evidence to the contrary to this idea. The facts that fragments such as CH)*
and C61*' are observed, following dissociation of the coalesced species, are indicative that
the products of the coalescence reactions are not pure fullerenes. Unusually, weak signals
at m/z 1452 and m/z 1476 may point to the presence of C 12l+ and C l23* , respectively, and
this appears to provide evidence for the formation of fullerene based products with an
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Figure 3: Positive-Ion mass spectra of the coalescence products formed under
laser desorptlon/ionization conditions, using the mono-adduct. Spectrum b
shows a narrow mass range of coalesced carbon clusters, resulting from an
enlargement of part of spectrum a.
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uneven carbon content, but this is not conclusive evidence of their formation, as they are
28

only slightly more intense than the noise level. Beck et al. had shown that the production
of carbon clusters possessing an uneven carbon content was indeed possible, and so the
results detailed here would be in line with their published work. The most intense signals
present in Figure 3 lie between C,14+ and C128+ , with the largest ion being C 130+ and the
smallest higher carbon cluster being C%+ .

Figure 4 shows the partial mass spectra produced following the coalescence o f the
bis-adduct, where Figure 4b shows an enlarged mass region of Figure 4a. As can be seen
from Figure 4a, Cw)+*, C62+\ and Cw+"can be observed as fragments of the coalesced species.
The carbon clusters produced using the bis-adduct as a precursor are of higher mass than
those formed using the mono-adduct, and this is to be expected, as the bis-adduct has a
greater carbon content, due to its extra ligand. Beck et al. postulated that fragmentation of
the mono-adduct leads to the formation of C6I+" as a precursor for coalescence reactions,
and so, equally, it would be expected that dissociation of the bis-adduct would lead to the
formation of C62+"as a precursor for gas-phase reactions, while use of the tris-adduct would
lead to C6J+ formation which may in turn coalesce in the ion source. Following the
experiments performed using the bis-adduct, the most intense carbon cluster signals lie
between C ,lg+" and Cl32+", with C 1J4+’ being the largest carbon cluster detected and C,8
being the smallest. Besides the shift to higher mass, one of the most striking features of
the carbon clusters observed in Figure 4b is again the presence of products with an uneven
carbon content. Not only can they be clearly observed, but ions such as C l23+ and C,2j+
are quite abundant, being approximately two thirds the intensity of neighboring signals
resulting from fullerenes possessing an even carbon content.
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uneven carbon content, but this is not conclusive evidence of their formation, as they are
28

only slightly more intense than the noise level. Beck et al. had shown that the production
of carbon clusters possessing an uneven carbon content was indeed possible, and so the
results detailed here would be in line with their published work. The most intense signals
present in Figure 3 lie between Cll4+" and C l28*\ with the largest ion being C130+* and the
smallest higher carbon cluster being C ^ ’.

Figure 4 shows the partial mass spectra produced following the coalescence of the
bis-adduct, where Figure 4b shows an enlarged mass region of Figure 4a. As can be seen
from Figure 4a, Cu)*\ C62+\ and CM* can be observed as fragments of the coalesced species.
The carbon clusters produced using the bis-adduct as a precursor are of higher mass than
those formed using the mono-adduct, and this is to be expected, as the bis-adduct has a
greater carbon content, due to its extra ligand. Beck et al. postulated that fragmentation of
the mono-adduct leads to the formation of C61+’ as a precursor for coalescence reactions,
and so, equally, it would be expected that dissociation of the bis-adduct would lead to the
formation of C 62+’ as a precursor for gas-phase reactions, while use of the tris-adduct would
lead to C63+" formation which may in turn coalesce in the ion source. Following the
experiments performed using the bis-adduct, the most intense carbon cluster signals lie
between C llg+’ and C,32*\ with CIV4+ being the largest carbon cluster detected and C98+
being the smallest. Besides the shift to higher mass, one of the most striking features of
the carbon clusters observed in Figure 4b is again the presence of products with an uneven
carbon content. Not only can they be clearly observed, but ions such as C,23+ and C l25+
are quite abundant, being approximately two thirds the intensity of neighboring signals
resulting from fullerenes possessing an even carbon content.
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Figure 4: Positive-ion mass spectra of the coalescence products formed under
laser desorption/lonization conditions, using the bls-adduct. Spectrum b shows
a narrow mass range of coalesced carbon clusters, produced by enlarging part
of spectrum a.
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Figure 5 shows the mass spectra recorded after coalescence reactions using the
tris-adduct as a precursor, where Figure 5b shows an enlarged mass region for the higher
carbon clusters. (It should be noted that in the case o f Figure 5 only, the enlarged mass
region does not relate directly to the mass spectrum directly above it; Figures 5a and 5b
actually result from different mass spectra. The reason for this fact is that the spectra were
obtained with kind cooperation from Micromass Ltd. (Manchester, UK), and it was
unfortunate than an enlarged mass region of Figure 5a was not available, and neither was
a wider mass range for Figure 5b.) Fragments from the coalescence products, produced
following use of the tris-adduct, appear to be almost absent; very weak signals between
m/z 700 and m/z 800 can be discerned, but they are similar in intensity to the noise level
present in the spectrum. Fragmentation of the higher carbon clusters also appears to be
reduced when compared to Figures 3b and 4b. These observations may be explained by a
lower laser fluence being used to produce Figure 5a and also possible differences between
the densities of the compounds on the target slides. Figure 5b was recorded using the
same laser fluence as was used to produce Figures 3 and 4, but the fragment ion signals in
Figure 5b are still less intense than those observed in Figures 3 and 4, and this may signify
a slight difference in the constitution of target material, as mentioned earlier. The range o f
carbon cluster masses lies between C Uf,+ and C 132*, and the carbon clusters with an uneven
carbon content are even more pronounced than those observed when using the bis-adduct
as the target material. However, as the signal intensities are lower, the isotope patterns for
the carbon clusters tend to fluctuate more, and it becomes difficult to determine whether
there is a chemical reason for this, or whether the signals are statistically unreliable due to
the low sampling rate (i.e. low number of ions recorded).
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Figure 5: Positive-ion mass spectra of the coalescence products formed under
laser desorption/lonization conditions, using the tris-adduct. Spectrum b shows
a narrow mass range of coalesced carbon clusters, obtained by enlarging of
part of spectrum a.
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When comparing the spectra obtained using the mono-adduct, the bis-adduct, and
the tris-adduct as precursors for higher carbon cluster generation, several observations
may be made. The signal intensities present in the spectra obtained using the bis-adduct
and the tris-adduct are similar, but the signal intensities obtained using the tris-adduct are
slightly lower. While Figure 5a was obtained at a lower laser power than the other spectra,
all other spectra were obtained under identical conditions. Regardless of this, the signal
intensities observed in Figure 5b are also lower, and this appears to signify a difference in
experimental conditions such as a lower density of target material on the slide. It is unlikely
that the addition of a third ligand reduces the tendency towards coalescence to such an
extent. It is noticeable that fullerenes possessing an uneven carbon clusters are not observed
(or are very weakly observed) when using the mono-adduct as the precursor for coalescence,
whereas higher carbon clusters with an uneven carbon content are clearly evident in spectra
recorded using the bis-adduct and the tris-adduct. Also, fullerenes of uneven carbon content
are proportionally more abundant when using the tris-adduct. It may be concluded that
the addition of (C(COOEt)2) ligands increases the probability of the generation of higher
carbon clusters possessing an uneven carbon content. The next stage of the investigation
involves examining the isotope patterns of the carbon clusters to determine whether any of
the peaks within a given distribution is enhanced, providing evidence for hydrogen content.
An instrument that operates at very high resolution (e.g. approximately 183000 at m/z
1440) may be able to resolve peaks resulting from the presence of l3C and from the presence
of ' h , but such a facility was not available at the time of investigation. One of the greatest
problems faced was that the isotope patterns observed were not consistent and tended to
fluctuate in intensities. This almost certainly arises from the fact that the species being
analyzed must first be generated in the gas-phase, resulting in a relatively low signal, and
with such a low sampling rate, the isotope patterns are less likely to statistically resemble
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a proper cross section of these species. Consequently, the error is large enough to make
quantitative analysis difficult, although qualitative analysis is less difficult.

The next stage of the experiments was to determine whether or not hydrogen was
present in the coalesced species. This was done by obtaining enlarged mass regions of the
coalesced species and by comparing the isotopic distributions for each ion with the expected
isotopic distribution for that species. Isotopic patterns for the individual carbon clusters
which contain hydrogen were incorporated into the calculations, making use of step wise
increases in the number of hydrogen atoms present in each recalculation of the isotope
pattern. By comparing the three mass spectra in this way, one mass spectrum for each of
the precursors, it is possible to obtain insight into the structures of the coalesced species in
each of the three cases. The first case to consider is that o f the higher carbon clusters
generated using the mono-adduct as the precursor. Figure 6 shows an enlarged mass range
of Figure 3. Overlayed over the top of the spectrum are the isotope patterns expected for
C 120*’, Cl22+\ and C 124+, respectively. The observed pattern for C 120*’ correlated closely
with the predicted pattern, while the observed patterns for C 122* and C124 correlate less
well, but there is still a reasonable match. In each case, however, the M+3 signal is enhanced,
but it is difficult to determine whether this is due to error or due to hydrogen content. It
would not be possible for the M+3 signals to be selectively enhanced by the presence of
hydrogen, while leaving other signals unchanged, as a new distribution would be overlayed
(e.g. C 122H / ‘) rather than one, individual signal. The main differences between the predicted
and observed patterns occur when the observed intensities are actually lower than the
predicted intensities. There is no obvious explanation for this, other than the low signal
intensities obtained which, in turn, are less reliable for the statistical analysis of a system.
It would be unlikely that kinetic isotope effects are evident during coalescence reactions.
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as, for instance, M+l and M+2 signals may be less intense than expected while M+3 and
M+4 signals may correlate more closely with the expected pattern; this selectivity is unlikely
to be due to a genuine phenomenon and more likely to arise purely through error. From
the results shown in Figure 6, it is reasonable to conclude that coalescence using the
mono-adduct as the precursor results in the formation of pure carbon clusters of even
carbon content; no hydrogen is present in the higher carbon clusters.

Isotope pattern for pure
carbon cluster

Figure 6: Comparison of experimental results with the predicted Isotope patterns
for coalesced carbon clusters generated following the laser ablation of the mono
adduct. Hydrogen does not appear to be present amongst the higher carbon
clusters formed.

Analysis of carbon clusters resulting from coalescence of the bis-adduct revealed
different tendencies. For all clusters with an uneven carbon content, the M+2 peak shows
an increased intensity, and from then on within a given distribution, the observed pattern
fits less well with the expected isotopic distribution. This immediately appears to indicate
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the presence of species including two hydrogen atoms within each cluster, and so isotopic
distributions for each CXH,+ species were overlayed on top of each Cx isotopic distribution.
Figure 7 shows one such enlarged mass region, where derivatives of C12J+ and C125+ are
suspected of containing two hydrogen atoms. Though the total intensity of the M+3 peak
forC l25+ does not fit very closely with the observed intensity, the predicted intensity of the
M+3 peak for C12/ alone (i.e. without the presence of hydrogen) does not correlate very
closely either. Clusters with an even carbon content, by contrast, do not display an enhanced
M+2 signal. C,24+ and C 122+ do possess enhanced M+3 peaks, and other clusters of even
carbon content also exhibit this tendency albeit to a lesser degree. It is therefore possible
that the fullerenes of even carbon content may include a contribution from a species of the
same carbon content but containing three hydrogen atoms in addition. The overlayed
pattern for C 124H,+’ can be seen in Figure 7. Again, one of the limiting factors during the
investigation of possible hydrogen content is the lack of strong and consistent signals for
further analysis. Signals which are more intense than expected may contain hydrogen or
they may be more intense due to experimental error; signals which are less intense than
expected will almost certainly be less intense purely as a result of experimental error.
However, because the clear trend for carbon clusters of uneven content is to display
enhanced M+2 signals within the isotopic distributions, it is reasonable to assume that this
is a result of the presence of two hydrogen atoms in these species. The enhancement of the
M+3 peaks for carbon clusters of even carbon content is less clear, but could signify the
presence of three hydrogen atoms in such species.

The final clusters to analyze were those generated using the tris-adduct as the
precursor. Figure 8 shows the enlarged mass region for such species. These higher fullerenes
were the most difficult to analyze of the three. This is because the signals fluctuate more
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Isotope pattern for pure
carbon cluster
Isotope pattern for carbon
cluster containing 2H
Isotope pattern for carbon
cluster containing 3H

Figure 7: Comparison of experimental results and the predicted isotope patterns
for higher carbon clusters, which both do and do not possess hydrogen,
produced following the laser ablation of the bis-adduct. In contrast to the higher
carbon clusters produced using the mono-adduct, these coalescence products
appear to contain hydrogen.

and because the signals are lower in intensity than signals observed in Figures 6 and 7. An
example of this problem can be seen in Figure 5b, where the signals that constitute the
isotopic distribution for C l24+' are almost equal in intensity; this would be unexpected even
when allowing for the presence of hydrogen containing species, and surely indicates that
the error associated with this mass spectrum may be greater than that associated with the
other mass spectra. It is also difficult to be certain of the mass accuracy for Figure 5b (and
hence Figure 8), as the intensity of what may constitute the first peak of a given distribution
varies greatly, and it is therefore difficult to assign the first peak of each distribution. It
may be that the calibration is accurate, or it may be that all masses have been shifted by 1
Da to higher mass. With these sources of error, it is therefore possible to assign a range of
species within a given distribution and so a thorough, quantitative analysis becomes almost
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impossible. It is clear that hydrogen is present and that the hydrogen content is greater
than that observed in clusters generated from the bis-adduct, and hence also the mono-adduct
(where no hydrogen content was discovered), but the number of hydrogen atoms contained
by species present in each cluster distribution is unclear. At a minimum, species including
three hydrogen atoms are present in every cluster, including clusters of even carbon content,
but up to seven hydrogen atoms may be present in some of the species. A conclusive
assignment is not possible, because of the number of sources of error and the magnitudes
of the errors involved, and it is difficult to establish a trend even amongst the clusters
within the same spectrum. However, it is possible to deduce that the hydrogen content for
clusters generated using the tris-adduct as a precursor is greater than the hydrogen contents
observed for clusters produced using the mono-adduct and the bis-adduct.

Isotope pattern for pure
carton cluster
Isotope pattern for carbon
cluster containing H
Isotope pattern for carbon
cluster containing 2H
Isotope pattern for carbon
duster containing 3H
Isotope pattern for carbon
duster containing 4H
Isotope pattern for carbon
duster containing 5H
Isotope pattern for carbon
duster containing 6H
Isotope pattern for carbon
duster containing 7H

Figure 8: Comparison of experimental results and predicted isotope patterns
for the coalescence products formed after the laser ablation of the trls-adduct.
In contrast to the products formed following the laser ablation of the mono
adduct and In similarity to results obtained using the bis-adduct, these higher
carbon clusters appear to possess hydrogen.
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Under the applied experimental conditions, laser ablation of the mono-adduct leads
to the formation of pure carbon clusters, and these clusters all consist of species which are
constituted by an even number of carbon atoms. There are no signs of hydrogen-containing
species within the distribution of products. Laser ablation o f the bis-adduct leads to the
production of clusters of both even and uneven carbon content. Clusters of uneven carbon
content appear to include species which possess two hydrogen atoms, while clusters of
even carbon content may include species which possess three hydrogen atoms, but this
has not yet been established beyond doubt. Mass spectra recorded using the tris-adduct
incorporate variation of signal intensities and unexpected isotopic patterns which are
difficult to account for, and this coupled with the low signal-to-noise ratio mean that a
larger error is involved. Despite these facts, it has been possible to demonstrate that
hydrogen is indeed present, and species containing at least two to three hydrogen atoms
were present in every cluster distribution. It is possible that species containing up to seven
hydrogen atoms were present amongst some distributions, although quantitative analysis
was hampered by the fact that a wide variety of equally viable isotopic patterns may be
overlayed to account for the observed patterns.

The final stage of the structural analysis of the carbon clusters generated in the
gas-phase is the examination of the fragmentation dynamics of these clusters. Pure
fullerenes are known to coalesce to form larger, closed cage carbon clusters following
high collision energies while dimeric, bridged species result from low energy collisions.

30

Fullerene oxides tend to form pure fullerenes under the relatively harsh laser
deso rp tio n /io n izatio n (LD I) con d itio n s, though u n d er m atrix-assisted laser
desorption/ionization (MALDI) conditions, it has been shown that coalescence results in
the formation o f dumb-bell like species, consisting of two, distinct moieties, bridged by
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C-O-C and C-C bonds. The mono-, bis-, and the tris-adducts are fullerene derivatives that
readily undergo coalescence reactions,"8 but the precise structures of the coalesced species
has never been established. Apart from the possible presence of hydrogen, these clusters
consist entirely of carbon atoms, and therefore any possible bridging bonds must be C-C
bonds. The C, losses evident in Figures 3a, 4a, and 5a would appear to indicate that the
clusters are pure, closed cage fullerenes at first glance. However, the presence of fragment
ions which do not arise through sequential C2 loss, such as Cw)+ and C61+, may be used as
counter evidence for this theory or as an indication of the presence of at least one other
isomeric form possessing a non-fullerene structure. To attempt to establish the structures
of the carbon clusters generated in the gas-phase using these three fullerene derivatives,
CID was selected as the method of choice. For each of the fullerene derivatives, a carbon
cluster, formed in the ion source following laser ablation, would be selected using the
magnetic sector and then collided with xenon in the collision cell. Xenon was chosen as
the collision gas in order that a higher center of mass collision energy would result, thus
inducing greater fragmentation and providing greater insight into the structure of the selected
species.

Figure 9 shows the resulting CID spectrum following the selection of C l22+ (m/z
1464), generated using the mono-adduct as the target material in the ion source. The
-8

pressure before the introduction of the gas to the collision cell was 5 x 1 0 mbar and after
the introduction it rose to 1 x 10 6 mbar. Fragmentation of the selected ion via C2 loss is
evident in Figure 9, but at lower mass, C62* and CMI* can also be observed. The production
of C62+‘ and Cw as fragments despite the fact that C2 loss does not continue down to that
mass range implies that it is possible to fragment the higher carbon cluster, producing
fragments which may closely resemble the constituent moieties. The coalescence products,
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generated in the gas-phase following laser ablation of a fullerene derivative, thus do not
possess any “memory” of the formal precursor, C61+\ but do in fact dissociate in a manner
unlike closed cage fullerenes. This may be taken as evidence for the formation of structures
which are “dumb-bell like” and consist of distinct moieties.

may result from C2 loss

from C62+’ or it may also be one of the moieties present in the C l22+" ion. The formation of
a C62* fragment ion from Cl22+ would lead to the production of a

neutral, while the

formation of a Cu *‘ fragment ion from C122+’ would result in the generation of a C62 neutral.
As Cw) possesses an unusually high ionization potential with respect to similar sized carbon
clusters,’1it is more probable that the other fragment would carry the positive charge.

Figure 9: Collision-Induced dissociation spectrum of the C,2J” ion, generated
following coalescence reactions resulting from the laser ablation of the mono
adduct. Fragment Ions are clearly evident, Indicating that not all the coalescence
products are pure fullerenes; the higher carbon clusters must possess a dimeric
structure, consisting of two moieties.
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Figure 10 shows the CID spectrum resulting from the selection of C12/ ' (m/z 1488),
which was formed following laser ablation of the bis-adduct as the target material. The
conditions used for this experiment were the same as those used for the previous experiment,
using the mono-adduct. C2 loss is again evident as one of the primary fragmentation
channels of the selected ion. At the lower mass range, CM* and C62*’ can be observed.
Unexpectedly, C^,*’ is not observed as a fragment. In analogy with the earlier results, it
can be inferred that this fragmentation pattern results from the dissociation of the C124+
species into its species which resemble the constituent moieties, though the fragments
may not be identical to these moieties. Formation of a CM+* fragment ion from C124+
would lead to the formation of a

neutral, which would not be detected, while loss of

C62+' from C 124+’ would lead to the production of a C62 neutral. C62+ may result from C2loss

Figure 10: Collision-Induced dissociation spectrum of C ,,/* formed after
coalescence reactions resulting from the laser ablation of bls-adduct. Daughter
ions are again in evidence, demonstrating that, in similarity with the coalescence
products obtained using the mono-adduct, the higher carbon clusters cannot
entirely conalst of pure fullerenes.
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from CM+ or it may result from the fragmentation of C124*, but it is not possible to distinguish
between the two possible cases.

The CID spectrum of C l26+\ formed using the tris-adduct as the precursor, can be
seen in Figure 11. Identical experimental conditions to those used for the mono-adduct
and the bis-adduct were used during the recording of this spectrum. C2loss can be observed
from C l2/ , in line with the previous two experiments. At lower mass, three fragments can
be observed: C^ , CM+, and Ch2* . In similarity to the experiment performed using the
bis-adduct, CN)+" is not observed as a fragment. The formation of

from C l26+*would

yield a Cw) neutral, the production of CM+ would lead to the generation of a C62 neutral,
and the formal loss of a C62+ fragment ion would result in the formation of a Cw neutral.

Figure 11: Collision-Induced dissociation spectrum of the C ,M~ Ion, which has
been selected following coalescence reactions after laser ablation of the trisadduct. Fragmentation Is observed which, In similarity with results obtained
using the mono- and bis- adducts, demonstrate that the higher carbon clusters
generated through coalescence reactions cannot entirely consist of pure
fullerenes.
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Again, it is not possible to distinguish between whether C62+" and CM+" result from C2 loss
from

, or whether they are produced directly from the fragmentation of Cl26* .

From these three experiments, it is possible to observe a trend. In each case, the
largest fragment at low mass is equal to the mass of the selected ion following the loss of
a

neutral. It is possible to conclude that the two or three fragments within this mass

range in each case result from direct dissociation of the selected ion, as C2 loss from the
selected ion in each case does not continue to occur down to such a low mass range. Other
fragments within this mass range are separated by 24 Da (C2) and could result from either
C2 loss from the low mass fragment (e.g. Q«**, CM+", or C62+) or equally from direct
dissociation of the selected ion. Owing to the fact that in two o f the three experiments,
is not observed, it would be inconsistent to conclude that Cw* is observed due to
direct fragmentation of C122+ in Figure 9; Cw+’ is not observed when selecting C124+ although
CM+’ is seen, and Cu *' is not observed when selecting C126*' although Cw+ is present.
is less likely to be observed as a daughter ion due to the fact that it will possess a higher
ionization potential than the other fragment, and therefore the other moiety is likely to
carry the charge and be observed as a fragment ion, while CMI would be produced as a
neutral species. It is more consistent to conclude that the

observed in Figure 9 results

from C2 loss from C,,2+\ Similarly, C62+ would result from C2 loss from CM* in Figure 10,
and CM*' and C62+" would be observed as fragments following C2 loss for Cw+ in Figure 11.
In keeping with this hypothesis, the fragments C62* (Figure 9), C M+ (Figure 10), and C^*
(Figure 11) may be said to result from direct dissociation of the selected ion, while all
lower mass fragments in each, respective CID spectrum are most likely to result from C2
loss, although a direct fragmentation route cannot be ruled out entirely as a competing
reaction. The deduction that the selected ions dissociate to form fragments which closely
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resemble their formal precursors has structural implications. The higher carbon clusters
generated using the three fullerene derivatives must possess a “dumb-bell like” structure,
rather than resemble a closed cage fullerene. Though the relative positions of the ligands
on the

core for the bis-adduct and the tris-adduct are not known, it is believed that the

isomers used are the same as used by Beck et al. and were produced using the same synthetic
method. However, if carbon atoms formed a “bridge” between two fullerene cores in the
higher carbon clusters, the fragment ions observed following collision-induced dissociation
may be more readily explained as entities which closely resemble the moieties present in
the higher carbon cluster. Furthermore, the fact that the selected carbon clusters dissociate
to produce such fragments may be taken as an indication that the exohedrally bound carbon
atoms (present following loss of the majority of the ligands, of which they were part)
remain externally bound and have not become incorporated into the fullerene core. Were
these carbon atoms to become incorporated into the fullerene core, the fusion products
would be more likely to be closed cage fullerenes, as this would be in line with the observed
coalescence behavior of other, pure fullerenes. The selective formation of specific fragments
may be seen as evidence for two, distinct moieties being bound to each other via C-C
bonds.

The mechanism for coalescence of these derivatives will involve the loss of (COOEt)2
from each (C(COOEt)2) ligand as an early step. The mono-adduct will dissociate to form
C6I* as a reactive precursor for coalescence, while the bis- and tris- adducts equally
dissociate to form C62+ and C 6,+\ respectively. The favored products of the fusion reactions
are thus expected to be based upon C l2:*\ C 124+\ and C l26+' for the mono-, bis-, and trisadducts, respectively. The presence of hydrogen amongst the carbon clusters has been
noted and so it may no longer be assumed that the products of coalescence reactions are
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pure carbon clusters; equally, the precursor species generated through the dissociation of
the molecular ion may also contain hydrogen. The precise hydrogen content for each
species is difficult to ascertain, but it is probable that two or three hydrogen atoms may be
present for the coalescence products formed following laser desorption/ionization of the
bis-adduct and the tris-adduct. Though it is not possible to establish the hydrogen content
of each species beyond doubt, and therefore not possible to accurately determine the
structures of the coalesced species, it would be reasonable to assume that the hydrogen is
most likely to be bound to the exohedral carbon atoms which remain. Thus, a possible
mechanism for coalescence of the three samples is that the adducts dissociate following
laser desorption/ionization to form precursors for coalescence which possess “dangling”
carbon atoms (equivalent to a carbene), which may in turn be bound to hydrogen atoms.
Two or more precursors must collide in the gas-phase and bond to one another. The
fragmentation of the coalesced carbon clusters does not lead to the production of the original
precursor moieties. Dissociation of C 122+’ generates C62+ as fragment ions, and not C6I*.
This strongly suggests that the initially “dangling” carbon atoms of the two C6I units may
form a bridging connection between the two fullerene cores. Indeed, Segura and Martin
have detailed syntheses of fullerene dimers which proceed via the production of a carbene
intermediate, where the fullerene cores of the products are bridged by exohedral carbon
atoms.1' One possible account for the observations could involve a -C=C- bridge. Such a
method for bridging the two moieties would similarly be in line with the observed
fragmentation patterns for C l24+’ and C ,26*\ For the latter two clusters, it is not clear whether
a single, long chain of carbon atoms or several, smaller carbon chains would constitute the
connection between the two fullerene cores. To allow for the formation of such bridges, it
has to be assumed that the “dangling” carbon atoms migrate from their initial locations on
the surface of the fullerene core to a position where they may partake in the aggregation of
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the two moieties. The migration of carbon atoms in ionized hydrocarbons is a well-known
process which occurs spontaneously. The assumption that -C=C- bridges are involved in
the bonding between two fullerene cores would thus be in line with the observations made
during the course of these experiments, though the structures of the coalesced species
cannot be established beyond doubt. It may be noted that collision-induced dissociation
experiments were attempted using coalesced, carbon clusters of uneven carbon content,
but the resulting signals were so weak that meaningful data could not be extracted. In
support of the theory that the coalescence products consist of two moieties, bridged by
exohedral carbon atoms, dimeric fullerene species are known to exist and have been studied
by Jarrold and co-workers using ion mobility experiments.

8 33

Further evidence has been

provided in the form of the dissociation patterns of selected coalesced species which were
observed by Martin and co-workers.

Xia et al. have demonstrated that the collision

energy and impact parameter during collision are crucial; collisions at high energy tend to
result in the formation of pure fullerenes, while collisions at low energy tend to lead to the
production of dimeric species. °

8.4 Summary

The coalescence reactions of three fullerene derivatives were investigated.
Coalescence of the mono-adduct was seen to result in the formation of carbon clusters,
with C l22+"being preferentially formed. The presence of hydrogen was not observed amongst
such higher carbon clusters. The coalescence of the bis-adduct led to the production of
range of higher carbon clusters, including those with an uneven carbon content, and C 124*
was the favored product of coalescence. Hydrogen was observed to be present in the
higher fullerenes formed, where clusters of uneven carbon content may include two
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hydrogen atoms; clusters of even carbon content may contain three hydrogen atoms, but
this cannot be established beyond doubt, considering the experimental error involved.
Coalescence of the tris-adduct led to the formation of higher carbon clusters where C l26+
was the coalescence product that was favored, and clusters of uneven carbon content were
observed in increased abundance when compared to those observed using the bis-adduct.
Due to the large variation in the isotopic patterns and the lower signal-to-noise ratio,
quantitative establishment of the hydrogen content of these clusters was difficult. It can
be concluded that hydrogen was indeed present, and species containing at least two to
three hydrogen atoms were present in every cluster distribution, and it is possible that
species containing up to seven hydrogen atoms were present amongst some distributions.
Moving from the mono-adduct to the tris-adduct, the following trends may be observed:
the product cluster size increases, the presence of hydrogen increases, and the abundance
of clusters with an uneven carbon content also increases. Collision-induced dissociation
experiments have revealed that a considerable fraction, if not all, of the higher clusters
produced are not closed cage fullerenes but are “dumb-bell like” in structure, consisting of
two moieties. While the mechanism of their coalescence is not yet fully understood, a
mechanism of formation has been proposed which includes dissociation of the sample
neutral to form a reactive precursor which possesses externally bound carbon atoms; such
carbon atoms of one precursor may be directly involved in the formation of bridging bonds
with the other precursor species. These findings obtained during the course of this
investigation provide greater insight into the precursors required and the final structure of
the coalesced species.
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9.1 Introduction

In 1985, Smalley and co-workers attempted to provide evidence for the closed cage
nature of Buckminsterfullerene.' The method employed was the formation of fullerene
complexes which contained a single lanthanum atom, proving that the metal atom was
encapsulated by a carbon cage. Since these early experiments, interest in “endohedral”
fullerene complexes, where an atom or atoms are enclosed in (but not bound to) a fullerene
2-->o

cage, has rapidly grown. * Synthesis of endohedral fullerenes frequently involved the
use of collision experiments using mass spectrometers, where the collision gas atoms
(typically small, noble gas atoms) became trapped inside fullerene ions.

2 4-7 9 21 22

Other

synthetic methods have included the generation of fullerenes in an inert atmosphere,'1
such as helium, or using high pressure to insert small gas atoms into the cage.

23

Formation

of fullerenes using a doped, carbon-based surface, where some of the fullerenes generated
will contain the dopant, has also been shown to be an effective method for endohedral
fullerene production.8'4' 7 Other groups have been interested in improving metallofullerene
yield by synthesizing new precursor materials.'8 The area of endohedral fullerene research
that has been gaining the most interest is that of metallofullerenes. Although such
compounds have been synthesized early on during the course of fullerene research,' it was
the inclusion of noble gas atoms which became the topic of greater interest for many years
and it is only comparatively recently that the subject of metallofullerenes has become as
intensively investigated as it is now.

Metallofullerenes are a specific class of endohedral compounds, where the endohedral
atom is a metal, typically from Group 3 or else the lanthanide series of the periodic table.
M@Cg, and M2@Cg() have been found to be particularly common synthetic products,8'6
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though other structures such as Ca2@C72 have also been observed to be preferred.'5
Collisions with molecular oxygen showed that metallofullerenes may undergo oxidation
in the same way as pure fullerenes, but that metallofullerenes which were the most frequently
extracted from solution were the least likely to undergo oxidation.

29

Other collision

experiments have shown that metallofullerenes fragment via C2 loss, analogously to pure
fullerenes, usually without the loss of the metal atom.

3 0 31

Computational approaches have

been used by many research groups, as discussed by Andreoni.

32

An investigation by

Kobayashi et al. into the structures of Sc2@C84and La;,@C80revealed that the metal atoms
have enough freedom to move inside the carbon cages"; this movement has even been
noted to result in the presence of a small magnetic field, leading to speculation about
possible applications of such compounds. Further theoretical studies of metallofullerenes
34

led to the discovery that a heptagonal ring is present in one of the isomers of Ca@C72.

More recently, Kobayashi et al. have determined that the metal atom present in a M@C82
species (where M = Sc, Y, La, and lanthanides) electrostatically interacts with the fullerene
cage, and such interactions lead to the stabilization of the structure,55 as additionally noted
by Laskin et al.3' It was further shown that metal atoms including Y, La, Ce, Pr, Nd, and
Gd favorably donate three electrons to the carbon cage, but that considerable back donation
of electron density from the carbon cage leads to the more accurate description of M'*@C822
when M is Ce, Pr, Nd, and Gd. In contrast, Sc, Eu, Yb, and Lu prefer to donate two
electrons to the encapsulating fullerene structure. The findings of Kuran et al.*" and Laskin
et al.3' have further supported these proposals, determining experimentally that donation
o f three electrons is common, although donation of two electrons is also possible, with the
charge state depending on the redox properties of the metal species and the carbon cage
size. Kimura et al. have revealed that cluster size is important is important in determining
whether the metal atom is networked into the carbon cage or whether the metal atom is
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present endohedrally.'7 It was also shown that formation of metallocarbon clusters in the
negative-ion mode differs from that observed in the positive-ion mode; negative cluster
ions were produced following electron attachment to neutral clusters while positive ions
were produced following clustering around a positive metal ion core. Thus, the positive
metal ion plays a crucial role in the formation of metallofullerenes.

27

Interest in such a class of fullerene derivative has increased because of the fact that
this species is one of the most promising with regards to applications of fullerene science.
Perhaps the most commonly investigated application with regards to metallofullerenes is
the potential use as superconductors.'7' 1617 Ways of increasing the critical temperature,
Tc, of metallofullerenes are continually investigated, and with the significant, potential
economic and technological gains to be made in this area, it is little surprise that there is
considerable impetus in this field. Doped nanotubes have been seen as potential “nanowires”
effectively.” One particularly visionary publication outlined a design that incorporated
both a metallofullerene and a nanotube, with the metallofullerene being enclosed by the
nanotube.38 By the application of an electric field, the metallofullerene could be made to
travel from one end of the nanotube to the other and this arrangement could be implemented
as a memory device, with particular reference to RAM used in computers. With these
potential applications in mind, it becomes clear that further characterization of
metallofullerenes is important.

This chapter encompasses the investigation of three metallofullerenes, where the
metals are all lanthanide metals. The cluster sizes were not initially known, and therefore
required determination through mass spectrometric analysis as the first step. The initial
purpose of the study was the determination of an ionization technique that may be applicable
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to the structure elucidation of metallofullerenes. However, it was soon clear that these
three compounds behaved in a remarkable manner in the gas-phase, in that they coalesced
under relatively gentle matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) and laser
desorption/ionization (LDI) conditions. Consequently, the following study can be
considered in two parts: the gas-phase behavior o f the three compounds and the search for
a suitable ionization technique.

9.2 Experimental

The metallofullerene compounds that were provided courtesy of C. Lebrilla
(University of California, Davis, USA) had been dissolved in dimethylformamide (DMF),
following purification using high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), and the
precise concentration was not known. The metal atoms involved were known to be
gadolinium (RAM of Gd = 157.25 Da; six isotopes), terbium (RAM of Tb = 158.93 Da;
one isotope), and erbium (RAM of Er = 167.26 Da; four isotopes). Experiments were
performed using four different mass spectrometers. A Kratos Kompact MALDI IV
(reflectron time-of-flight) was used for most of the laser desorption/ionization (LDI) and
matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) experiments. This instrument
incorporates a nitrogen laser (337 nm, 3 ns pulse width), a 20 kV accelerating potential,
and a curved field reflectron. All spectra recorded using this instrument result from the
sum o f 200 laser pulses. Further high resolution LDI experiments which were required for
verification purposes, which therefore required a higher resolving power, were performed
using a Bruker Reflex (reflectron time-of-flight) with the assistance of J. Jarvis (Bruker,
Coventry, UK). The Reflex also uses a nitrogen laser and a 20 kV accelerating potential,
but the ion source incorporates delayed extraction for improved resolution and the reflectron
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uses a linear field. The negative-ion spectrum recorded using the Reflex is the result of
130 laser pulses, and the positive-ion spectrum represents the sum of 110 laser pulses.

In the case of either instrument, LD1 work was conducted by first placing a small
droplet of the metallofullerene solution on each target on a stainless steel slide, and the
solvent was allowed to evaporate. The slide was then inserted into the ion source of the
instrument. When performing MALDI experiments, the matrix 9-nitroanthracene was
used. 9-nitroanthracene was dissolved in acetone (ratio of 10 mg of matrix per 1 mL of
acetone) and then a final solution, comprising a ratio of matrix to analyte of 20 pL to 1 pL,
was created. This solution was then spotted on to the stainless steel slide and then dried in
the same manner as for LDI experiments.

Electrospray ionization (ESI) analysis was conducted using a VG-manufactured ESI
source, coupled with a VG Platform (quadrupole), and the spectra were provided courtesy
of Prof. R. Herzschuh (Universität Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany). The sample was mixed
with toluene in order to increase the total volume used during analysis, and the resulting
solution was directly sprayed, with no modification to the sample and no other cosolvents.
Negative-ion electron ionization (El) experiments were carried out using a Micromass El
source coupled with a Micromass AutoSpec (EBE geometry), with the assistance of I.
Katyal.

9.3 Results and Discussion

Prior to further analysis, it would be preferable if the identity of the molecular ions
could be established beyond doubt and if the purity of the samples could also be established.
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It has been known that many fullerene derivatives are difficult to analyze and that many
traditional ionization techniques are too violent for the analysis of such compounds.
Therefore, it is important that another, softer, ionization technique can be successfully
implemented in order that fullerene derivatives may be investigated. As outlined in Chapter
Ten, a recent investigation by this research group has shown that it is possible to analyze
fullerenes and their derivatives using ESI on a routine basis. The spectra produced
demonstrated that there was very little degree of fragmentation, and that the molecular
ions could easily be established, using the unmodified sample solution. It therefore follows
that ESI is the best method for identifying the derivatized fullerene. Due to the limitations
of the sample quantities and the available time for the utilization of other instruments,
only one of the metallofullerene compounds was studied, and the compound of choice
was the terbium-based metallofullerene sample. In contrast to previous work, a VG
manufactured ESI ion source was used, coupled to a VG Platform, and the resulting
negative-ion spectrum is shown in Figure la.

The resulting ESI spectrum comprises only three signals. The signal due toTb@C82
was expected, as this was believed to be the molecular ion, judging by the MALDI results.
However, T b2@C8H’ was also apparent, and this may be a contaminant, as it is highly
implausible that Tb@C82 ’ is produced during gas-phase reactions of Tb2@C80 and vice
versa. Tb2@C78’ is also observed, but this has been assigned as a fragment of Tb2@C80 ,
following expected C2 loss, as the fullerene cage fragments and retains the endohedral,
metal atom. It is encouraging that ESI has been shown to be a viable method for the
analysis of this metallofullerene species; it is therefore possible that ESI may be used to
analyze other metallofullerenes on line in direct combination with high performance liquid
chromatography. The ability to produce molecular ions with very little degree of
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Figure 1: Negative-ion mode mass spectra of the terbium-based metallofullerene
sample. Spectrum a was obtained following electrospray ionization (ESI) on a
VG Platform. Spectrum b Is a single scan, taken from the 200 initially acquired,
produced through electron Ionization (El) on a Micromass AutoSpec.
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fragmentation (or other side reactions) has been one of the strengths of the ionization
method when it comes to the analysis of labile fullerene derivatives, such as fluorinated
fullerenes, which are liable to undergo thermal decomposition. For comparison, an El
spectrum was obtained using a Micromass AutoSpec. Figure lb shows the resulting El
spectrum in the negative-ion mode. It must be noted that this spectrum resulted from only
one scan of the 200 scans acquired during thermal desorption of the sample, but the signal-to
noise-ratio was very poor, and it was only possible to produce this spectrum by selecting
one good scan. The results shown are very similar to the ESI spectrum obtained, but the
relative difficulty with which the El spectrum was obtained is evidence that El is not the
most suitable ionization technique for the study of this species. The attempts to identify
the molecular ion indicate that is is likely that the sample comprised two, distinct
constituents: Tb@C82 and Tb,@C80. This finding would be in line with the observation
that M@C82 and M,@C80are two of the most abundant metallofullerene species formed,8 6
and it is therefore a possibility that the other two samples may comprise analogous
components.

Positive-ion mass spectra obtained for the erbium based metallofullerene sample
(shown in Figure 2), using MALDI and LDI conditions on the Kratos Kompact MALDI
IV, revealed an extensive degree of clusterization. The formation of these higher carbon
clusters occurs in the gas-phase following laser ablation, and is a well known
phenomenon.w4" The laser irradiance used in each case was only a threshold value, and
the intensity of the carbon clusters formed is therefore unexpected. For a new laser, the
power setting chosen using the software would correspond to an irradiance of approximately
3 x 107W cm’2, but in this case the laser was approximately two years old and so the laser
irradiance value quoted is only an approximation. The threshold setting for the laser
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Figure 2: Positive-Ion mass spectra acquired using the erbium-based compound.
Spectrum a was produced through laser desorption/lonlzation (LDI) on the
Kratos Kompact MALDI IV; the inset was obtained under similar conditions
using the Bruker Reflex for a higher resolving power. Spectrum b resulted
from matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionlzatlon (MALDI) on the Kratos Kompact
MALDI IV.
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irradiance is not much greater than used for recording spectra of Cm ions (positive or
negative) at the time, when intending to avoid carbon cluster generation. It must be
emphasized that though output power from the laser at that point in time could not be
known exactly, it is known that such a laser irradiance setting on the instrument would not
be enough to perform similar coalescence reactions using a pure C^, sample; such a laser
irradiance setting would indeed only be high enough to observe the Cw*' ion with a small
degree of fragmentation via C2loss, with fragments such as C5/ being observable. Figure
2a shows the positive-ion LDI spectrum obtained on the Kompact MALDI IV, and only
pure fullerenes can be seen. The signals within the distribution of carbon clusters are most
abundant for ions between C 110+ and C120+, and no carbon clusters larger than approximately
C148+ are observed. All signals result from higher fullerenes, generated in the gas-phase;
the facts that the samples were separated using HPLC and that other mass spectra confirm
that these species are indeed generated in the gas-phase verify the hypothesis that they are
not byproducts of the synthesis. It is possible that a signal resulting from the parent ion is
present, but overlaps with C%+" (m/z 1152), as the parent ion signals due to Er@Cg2 would
lie between m/z 1150 and m/z 1156 when allowing for the isotopic distribution that results.
Therefore, due to the limitations of the resolution of the Kompact MALDI IV, it is not
possible to determine whether or not a parent ion signal was present.

The higher carbon cluster ion signals are separated by 24 Da, corresponding to C2
loss/uptake in the gas-phase. C2 loss is a characteristic of pure fullerenes, indicating that
the carbon clusters are indeed larger fullerenes. No smaller, pure fullerenes are observed
as fragments of these higher carbon clusters, providing further evidence that these coalesced
species are indeed close caged entities, rather than bridged species which possess
“dumb-bell-like” structures. The inset shows a partial mass spectrum obtained using the
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Bruker Reflex at a later date, in order to verify the results obtained on the Kratos Kompact
MALDI IV. Again, higher fullerenes are observed and constitute the greatest number of
signals present in the spectrum. The Reflex is known to have a higher sensitivity and
resolving power than the Kompact MALDI IV, and the higher resolution is clearly evident
in the inset. It should be noted that the parent ion signals were indeed detected using the
Reflex. The isotope pattern relating to the coalesced species does not match the expected
isotope pattern and it can therefore be postulated that such signals do not result from one
species alone, but from the overlap of signals arising from at least two species. Nine
signals appear to be detected amongst each isotope pattern, which increases support for
the theory that more than one species is involved, as six signals tend to be observed for
pure carbon clusters, judging by previous experience. It is proposed that contributions
from several species do indeed result in the patterns observed, and that three of the most
likely species include: pure carbon clusters of even carbon content (C2n+), carbon clusters
of even carbon content and containing one erbium atom (Er@C2n+), and carbon clusters of
uneven content with the presence of one oxygen atom and containing one erbium atom
(Er@CnO*). Unfortunately, as the isotope patterns are inconsistent with the patterns of
similar sized carbon clusters (e.g. ± C2) and the signal-to-noise ratio is relatively high for
such precise measurements, the experimental error associated with these spectra make it
impossible to assign the structures of the contributing species with confidence.

Figure 2b shows the resulting positive-ion MALDI spectrum for the erbium based
compound. A parent ion is not observed, possibly because of the limiting resolution of the
instrument, as stated previously. It is notable that the degree of clustering is higher under
MALDI conditions, compared to LDI conditions. This can be attributed largely to the fact
that the laser irradiance was slightly higher, and so a higher degree of fragmentation and
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more extensive gas-phase reactions would be expected. In general, as the laser irradiance
is increased, coalescence reactions become less selective, with products being generated
over a wider mass range, as a greater variety of carbon fragments become available for
reaction. Indeed, though the precursor carbon cages were determined to be C82, higher
fullerenes such as C180can be observed in the spectrum shown, although carbon clusters as
large as C,24 have been observed (not shown). The usual route for coalescence to occur is
via the fusion of two or more fragments, and can be followed by C2 loss/uptake, according
to reports in the literature which concern the mechanism of coalescence of fullerenes in
the gas-phase. Current theories suggest that coalescence results from the fusion of one
neutral species and one charged species4' following laser ablation, followed by C2 loss/
42

uptake, or the coalescence of two, excited, neutral species and that the coalesced structures
are also stable. The manner in which the metallofullerene sample fuses under such gentle
conditions, using a threshold laser irradiance in conjunction with both MALDI and LDI,
suggests that the metal atom plays a pivotal role in catalyzing the coalescence, although
the exact nature of this role is yet to be determined.

Figure 3 shows the negative-ion spectra resulting from the analysis of the
metallofullerene sample which incorporates erbium. The negative-ion LDI spectrum is
shown in Figure 3a, and the intensity of the signals resulting from coalesced species is
evident. Again, due to the fact that the parent ion signals would overlap with C%‘ in the
Kompact MALDI IV spectrum, it is not possible to determine whether or not the parent
ion was present. The maximum intensity of the distribution of carbon clusters lies around
C 108", with carbon clusters extending up to cluster sizes of C214 (not shown) for example.
The inset shows a spectrum obtained on the Reflex for comparison, and the results appear
to verify those obtained on the Kompact MALDI IV, with the addition of the detection o f
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Figure 3: Negative-Ion mass spectra acquired using the erbium -based
compound. Spectrum a resulted from laser desorption/ionization on the Kratos
Kompact MALDIIV; a mass spectrum of higher resolultion is shown In the Inset,
acquired on the Bruker Reflex. Spectrum b was acquired on the Kratos Kompact
MALDI IV following matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization.
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the parent ion signals. In contrast to the positive-ion spectra, the isotope patterns for the
carbon clusters in negative-ion mode do correlate with the expected isotope pattern, and
typically consist of six signals. This would suggest that the anionic species observed are
pure carbon clusters. The negative-ion MALDI spectrum, shown in Figure 3b, displays a
similar degree of clusterization, and the anions detected may also be assumed to be pure
carbon clusters. No parent ion can be observed, possibly due to the instrumental limitations
discussed earlier. The maximum of the distribution of higher fullerenes produced is located
around C 108', and Cl96" (not shown) is approximately the largest carbon cluster observed.

The results of the analysis of Tb@C82/Tb2@C80 in the positive-ion mode are shown
in Figure 4. For this particular sample and when using LDI conditions, shown in Figure
4a, clustering is first observable with a carbon cluster size of C%+\ and the maximum of
the distribution appears around C]28+", and the largest carbon cluster generated was CM*
(not shown). The parent ion can be observed at m/z 1143 and can be confidently assigned
as being Tb@C82+", as there is no overlap with other carbon clusters. A second distribution
of signals can be observed, with the signals lying between those associated with the carbon
clusters. Whereas the first distribution consists of pure carbon clusters, this second
distribution consists o f carbon clusters that retain the metal atom. It is not improbable that
higher carbon clusters are formed which retain this metal atom, as, indeed, previous
endohedral fullerene research has shown that fullerene fragments often retain the endohedral
atom. In fact, this characteristic has been exploited when trying to determine whether an
atom is endohedral or exohedral; collision induced dissociation (CID) of a suspected
endohedral compound can be used to determine the position of the atom in question. If the
atom is readily lost during CID experiments, it is likely that it is exohedral (bound externally
to the carbon cage), but if the atom seems to be readily retained by the carbon cluster
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Figure 4: Positive-Ion mass spectra acquired using the terbium-based
compound. While spectrum a was obtained on the Kratos Kompact MALDIIV
following laser desorptlon/ionizatlon, the Inset shows a mass spectrum
produced under similar conditions on a Bruker Reflex In order to achieve a
higher resolution. Spectrum b was produced following matrix-assisted laser
desorptlon/lonlzation on the Kratos Kompact MALDI IV.
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fragments, it is most likely that the atom is enclosed by the carbon cage. The mechanism
for coalescence of fullerenes is most likely to involve fusion of one fullerene neutral and
41

one fullerene ion or, alternatively, the reaction of two excited neutrals in the gas-phase,

42

where cooling is effected by C2 loss in either case. Therefore, as fragments provide the
most abundant source of ions in this case, it follows that these fragments, which retain the
endohedral metal atom, can be involved in coalescence with fullerene neutrals, leading to
the formation of carbon clusters that contain Tb.

Due to the poor resolving power of the Kompact MALDI IV, further experiments
were performed on a Bruker Reflex in order to provide verification. The inset in Figure 4a
shows a partial mass spectrum obtained using the Reflex. The better resolution is
immediately evident, with the ability to resolve unit masses, and these results do indeed
provide further confirmation. The isotope pattern does not correlate with the predicted
isotope pattern, and typically nine signals are present in each pattern. It can therefore be
concluded that signals arising from two or more species overlap, resulting in the anomalous
pattern observed. Due to the higher signal-to-noise ratio and the relatively more consistent
isotope patterns that are observed, it is possible in the case of the TbfS’Cg/Tbjd'Cg,, sample
to attempt to assign the structures of the overlapping species with more confidence. In
each case, it appears as though at least three species are present in each isotopically resolved
pattern. The three species that are almost certainly involved are a pure carbon cluster with
an even number of carbon atoms (C2n*'), a carbon cluster with an uneven carbon content
and containing one terbium atom (Tb@C„ ”) (in contrast to the behavior of the erbium
species), and a carbon cluster with an even number of carbon atoms and containing two
terbium atoms (Tb2@C2n+). It is also possible that other species contribute to the distribution
observed. The existence of some of the species that have been proposed are less probable.
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such as C ugO+ when studying the distribution around m/z 1440, but the expected pattern
for these species would be in excellent agreement with the pattern obtained experimentally.
Unfortunately, it cannot be confidently determined whether these unusual species genuinely
contribute to the signal intensities or whether experimental error is the reason for the
discrepancy between predicted (when disregarding the less probable species) and
experimental results. All of these species will be formed in the gas-phase, as stated
previously. A reaction between two, metal containing carbon clusters, followed by
fragmentation, could proceed by several different reaction pathways. One of these reactions
could lead to the production of a carbon cluster that contains two metal atoms, where the
other fragment is a pure carbon cluster, and another possible reaction pathway results in
the formation of two carbon clusters, of different carbon contents, that each contain one
metal atom.

The corresponding negative-ion MALDI spectrum is shown in Figure 4b. Again, it
is possible to observe the parent ion at m/z 1143. Coalescence is again prominent, with
the maximum of the distribution of carbon clusters being located around C 144+ and the
largest carbon cluster is approximately C212+" (not shown). Similarly to the analysis of the
erbium based metallofullerene, the laser irradiance required for positive-ion MALDI
analysis was slightly higher than for positive-ion LD1 analysis. This difference in laser
irradiance can account for some of the differences between Figure 4a and 4b. The
distribution of carbon clusters is shifted to a slightly higher mass due to the fact that laser
ablation is performed using a higher laser irradiance, but it can be noted that the largest
carbon cluster formed following MALDI analysis is in fact smaller than following LDI
analysis. This can be attributed to the lower density o f sample material on the sample
slide, due to the requirement for a high matrix to analyte ratio, so the sample material is
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less dense on the sample slide when performing MALDI, compared to LDI. There have
been many investigations into the mechanism of fullerene coalescence,4' 41 and the density
of the plume of fullerene fragments following laser ablation is believed to play a crucial
role in the rate of coalescence. Therefore, a higher laser irradiance is required to produce
coalescence reactions, as MALDI is a comparatively soft ionization technique, but the
lower density of fullerene neutrals and ions produced by ablation results in a much lower
intensity of higher fullerenes; the lower probability of collision in the gas-phase, due to
the lower density in the plume, also accounts for the fact that the higher fullerenes produced
are of a lower mass that produced following LDI.

The negative-ion mode mass spectra are shown in Figure 5. The results in Figure 5b
(MALDI) appear to indicate very strongly that the parent ion is Tb@C82', as the signal due
to this species is the sole metallofullerene species observed and the signal itself is intense.
Should the sample indeed be pure as expected, it is possible to come to the conclusion
from Figure 5b, Figure 4a, and Figure 4b that the sample is in fact Tb2@C8(). The shape of
the distribution of carbon clusters in Figure 5b is more pronounced than in the positive-ion
mode, but the carbon cluster distribution is centered more around the lower mass region
than in the positive-ion mode.

Figure 5a shows the LDI mass spectrum obtained in the negative-ion mode, and the
signals due to carbon clusters are very intense, as were these signals in the positive-ion
mode. Clustering again appears to begin with the formation of C^, , analogous with the
positive-ion mode. The maximum o f the distribution is around C l2() , as opposed to C 128 ,
but this difference can again be accounted for by a slight increase in the threshold laser
irradiance required. The major difference between this spectrum and the one shown in
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Figure 5: Negative-Ion mass spectra acquired using the terbium-based
compound. The Kratos Kompact MALDI IV was used to obtain spectrum a
following laser desorption/ionlzatlon; the inset Is a mass spectrum acquired
under similar conditions on a Bruker Reflex, which operates at a higher resolving
power. Spectrum b was produced on a Kratos Kompact MALDI IV following
matrix-assisted laser desorption/lonizatlon.
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Figure 4a is the absence of metal-containing carbon clusters generated under laser ablation.
The largest carbon cluster was possibly CJ22 (not shown), as the carbon cluster signals
begin to merge with the baseline of the spectrum. The inset in Figure 5a is a partial mass
spectrum obtained on a Bruker Reflex, again to provide verification, and the results appear
to be the same with only two exceptions; signals from two, metal-containing species;
Tb@Cg2' and Tb2@Cg0 are also present in the spectrum. These two species are believed
to comprise the two components of the terbium based metallofullerene sample. The isotope
patterns exhibited in the inset do correlate with the predicted isotope patterns and tend to
consist of six signals, leading to the conclusion that the signals are due to pure carbon
clusters observed which are free from interference from other species.

Analysis of the gadolinium compound was less successful than the analyses of the
other two samples in the positive-ion mode. The resulting positive-ion LDI and MALDI
spectra for Gd@Cg2 revealed very little. Figure 6a shows the positive-ion LDI spectrum
for this sample that was obtained using the Kratos Kompact MALDI IV, and no information
can be reliably gathered from it. As a comparison, the inset shows the positive-ion LDI
spectrum obtained on the Bruker Reflex at a later date, which is known to have a much
higher sensitivity than the Kompact MALDI IV. The signal-to-noise ratio for this sample
was lower when compared to the other two samples, but the signals were nevertheless
stronger than those obtained on the Kompact MALDI IV. Coalescence can clearly be
observed in the inset, where the resulting, coalesced species are indeed larger fullerenes.
The isotope patterns exhibited by the carbon cluster signals, typically around nine signals,
again do not fit with the predicted pattern. It is possible to propose that pure carbon
clusters of even carbon content (C2n+) contribute to the pattern, but, in contrast to the other
samples, it is unlikely that there is any contribution from carbon clusters of even carbon
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Figure 6: Positive-ion mass spectra acquired using the gadolinium-based
compound. The Kratos Kompact MALDI IV was used to acquire spectrum a
under laser desorption/lonizatlon conditions, while the inset was obtained on a
Bruker Reflex In order to produce a mass spectrum of higher resolution.
Spectrum b resulted from the use matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization
conditions on the Kratos Kompact MALDI IV.
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content which contain one gadolinium atom (Gd@C2n’) and also from carbon clusters of
uneven carbon content with one gadolinium atom (Gd@C„+). The poor signal-to-noise
ratio and the lack of consistency among the carbon cluster isotope patterns make it
impossible to assign the structures of the species involved with confidence, and the patterns
observed for this sample are the most inconsistent and difficult to assign of the three
samples. Figure 6b shows the positive-ion MALDI spectrum obtained, and though it is
better than the LDI spectrum, the signals are too weak to obtain much reliable information
from them.

Analysis of the metallofullerene incorporating gadolinium in the negative-ion mode,
especially under LDI conditions, was more successful. Figure 7 shows the negative-ion
spectra, and Figure 7a shows the negative-ion LDI mass spectrum. An intense signal due
to the detection of Gd,@Cg0’ is immediately apparent, and a signal due to Gd@C82 is also
evident. The largest carbon cluster detected was C202 ’ (not shown) and the maximum of
the pure carbon clusters is centered around C„6 *. The inset shows the spectrum obtained
on the Bruker Reflex, which supports results obtained on the Kompact MALDI IV. The
isotope patterns also correlate well with the expected isotope patterns, and consist of
approximately six peaks, again leading to the conclusion that carbon cluster isotope patterns
do not overlap with signals arising from other species in the negative-ion mode. This is in
stark contrast to isotope patterns observed in positive-ion mode, throughout the
investigation. Figure 7b shows the negative-ion MALDI spectrum. Coalescence can be
observed, and the largest carbon cluster observed was C I66 , which can be seen in the
Figure, and the distribution of carbon clusters appears to be centered around C 110 . It is
clear that it is possible to observe higher fullerenes when using negative-ion LDI conditions
during the investigation of the gadolinium based metallofullerene, but that positive-ion
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Figure 7: Negative-Ion mass spectra acquired using the gadollnlum-based
compound. Spectrum a resulted from the use of laser desorptlon/lonlzation
conditions on the Kratos Kompact M ALDIIV and the Inset shows a spectrum
obtained under similar conditions on the Bruker Reflex In order to achieve a
higher resolving power. Spectrum b was acquired using matrix-assisted laser
desorptlon/ionization on the Kratos Kompact MALDI IV.
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LDI and MALDI conditions are very inefficient on the Kompact MALDIIV. Negative-ion
MALDI may be less efficient for the generation of higher fullerenes from the gadolinium
based metallofullerene, compared to the other two samples, but it is indeed possible to
perform such coalescence reactions.

It has become apparent that metallofullerenes undergo coalescence reactions to much
greater extent than pure fullerenes. Even when using a threshold laser irradiance and
when using MALDI, coalescence can be observed, despite such gentle conditions, which,
by comparison, would only lead to molecular ions of CM+/ with perhaps a small degree of
fragmentation. It is even more difficult to coalesce larger fullerenes such as C70and Cg4. It
is known that the metal atoms donate electron density to the fullerene cage and aid in
stabilizing the fullerene structure.'6 15 By comparison with pure fullerenes, it is possible
to conclude that the metal atoms must play a role in catalyzing the coalescence of
metallofullerenes,'7 although the exact nature of this role has not been determined during
these experiments. It can also be seen that the three metallofullerenes undergo coalesce
with differing ease, and a trend begins to emerge. Tb@C82/Tb2@C80 and the erbium based
sample readily undergo aggregation, where Tb@C82/Tb2@C8()displays the higher reactivity.
The gadolinium based metallofullerene does coalesce, although it does so to a much lower
extent than the other two samples. Almost exclusively pure carbon clusters are observed
when using the negative-ion mode. Signals due to more than one species appear to overlap
with the signals resulting from pure carbon clusters when using the positive-ion mode,
leading to the conclusion that several different species may be generated during gas-phase
reactions in the positive-ion mode.
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9.4 Summary

Three metallofullerene samples were investigated, with the initial objective of
establishing their composition and determining which ionization method is most suitable.
It rapidly became apparent that these compounds readily undergo coalescence reactions,
displaying an enhanced reactivity when compared to pure fullerenes. The three
metallofullerene samples did not undergo such reactions with the same degree of reactivity.
It appears that the erbium and terbium based metallofullerenes are more reactive than the
gadolinium based metallofullerene sample; it is actually difficult to coalesce the gadolinium
based compound while coalescence of the other two samples occurs even when only trying
to establish the identity of the molecular ion. At first, it appeared that the coalesced species
generated in the gas-phase were pure carbon clusters. Further research using an instrument
with a higher resolution soon revealed that the patterns did not correlate with the expected
isotope patterns of pure carbon clusters, and it is probable that at least three species are
involved. It would be possible to establish the structures of the contributing species with
certainty only after further investigation; even higher resolution and more accurate mass
assignment is necessary to resolve the individual species that constitute the signals observed,
and it is clear that use of a Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance (FT-ICR) mass
spectrometer with a laser desorption/ionization source is required.

The gas-phase reactivity of these compounds is surprising and may be attributed to
the presence of the metal, which must play a role in the fusion reactions. However, despite
the fact that threshold laser irradiances were selected and that MALDI was used, it is clear
that the structures of the parent ions in each case cannot always be easily assigned. In
order to attempt to overcome this difficulty, an ESI source was employed with success.
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This follows on from previous work which has shown that fullerenes and fullerene
derivatives may be analyzed in an unmodified form using ESI, contrary to the literature.
The ability to use ESI in conjunction with such samples has obvious applications, as many
fullerene derivatives may easily decompose following heating or fragment applying other
ionization conditions. It is clear that in the case of the metallofullerene samples, LDI and
MALDI were not suitable ionization techniques due to the reactivity of the samples in the
gas-phase. ESI has shown itself to be applicable in this area and is the ionization method
of choice. A comparison with El shows that it is possible to obtain similar spectra but that
it is much more difficult to do so, and so ESI remains the preferable technique.
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10.1 Introduction

The suitability of different ionization techniques for different samples is always a
concern for those conducting research using mass spectrometry. One of the most difficult
tasks is to acquire molecular ion signals without inducing fragmentation. Techniques
such as matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) and field desorption (FD)
have been developed as “soft” ionization methods, in order to minimize fragmentation.
Another relatively recent soft ionization method is electrospray ionization (ESI);

1-8

though

9

the origins of electrospray ionization are not new, it is only within recent years that
electrospray has evolved to become a common ionization method and has even become
used in conjunction with time-of-flight instruments." " Normally, electrospray ionization
enables the transfer of pre-formed ions from the solution-phase to the gas-phase. The
formation of molecular ions is nearly universal and is thus rarely reported. Multiple
protonation or deprotonation of large molecules is frequently observed, leading to the
formation of ions which possess a high numbers of charges or quasi-molecular ions which
have undergone a single protonation of deprotonation event. These quasi-molecular ions
generated using ESI can frequently be formed without inducing fragmentation, and Van
12
Berkel et al. were the first to observe radical cations using ESI. ‘ Although fragmentation
can be desirable in many instances to aid in structure elucidation or to induce side reactions
in the gas-phase, it can be undesirable when the species under investigation is labile or
prone to thermal decomposition.

Current fullerene research is increasingly concerned with the study of fullerene
derivatives. Fullerene oxides and fluorinated fullerenes are two classes of fullerene
derivative which attract particular interest, but the investigation of such compounds can
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be difficult, owing to their lability. “Soft” ionization techniques alone have been required
for the analysis of fullerene derivatives, including the use of MALDI to study hydrogenated
fullerenes,'' fluorinated fullerenes,'4 and fullerene oxides,1517 and the use of FD to study
hydrogenated fullerenes.'s Fragmentation is easily induced, and there is increasing need
for a soft ionization technique that is suitable for the analysis of many fullerene derivatives.
It can be assumed that ESI would represent the ionization method of choice, but there has
been little evidence to advocate the theory that it is indeed a viable method for the study of
fullerene derivatives. Initial investigations into the use of electrospray ionization for the
analysis of fullerenes were not very promising,19'0 yielding largely unsuccessful results.
Furthermore, there has been an increasing belief that electrospray ionization of fullerenes
is not experimentally possible, unless modification of the sample or the sample solution is
carried out prior to analysis.

Publications which cite the use of electrospray ionization of fullerenes or their
derivatives had, to an overwhelming extent, detailed the use of a VG/Fisons-manufactured
ESI source,'129 although other manufacturers also produce ESI sources. It is conceivable
that this leads to the belief that ESI of such compounds is dependent upon source design.
Also, it is the case that almost every one of these publications also details modification of
the sample or sample solution, whether it be via the addition of crown ethers for the
formation of metal complexes,3" '1 redox reactions, ' or other reactions to promote ion
formation.252729 By this method, “ESI-inactive” compounds may be made “ESI-active”
compounds, as compounds which undergo redox reactions in solution are the most suitable
for electrospray ionization; fullerenes are non-polar and exist as neutrals in solution, and
so fullerenes can be seen as being less suitable than other compounds for ESI. Recently,
Khairallah et al. have formed cyano based adducts of higher fullerenes in the solution-phase
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in order to make the analytes ESI-active, and indeed the samples were successfully observed
using ESI.25 "729 However, in 1995 of Liu et al.,22 of the National Taiwan University, made
a discovery of great significance when they published a paper describing the successful
application of this ionization method to the analysis of toluene solutions o f fullerenes, but
without the need for prior modification of the sample. For the first time, it seemed that
ESI could be applied to the study of the labile fullerene derivatives that were increasingly
being synthesized. In 1995, Deng et al., also of the National Taiwan University and using
similar if not identical instrumentation, analyzed fullerene oxides using ESI"' and in 1996
demonstrated that C,g0O2 could be analyzed using electrospray ionization.

24

During the

same year, Hummelen et al. managed to produce a mass spectrum of the highly labile
dimeric species (C5<)NJ2 using electrospray ionization, but the ion source design was not
detailed3' Despite these facts, there has been little support since then for the use of
electrospray as a method for the analysis of fullerene based materials, and the widespread
belief that this ionization technique was not applicable to the study of fullerene derivatives
remained.

Should it be established that ESI is a viable method for the ionization of fullerenes
and their derivatives, it would enable more detailed investigation of derivatives to be
performed. The current investigation describes the use of an ion source manufactured by
Analytica o f Branford, rather than VG/Fisons, for the study of a range of fullerene
derivatives. The samples were also “sprayed” directly as toluene solutions. Successful
utilization of a non-VG/Fisons ion source and use of non-modified sample solutions should
demonstrate that electrospray ionization is indeed a viable ionization technique which
may be applied to the investigation of fullerene derivatives. The investigation, furthermore,
provides a first account of the use of nanospray14 in conjunction with fullerenes and
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demonstrates that protonation or deprotonation are not prerequisites for ionization, and
therefore another ionization mechanism must occur. The establishment of molecular ions
with the occurrence of little or no fragmentation is of great importance in the field of
fullerene research, and is especially of significance when side reactions may take place in
the gas-phase when using other ionization methods such as MALDI, where the matrix
may react with the sample in an undesirable manner.

10.2 Experimental

All experiments were performed using a Bruker 9.4 Tesla BioAPEX II Fourier
Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance (FT-ICR) mass spectrometer, coupled with an
Analy tica of Branford electrospray ion source. Due to low sample quantities, the nanospray
configuration of the electrospray ion source was used, as shown in Figure 1. The
bis(ethoxycarbonyl)m ethylene ad d u c t was supplied by H. H ungerbuhler
(Hahn-Meitner-Institut Berlin, Germany), the fluorinated fullerenes were provided courtesy
of O. Boltalina (Moscow State University, Moscow, Russia), and the C70 oxide sample
was obtained from R. Taylor (University o f Sussex, Brighton, UK). Samples were prepared
by dissolving the solid in toluene, where the concentration of the resulting solution was
10' M in each case and no cosolvents were used. Approximately 5 pL of the solution was
then pipetted into a glass needle which had a metal-coated tip, where the metal coating
plays a role in more precisely defining the field strength and is typically a coating consisting
of gold and palladium. Carbon dioxide gas is used to force the solution to the end of the
needle, and, coupled with the potential difference between the needle and the entrance to
the instrument, results in the emergence o f a spray from the needle tip. The potentials Vn
and Vc, at each end of a capillary further inside the ion source, may be varied during
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optimization. Vn was typically maintained in the range of 1000 - 1500 V, while Vc was
kept at 100 V and Vsklmwas maintained at 2 - 4 V at all times. The difference between Vc
and Vsklmmay be varied in order to induce capillary-skimmer collision-induced dissociation
(CID) as required. The pressure in the region between the capillary and the skimmer was
of the order of 10" Torr, while the hexapole ion trap region was kept at approximately 106
Torr. After passing through a hexapole ion guide, the ions may then pass into the FT-ICR
cell for m ass analysis. All spectra were recorded in the negative-ion mode due to
instrumental problems at the time in the positive-ion mode, and also due to the fact that
anions are the more abundant species formed when using the samples investigated.

•r
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To mass
analyzer
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C 0 2 gas
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Nickel end caps
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Atm ospheric pressure
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the Analytica of Branford electrospray
Ionization (ESI) ion source.

10.3 Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the spectrum for CM obtained in negative-ion mode. This result
clearly shows that it is possible to use electrospray ionization for the analysis of pure
fullerenes, despite little evidence for this in the literature. No cosolvents were used and no
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sample modification was required in order to obtain the spectrum. Signals due to Cw and
its oxides are almost the only constituents of the spectrum. The inset shows an enlarged
mass region which displays these signals. The high resolving power of the instrument is
immediately evident. Oxidation o f the sample upon standing is apparent, as signals due to
C ^ O ', C^O, , and CmO, are present. The intensity of these oxide signals is remarkable,
as other soft ionization techniques such as matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization usually
results in much weaker oxide signals. This can be attributed to the fact that ESI is such a
gentle ionization method, and molecular ions can be obtained without fragmentation, under
the correct conditions. Indeed, no fragmentation of CM* via C2 loss was observed. It is
possible that the oxides observed arise from fragmentation of higher oxides, however.
The most important information that was obtained from this spectrum was that ESI is a
viable technique for the analysis o f fullerenes (despite not being a widely accepted idea),
the signal-to-noise ratio was high and led to the recording of a spectrum at a high resolution,
and that little fragmentation, if any, was observed. This makes ESI a potentially significant
ionization method for the structure elucidation of fullerene derivatives, due to the fact that
many fullerene derivatives are liable to thermal decomposition or are very labile under
most ionization conditions.

Once it had been established that ESI is a viable technique for the analysis of pure
fullerenes, the suitability of this ionization method for the analysis of fullerene derivatives
was the next logical area of investigation. C70O was the next sample used, due to its
similarity in structure to that o f

and C^O,,. As expected, a mass spectrum was

successfully obtained, again with a high signal-to-noise ratio and a high resolving power.
The mass spectrum of C70O is shown in Figure 3a. Again, no fragmentation occurs, due to
the fact that the ionization process is so soft. The signals at slightly higher mass are
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Figure 2: Negative-ion mass spectrum of CM in toluene. Cw oxides are also
present, resulting from oxidation of the CM sample in the solid state when in
the presence of air.

assigned as higher oxides of C70. When using MALDI on other instrum ents,
9-nitroanthracene has been the matrix of choice for the study of fullerene oxides. The
disadvantage of this matrix is that it can contribute towards further oxygen addition to the
sample. Use of ESI does not oxidize the samples in this manner, and so is clearly a
preferable ionization method. Cw,(C[C02Et]2)2 was the next sample chosen for analysis,
as it possesses two ligands which are easily lost under many ionization conditions, including
MALDI. The parent ion has never been observed using the Kratos Kompact MALDI IV,
partly because of the ionization conditions and partly because of the low sensitivity of the
instrument. The use of ESI on the BioAPEX II therefore represented an opportunity to
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of C70O dissolved in toluene. Mass spectrum b was obtained In the negatlvelon mode, using a sample of CM[C(COOEt)2], dissolved In toluene; the lack of
deprotonatlon Is particularly notable In this case.
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observed the parent ion for the first time and to record a spectrum that is free from a high
degree of fragm entation. Figure 3b shows the negative-ion mass spectrum for
C ^/Q C O jE t]^. No fragmentation is observed, and both a high signal-to-noise ratio and
a high resolution are evident. Less intense signals appear at a higher mass than the parent
ion, and these are assigned as the oxides of the sample, formed upon standing. In similarity
with all other derivatives studied during the course of this investigation, the radical anions
have been formed without the need for deprotonation, though deprotonation is indeed a
possibility for this compound. This result leads to the conclusion that the ionization
mechanism is similar for the different samples, regardless of whether or not hydrogen is
present in the sample.

Another class of compounds that represents an analytical challenge is that of
fluorinated fullerenes. Such compounds are extremely labile, and loss of fluorine radicals
and CnFx units is difficult to avoid’5 6 when using techniques such as electron ionization
(El), chemical ionization (Cl), matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI), and
laser desorption/ ionization (LDI). Fluorinated fullerenes are especially vulnerable to
thermal decomposition, and ionization techniques such as Cl and El are therefore less
suitable for the establishment of fluorinated fullerene parent ions. ESI again represents
what may be the most suitable method for the analysis of such labile fullerene derivatives.
Figure 4a and Figure 4b show the mass spectra obtained using C ^ F ^ '4 7” and Cft0Fj6,',) 41
respectively. Both spectra show a fluorine content higher than expected, but this will be
due to a range o f fluorinated products being formed during synthesis, and in each case, the
signal arising from the expected product dominates the spectrum. It is reasonable to assume
that ESI may be used during the course of analysis of a range of fluorinated fullerenes, and
fragmentation has been minimized making the establishment of the parent ions in each
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case more reliable. Fullerenes containing an uneven fluorines content, such as C^F jj ",
may result from fragmentation processes, rather than being generated during synthesis.
The high mass accuracy and high resolving power of the BioAPEX II proves to be extremely
useful, and this is especially the case for these two spectra. From the expanded spectrum
of Figure 4a, signals may be incorrectly assigned as being C ^F^ (m/z 1613) and C^F«
(m/z 1651), but an enlarged spectrum shows that these signals in fact arise from C^F^O
(m/z 1610) and CN)F480 " (m/z 1648) respectively. Similarly, in Figure 4b, the expanded
mass spectrum may appear, at first glance, to also exhibit a signal correlating with C^F,,
(m/z 1423), but the enlarged spectrum shows that this signal can in fact be assigned as
QoF^O ’ (m/z 1420). The confidence with which these signals may be assigned is only
made possible by the use of an instrument with a high resolving power and high mass
accuracy; similar experiments using an instrument such as the Kompact MALDIIV, albeit
with a different ion source, would not be possible.

It is notable in Figure 4a and 4b that molecular ions are again formed; it can be
concluded that an ionization mechanism takes place which is different from the traditionally
observed protonation/deprotonation mechanism. The mechanism of transfer of ions from
the solution-phase to the gas-phase under electrospray conditions is a topic of great debate,
with two competing theories. The model proposed by Iribame and Thompson, entails the
shrinkage of large droplets, which contain multiple ions, through evaporation of solvent
molecules and the ejection of individual ions. '

A second model was proposed by Dole

et al„ is based on the existence of droplets which contain a single ion, which is eventually
ejected.1 Along similar lines, Gomez and Tang have modeled the emission of small droplets
from the solvent system under electrospray conditions,44 and Fenn et al. have compared
the proposed models which regard transfer of ions from the solution-phase to the
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3 34 45

gas-phase."

These models solely concern the transfer o f the ion to the gas-phase from

the solution-phase, but do not address ion formation itself. Increasing support has been
forthcoming for a model of the ionization mechanism where the electrospray ion source is
21 46-53

treated analogously to an electrochemical c e ll,''

leading to oxidation or reduction of
22

the samples within the needle. Commenting on the observations of Liu et al., with regards
to fullerene cation formation, Van Berkel proposed that the generation of CM)cations would
most likely occur via the interaction of

with a corona discharge at the needle tip or

through charge exchange between Q,, and toluene.48 His reluctance to accept that
electrolytic ionization as the cause of cation formation for pure

was due in part to the

fact that neat toluene, which is non-polar, was used as the solvent system and a very low
cell current (the product of the rate of charged droplet formation and the number of charges
per droplet) would occur. The possible mechanisms for ion formation proposed by Van
Berkel would bypass the need for hydrogen transfer in solution and offer a possible account
for the observations made thus far. However, the exact mechanism for ionization has not
yet been established and is still under investigation.

10.4 Summary

Clearly, the coupling of ESI with an FT-ICR mass spectrometer represents a powerful
tool for the structure elucidation of fullerenes and their derivatives, owing to the lack of
fragmentation of even very labile structures, the high signal-to-noise ratio, the high
resolution that may be obtained, the reliable mass accuracy, and the suitability for a range
of compounds. Despite assumptions by many that ESI is not suitable for the direct
“spraying” of fullerene related compounds, it has been shown that fullerene and fullerene
derivatives may be sprayed as toluene solutions. No further modification of the sample or
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of the solution is required in order to be able to acquire a strong enough signal intensity. It
is also the case that only VG-manufactured electrospray ion sources are mentioned in
publications where spray of fullerene samples has been successful. Though it has never
been publicly stated, this has often led to the assumption by those involved in fullerene
research that ion source design and sample modification are prerequisites for effective use
of ESI in conjunction with fullerene samples. The experiments conducted have shown the
first successful use of an electrospray ion source of different origin in conjunction with
fullerene samples. The experiments also demonstrate the first use of nanospray as a viable
technique for these samples, and again shows that such success is independent of the ion
source manufacturer. Use of electrospray for the analysis of fullerenes and fullerene
derivatives is likely to prove to be an invaluable tool for the structure elucidation of many,
labile species. It is also clear that the evidence for the mechanism, by which ionization
occurs in these experiments, is still pending. Further experiments are required in order to
gain insight into the underlying principles of molecular ion formation under ESI conditions,
in order to exploit the understanding for more efficient analyses in the future.
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11.1 Overview

Throughout the course of these investigations, mass spectrometry has been
successfully employed to gain further insight into the structure and gas phase behavior of
pure fullerenes and fullerene derivatives. In particular, the coalescence reactivity of pure
fullerenes, CW)H,6, oxides of Cw and C70, metallofullerenes, fluorinated fullerenes, and
three species based upon the formula C^tCfCOOEOj],, (where n = 1,2, and 3) has been
studied. The formation of pure fullerenes from an organometallic precursor may be
considered to be an analogous concept, involving a non-fullerene precursor. The generation
of dimeric species under ambient conditions, resulting from

samples which had

degraded, can similarly be regarded as a class of coalescence reaction. The unimolecular
dissociation of

was examined in order to gain insight into the gas phase behavior of

the species, thus providing further information about the coalescence reactivity. The
observation that many fullerene derivatives undergo extensive fragmentation or coalescence
reactions under standard laser desorption/ionization (LDI) conditions provided impetus
for the search for an ionization method which is suitable for the structure elucidation alone
of such samples. This led to an investigation into the viability of electrospray ionization
(ESI) for fullerene and fullerene derivatives analysis Although fullerenes are widely
considered to be “ESI inactive,” it is possible to obtain spectra which display molecular
ion signals which are almost free of fragmentation. Finally, the careful analysis of post
source decay spectra of fullerene ions that delayed ionization can interfere with the structure
elucidation of higher fullerene species when using time-of-flight (ToF) instruments. Such
an observation is of significance for much of fullerene research and the investigation led
to novel methods of monitoring the delayed ionization of fullerenes on a time-of-flight
instrument which employs a time-based method of mass selection of ions.
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11.1A

Chapter Two: “Laser-Induced Fullerene Production Using the

Organometallic Precursor Penta(cyclopentadienyl)-r|5-cyclopentadienyl
manganesetricarbonyl”

An organometallic compound of the structure [Cp5CpMn(CO)3] was synthesized by
Prof. Vollhardt’s group at the University of California at Berkeley and was analyzed using
laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry. The compound was considered to be a
possible precursor for fullerene formation in the gas phase, as the Cp5Cp ligand was seen
to bear a resemblance to semibuckminsterfullerenes. In a collaborative effort, the structure
o f the org an o m etallic com pound, known as

p e n ta(cy clo p e n ta d ie n y l)-ii5-

cyclopentadienylmanganesetricarbonyl, was analyzed using X-Ray crystallography and
mass spectrometry. Utilizing laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry, it was possible
to fuse the ligands to form fullerenes. The products of fusion were known to be fullerenes
due to the characteristic fragmentation pattern, involving the loss of C2 units. C50+\

,

and C70*’ were observed to be amongst the most abundant products, though the yield was
not high enough for this method to represent an efficient synthetic process for fullerene
production. The reason for the low yields has been attributed to the large number of o
bonded hydrogen atoms, mirroring the reduced tendency for

to undergo coalescence

to form higher fullerenes. Dissociation of the ligand bearing favorable structural features
for the generation of fullerenes might also be of relevance to the low net yield of fullerenes.
Further collaborative efforts involving the use of other polyaromatic hydrocarbons which
bear a close resemblance to Vollhardt’s compound revealed that it is not only the carbon
content of the compound which is important, but also its structure. Greatly increased
yields of fullerenes have been obtained using polyaromatic hydrocarbons in follow up
investigations, and the original investigation, though shown not to be an efficient method
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for fullerene synthesis, has led to new avenues of research with regards to synthetic methods
for fullerene production.

11.1 B Chapter Three: “Delayed Ionization as the Cause of Interference
Signals Observed In the Post Source Decay Spectra of Coalesced Carbon
Clusters”

Research into the structure of species formed through the coalescence of pure
fullerenes in the gas phase led to an important discovery. The use of post source decay
(PSD) as an analytical method, when utilizing a reflectron-ToF mass spectrometer equipped
with a time-based “ion gate” and a continuous accelerating potential, soon led to the
observation of artifact signals which could not be easily assigned. Though at first considered
to be fragment ion signals, which would be in contradiction of evidence in the literature, it
became apparent that these signals were associated with a known phenomenon which is
almost unique to fullerenes, with the exception of metal clusters. “Delayed ionization” is
a well documented occurrence where fullerenes may accommodate large amounts of internal
energy, existing in excited states for long periods of time. Ions which resulted from delayed
ionization drift through the ion source as neutrals initially, ionize at a lower potential
within the source, and therefore leave with a lower kinetic energy than the corresponding
prompt ions. As a result, delayed ions leave the source ps later and with a lower kinetic
energy; the delay time itself constitutes the greatest component in the overall difference in
flight time. A time-based pair of deflecting electrodes, known as the “ion gate,” is frequently
used for the selection of ions of interest and it is use of this instrumental feature which can
lead to potential confusion. When the ion gate is employed to select ions of greater mass
than the fullerenes present, there is the chance that delayed fullerene ions will traverse the
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ion gate at the same time as the selected ions. The fullerene ion will possess a higher
velocity than the selected ion (of higher mass), and therefore the delayed ion will arrive at
the detector before the selected ion, thus initially appearing to be a fragment ion. The
conclusions drawn have been supported by the facts that the artifact signals have not been
observed when using the negative-ion mode, nor have they been obtained for intact, fullerene
derivatives. This is a potentially misleading phenomenon which could have serious
consequences for a wide range of instruments when investigating fullerene samples. The
use of alternative instrument designs, such as the employment of an electrostatic sector to
effectively act as a kinetic energy “filter,” may minimize the presence of such artifacts.
Alternatively, ToF instruments with a time-based method for ion selection, and in particular
those instruments with delayed extraction ion sources which may be controlled by the
user, represent an ideal experimental apparatus for studying delayed ionization of fullerenes.

11.1C

C h a p te r Four: “U nim olecular D isso ciatio n and G as-Phase

Coalescence of Hydrogenated Fullerenes”

The fragmentation dynamics of hydrogenated fullerenes were investigated applying
electron ionization (El), liquid secondary ion mass spectrometry (LSIMS), and laser
desorption/ionization (LDI). Mass-analyzed ion kinetic energy (MIKE) and collisioninduced dissociation (CID) spectra revealed that the hydrogenated fullerenes fragment in
a similar manner regardless of hydrogen content; CN)Hlg and CNIH „ both fragment via the
loss of CmHn neutrals, resulting in the loss of both carbon and hydrogen from the parent
ion. Using LDI, many hydrogen atoms remain attached to the carbon core, unlike fluorinated
fullerenes under similar conditions. Pure fullerene fragments are produced as well as
fragments which still possess hydrogen. Attempts to coalesce the hydrogenated fullerenes
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revealed the decreased tendency to undergo such reactions. This is attributed to the fact
that hydrogenated fullerenes have lower ionization potentials than pure fullerenes, which
in turn have lower ionization potentials than fluorinated fullerenes. Therefore, hydrogenated
fullerenes undergo ionization, in preference to dissociation, as the main channel for cooling
the species. The resulting precursor for coalescence, with a significant number of hydrogen
atoms still bound to the carbon core, therefore lacks a large number of 7i bonds which in
turn assist coalescence reactions by providing suitable means for a C-C bond formation
during fusion. This can only serve to hinder the efficiency of coalescence reactions, making
hydrogenated fullerenes a less viable precursor for such processes.

11.1 D Chapter Five: “Coalescence of Fluorinated Fullerenes Using Laser
Desorption/lonization”

Fluorinated fullerenes were investigated using LDI ToF mass spectrometry during
collaborative efforts with Dr. Boltalina of Moscow State University. The coalescence
behavior of four fluorinated fullerene samples, C^F^, C60F36, CWF48, and C70F5256, was
studied and was determined to be unlike pure fullerenes and most fullerene derivatives
investigated so far. Instead of the preferential formation of clusters which consisted of
approximate multiples of the precursor carbon content, a large variety of carbon clusters
of similar abundance was observed over a wide mass range. The carbon clusters formed
were similar in distribution to those obtained following the laser ablation of a graphite
surface. The laser fluence required for coalescence was also noted to linearly increase
with fluorine content. Therefore, it was proposed that the difference in the coalescence
products observed results from the increased energetic demands for the fusion of fluorinated
fullerenes and that fluorine loss is the First step prior to coalescence. The possible formation
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of highly energized fullerene cages and fullerene fragments, due to the high internal energy
of the fluorinated fullerene neutral, paves the way for the formation of a wide variety of
higher carbon clusters rather than the selective formation of particular coalescence products.
The coalescence behavior of fluorinated fullerenes has thus far not been documented and
this investigation therefore represents an unprecedented discovery which is of significance
for the field of fullerene research.

11.1E Chapter Six: “Gas-Phase Aggregation of

Oxides and C70 Oxides

under Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/lonization Conditions’’

Oxides of Cm and C70were studied using laser desorption/ionization (LDI) and matrixassisted laser desorption/ionization (M ALDI) and it was shown that two distinct coalescence
pathways exist. Use of LDI results in the expected production of pure carbon clusters, in
line with the now well documented coalescence reactions. No oxygen is observed in these
higher clusters, and the clusters fragment via the loss of C2, indicating that they are indeed
pure fullerenes and not bridged species. However, under MALDI conditions, which are
known to be much milder, the fullerene oxides fused to form clusters which still possess
oxygen and two initial fullerene moieties. The clusters do not fragment further than C,20O
when using Q,, oxides and the lack of a C 12() signal was seen as additional evidence that
the coalesced species were different from those generated under LDI conditions. Equally,
C l40*is not observed when using C70 oxides and it is believed that the structure of C l40O
is analogous to C,20O ’. It was hypothesized that “dumb-bell like" species are formed
when using MALDI, where two distinct, C^, or C70 moieties are effectively bridged by an
epoxide group, involving C-O-C bonds and one o C-C bond. Oxygen loss from the exterior
of the coalesced species could occur but loss of the epoxide group between the fullerene
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moieties would result in the cleavage of the bridge connecting them. This difference in
coalescence behavior had been undocumented so far, and the fusion of C70 oxides
represented the first time this had been achieved, though others had attempted to perform
such a synthesis in the solution phase and had thus far failed.

11.1 F Chapter Seven: “Degradation of C60 to C120O in the Solid State Under
Ambient Conditions”

In a collaboration with Dr. Taylor from the University of Sussex, a study of the
stability of pure CM under ambient conditions led to a surprising discovery. While the
degradation of pure Cm under ambient conditions to form C^, epoxides is known, it was
unexpected that these epoxides would undergo further reaction in the solid state to form
dimeric species. Cl20O was the resulting species generated as a consequence of the reaction
between CwO and C^,, and it was shown that the most likely structure would be “dumb
bell like,” with two C^, moieties bridged by an epoxide group through C-O-C bonds and
one

ctC-C

bond. Mass spectrometry and infrared spectroscopy were used for the analysis

of the product of degradation, once it had been purified using high performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC), and the results of the analyses all supported the same conclusions.
This finding has significant consequences for possible future applications of fullerene
research, such as in the field of nanotechnology, as oxidation of fullerenes even under
mild conditions must now be taken into consideration. Furthermore, it can be expected
that the C 120O “impurity” which is an intrinsic feature of aging Cm samples might be the
cause of characteristics originally attributed to Cw). The illustrative example is the famous
spike in the electron paragmagnetic resonance (EPR) spectrum of C«, , which has recently
been shown to be caused by the presence of the C 120O impurity.
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11.1 G Chapter Eight: “Coalescence and Collision-Induced Dissociation of
Three Bis(ethoxycarbonyl)methylene C60 Derivatives”

One investigation involved the study of three fullerene derivatives o f the formula
C ^fQ C O O E t)^ where n = 1, 2, and 3. The derivatives’ coalescence behavior was of
prime interest, and in particular whether or not hydrogen was present in the coalesced
species. It was determined that hydrogen was indeed present in the higher carbon clusters,
though previous publications in the literature had made the assumption that it was not.
Studying the three compounds, it was found that moving to derivatives with a higher
number of ligands attached led to the production of coalesced carbon clusters of greater
size, the amount of hydrogen present in the clusters increased, and the probability of
observing clusters with an uneven number of carbon atoms also increased. Collisioninduced dissociation experiments also revealed that the coalesced species dissociated to
form fragments which were not of equal size and that C^, was preferentially lost as a
neutral in each case. This appears to indicate that the coalescence products consist of
bridged species rather than single, closed cage entities and further corroborates the theory
that fragmentation of the C60[C(COOEt)2]ncompounds leads to the production of suitable
precursors for coalescence. While the daughter ions generated following CID do not
match the expected precursors formed in the gas phase, it is believed that the “dangling,”
exohedral carbon atoms of these precursors are crucial to the coalescence mechanism and
that rearrangement of the bonding within the system leads to the dissociation of C, via the
preferential dissociation into C„.N)+ and a CN) neutral. The coalescence of these derivatives
is still under investigation and is of importance due to the fact that a more comprehensive
understanding of the structures of the coalescence products will provide insight into the
reaction mechanism involved.
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11.1H

C hapter Nine: “ M etal-C atalyzed C oalescen ce Reactions of

Metallofullerenes”

Three endohedral metallofullerene species were studied originally for the purpose
of structure elucidation and it immediately became apparent that all three underwent
enhanced coalescence reactions. Indeed, coalescence occurred at much lower laser powers
than would be required for pure fullerenes. In fact, the ease by which coalescence occurred
prevented any structural assignment, so that other ionization methods had to be applied.
Electron ionization and electrospray ionization were both used for the purposes of
characterizing the precursor material and indicated that it was likely the three samples
consisted of M@C82 and M2@C80, where M is an endohedral metal atom and was Er, Tb,
or Gd. The Gd@C„ species coalesced less readily than Er@Cn and Tb@Cn, though
coalescence was still greatly enhanced. It is known from other studies that endohedral,
lanthanide atoms donate electron density to the carbon cage, typically of an order of two
to three electrons. As coalescence reactivity was greatly increased in each of the three
cases, it is reasonable to propose that the reactions are metal catalyzed. The precise
assignment of the coalescence products was difficult due to the limited resolution of the
instrumentation used, but it is clear that the isotope patterns do not match with the
distributions expected for pure carbon clusters in the positive-ion mode and therefore
more than one species must be present within the distribution; by contrast, in the negative
ion mode, the distributions appear to correlate much more closely with the expected values.
It has been postulated that pure carbon clusters are observed in the negative ion mode,
while other species such as metal-containing clusters may be present in the positive ion
mode. Use must be made of a mass spectrometer with a higher resolution in future, in
order to establish the constituent species within the distributions of coalescence products.
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11.11 Chapter Ten: “Evaluation of Electrospray Ionization as an Analytical
Tool for the Analysis of Fullerenes and Their Derivatives”

As pure fullerenes have become better understood over the years and the search for
potential applications of this knowledge has increased, it is inevitable that research should
be more directed towards the synthesis and analysis of fullerene derivatives. However,
the lability of some derivatives, such as hydrogenated fullerenes with respect to heating,
places restrictions upon what ionization techniques may be used. MALDI is one “soft”
ionization technique which is frequently used, but reaction w ith the analyte, such as
oxidation, can limit the usefulness of this method. One of the m ost promising ionization
techniques is electrospray ionization due to its ability to produce molecular ions with little
or no fragmentation, and the lack of heating or use of photoirradiation. It therefore represents
one of the gentlest ionization methods. Analysis of fullerenes using ESI has always been
problematic, however, and the samples have frequently been modified in order to make
them “ESI-active.” One group has thus far been able to analyze pure fullerenes straight
from a toluene solution using ESI, but no support for such an experimental method has
been found in the literature since that time. Conclusive evidence for the viability of ESI as
an analytical method for the investigation of fullerenes and their derivatives is therefore
much sought after. It was with this in mind that an study into the suitability of this technique
was performed. It was shown that ESI is indeed a viable technique for the structural
analysis and characterization of fullerenes and their derivatives. It was also shown that
neither protonation nor deprotonation occurred prior to ionization, and only radical
molecular ions were observed in most cases. The ability to establish the molecular ion so
clearly is indeed significant and the evidence obtained during the research should provide
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support for future fullerene research with the increased emphasis on synthetic derivatization
and analysis of these derivatives.

11.2 Summary

The research detailed in this report represents a contribution to the advancement of
fullerene science. The study of coalescence reactions has demonstrated the varying degrees
of reactivity amongst differing fullerene derivatives, and the discussion of the relative
ionization energies of the samples and possible precursors for coalescence reactions provides
insight into the mechanisms of such reactions. The discovery of the formation of c m o
under ambient conditions and in the solid state represents a surprising discovery which
has consequences for future applications of fullerenes while also contributing to the
understanding of coalescence which does not lead to pure carbon clusters. Frequent
difficulties encountered during the analysis of fullerene derivatives, where the sample
exhibits extensive and undesirable fragmentation, have been overcome through the
demonstration that electrospray ionization can indeed prove to be a viable method for
obtaining the molecular ion of pure fullerene and fullerene derivative samples. The study
of delayed ionization has shown that mass spectrometrists must exercise caution when
attributing signals obtained using ToF instruments as arising through fragmentation of
larger species. The study also led to the discovery that the instrumental features may be
used to an advantage, enabling the routine investigation of delayed ionization. New avenues
of inquiry have been created within the research group as a result of the findings detailed.
The study of coalescence has been widened to include new fullerene derivatives and new,
non-fullerene precursors have also been used in the attempt to generate fullerenes through
laser ablation. Delayed ionization is currently being examined for a range of fullerene
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derivatives using the methods described earlier. Though the topics covered and the samples
used in this report have varied, a continuous theme has always been present: the
characterization of fullerenes and their behavior in the gas phase through the use of mass
spectrometry; the body of this research contributes to a better understanding of the properties
fullerenes and their derivatives and has already led to new avenues of investigation.
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